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MAY find this
hard to believe, but
the following were
gathered at the BBC
TV recording studios
toother night to record
'Roll Over Beethoven'
and 'BoDiddley': Suzl
Quatro on bass, John
Miles on guitar,
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leant them her 0,000 life
savings to buy the necessary
equipment How kind of the
dear little lady. At least
someone has cmfldence In
the Vibrators.
An Interesting little gem
reaches my attentive ear.
Can this be true? (baba
Khan quilting Rufus after
her old man had a row with
another member of the
band. I wonder. And here's
a little question I've so far
not been able to answer.
What, my friends, were
tibia Donnelly and Lee
heed/1o( Supercharge fame
doing taking dinner with
Frank Zappa at the Manor
last week'
While on the subject of
Supercharge, I understand
that Pete Wingfield Is likely
to augment the lads at their
upcoming Victoria Palace
concert.
And If old thick lips Jagger
was at the Roxy ('other
night. I certainly didn't see
him. Perhaps he was there
disguised as a punk. I did
spot Cherry Gillespie, red
hatred as ever. So vulgar
always think. And more
two
sights for sore eyes
sun - tanned Sex Pistols and
1

Eddie Fitzgerald

Rpg torsion
6p7(+ilt

my old friend Peter
Baumann of Tangerine

-

)ax Tel W

%bhshed b[[ Seorneht %taita

SeotMehi Hase I
BenaeM Rmdd London.N7 MI1,

re

Dream
Jaffa juice?
let's hear It for the
grandpa with the most, Ivor
Cutler. Apparently the old
boy ventured back to his
native Scotland after an
absence of 27 years to play

prmSouthernd
bSouthernÉ

tern

Nc.apyeperl
Ala rdstoiw

Ltd

Did they invent

Now

taro Ltd

LeoMlield

,

xent

ME706a4

sell out concerts In

iNts

''_' '

:I -

"Through the pages of your
paper I would like to thank
publicly Erle neaten for his

1

CONTRIBUTORS
Greg Edwards
James Hamilton
Robin Katz

SpprMea

on

And, oh ma gawd, what's all
this, not the Vibrator, (so
lacking In sex appeal I
always think after yet more
publicity OK, I'll tell It, It's
a nice homely little take as It
happens. The band were
desperately In need of a new
PA system and at the same
time were desperately short
of the old folding matter.
Step In please Mrs Edwards,

SERVICES DEPT
EDITOR
Susanne Garrett
ASSISTANT
Gunda Lenmanis

Distrrbuted

IL

drums and Leo Sayer
on vocals. This band
most unlikely too,
were there under the
direction of cuddly
Mickie Most, for the
last in the series of
Multi - Coloured Swap
Shop.

David Brown

J

/110V

Lionel Dan's Formation Team p
Edinburgh and Glasgow
The Macprodigal son
returns, even if It tea bit late
In the day.
Swallow this we can't

Big on

.

.

tour with

Mr
the

Runaways. The mind, and

that's not all, boggles.

What's all this about UFO
and the Runaways. It's all
lies according to Herbert
Devices, a photographer who
wears a delightful little
earring In his ear, nice me
Chalkle.
Amongs my mail this week Is a
letter from some mad

Scotsman named Earl

Scudate who wants to know

If I'd like to come up
Scotland to indulge

to

In

haggis hunting. It's not the
season , you fool.

The poor old

Avon

Education Authority
couldn't quite gel it

together. They asked for the
David Soul Bristol catcert
tickets to go an sale on
Sunday so the dear little
children wouldn't lake Ume
off from school to queue.
They'd forgotten It was half
term. Pull your socks up
you disciplinarians.
Poor little Bob Story
The
only leather jacket In the
world that fits Little Bob

us

groupies
new

to listening to local radio non

no doubt. The lodger tells
me the platter will feature

English language. Forty
days of their four months'
study was devoted entirely

- stop
Those poor old
professors must be suffering
now,
Congratulations: Charlie Oil let's Radio London pro-

gramme 'Honky Tonk'
Celebrates Its fifth birthday

on

Marche.

In town

tmite:

New York's top

session guitarist Elllott
Ilandelt
noted for his
album performances with

-

Steely Dan and the Ddnble

Brothers among many
others, made a surprise
appearance at Dingwall'

last Monday night when he
joined new band Kites on
stage for their encore
Old uncle Eric Burden is back
In London In the recording
studios with 7eot Money and

tivin Taylor, preparing an
album under the watchful

eye of(bas(bandler.
Roger Daltrey Is back from
France and he tells me his

himself mysteriously dis
appeared apres gig at

manager Martin Cole on 01or Rick an 01-340

S80 1978

9291.

Further education: A study
group of Professors of
English at various universities, Including both Oxford
and Cambridge have been

-

-

special thanks to Eric
Claptco and Fullers Bitter

three of his own corn.
written with the
posltlms

-

aid of (have Courtney and
Tony Meehan.
Ho ho, nice publicity stunt
from Island Records. Was it

really a mistake that the
find 2,000 copies of the
Ihamnrd'e album featured a
cover photo of Eddie k The
hid Rods? Instant collectors
Items department.
So to the lord's Tavern for the
Annual Chrysalis Darts

Tournament.

I

Invited to play in

wasn't

Record

Lionel Dart's

Mirror's

Formatlae Team', but 1 was
there to witness the dart
throwing, the beer throwing
and the general liggery,
Record Mirror's dynamle
players thrashed Radio 2,
Radio and Capital Radio to
reach the final where they
lost to British Forces
Broadcasting Overseas,
!especially vast
The drink
quantities of Auutrallan
amber fluid began to tell and
In the last game, few of them
could see the board and at
least one had trouble
remaining In an upright
position. Such fun. The
1

-

...

Manchester Poly. Owing to
the high probability that it
will fit nouns else, Little Bob
would appreciate Rs return.
A reward is offered. Contact

solo album will be
with
released in May

making an Inventlgallut Into
the use and misuse of the

tia

splendid second place
trophy now resides in our

V

'

office, on the shelf next to an
empty tight ale bottle
approprtate I feel
Old uncle Eric has been

-

'4 t
le

paRree

Patti Doulaye. oar
girl. If our competitors can do
it. why shouldn't we?

plea sin'

em down in
I reproduce a

Cranielgh.
letter I received from one
Roger Swallow of the
Cranleigh Roundtable

..

appearance at the Cr. N etgh
Village Hail This was no
brief guest star appearance,
for Erie rehearsed for the
show and was on stage for
more than two hours.
Getting the event together
cost Eric over 1300 and he
refused to accept any tee or
expenses. Thanks again to

Eric and the other

musicians for a memorable
and prontable village hop
we'll book you again Eric If
you play 'Leyte'. Your,
etc." Nice one Eric and
thanks for the letter Roger
But why didn't you let me

-

-know

about the gig

beforehand": I'd have loved
to have been there
Mare trouble down at Francis
Rossl's fish farts The
yellow tang has disappeared

along with three other

specimens. Young Nicholas
Rowel, apparently, removed
them from their watery
home and put them to bed
because he thought they
were lonely and cold. The or
puffer fish Is reported to be
very happy with this stale of

affair,.

European affairs:

Mr R.
Wakenwn checked out the
Chicago gig In Zurich, got
bored and left before the
end.
been

I've

asked to give a

mention for Dragon. gig at
Fulham's Golden Lim and
for Ocean at King's College
where, poor thing., only a
dozen or no students turned
up for the "how. Better luck

next time, lads,
agreeable little bash at
the Hope & Anchor after
Eddie r The Hot Rode
Rainbow session, Much
enjoyment and jam s.eslms

lb an

followed. Name check: Lew
1~4, 1~ !trillium and
Spark
from the Feet
goods and The Fruit

Ealing Bears Netrh

the
RM reps found the cellar
after the her hail closed
H someone wed kindly help me
up off the floor. I'll sty

goodbye In a dignified
fashlm. See y's14

Every so often along comes a single of
dynamic proportions which once heard is
never forgotten but merges into the very
heart of what music is all about.
This is such a single.

JUSTIN HAYWARD

:á

3

"One Lonely Room"
From the new album ((SONGWRITER"

DERAM

4
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ROD'S
OZZIE
stopped Rod Stew
art's concert at the

March 18.
The song is the
band's anthem and

-

-

April

of collapse, put three
quarters of an hour before

album.

give a week of concerts at
London's Palladium In
April and four provincial
appearances In May.
They appear at the
Palladium from April 25.
30. then Liverpool Empire
May 6, Sheffield City Hall
6, Manchester Apollo 7,

Wolverhampton Civic
Hall

8.

A new album 'Hellco'
released on Mardi 4.

is

-1

Pictured left John
Anon. Mickel' Foote
and right, bassist Paul
Sitnenou,

Hall &Oates
0 three

I

STONESSIGN

Frankie at
Palladium
FRANKIE VALLI and
the Four Seasons are to

their

release.

8

THREE PREVIOUSLY
unissued track. by Hall
and
from 1973
Atlantic label days are

WITH .EMI

featured

on a now
complkaUon of the duo's

material.

The

THE ROILING Stones have signed to EMI Records.
Completion of negotla lions for the long term contract
were announced by EMI's managing director Leelle
Hill last week. shortly after It was learnt that a
previous attempt by Polydor to secure them had failed
They will conUnue to put their records out on the
Rolling Stones label incorporating their red tongue

material horn their
three albums made while
with the label.
on

LSE

logo.

Their contract excepting the USA and Canada. Is for
six albums.
The double live album of European tour concerts last
year will be
as their hut WEA LP.

T RO

EDDfE k\115,1ClJU

LoI

r

2.

BE -BOP

r,

'"Y

They play Ham.

Odeon on
March 25/2e. Bristol 77,
Bournemouth 28.
The Brighton gig has
not been replaced and

they will now play
Eastbourne Congress
Theatre on the 29th
Instead. People with
tickets for Brighton,

r^

C/W

I

Introduce hits from the
past 23 years-

.-
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UP3521
FIRST 5000 COeIES IN vdl-31g,
SPECIAL ILLUSTRATED
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THE NEW Deke Leonard
with ex . Help
Band
Yourself member Malcolm Morley, Stephen
Duncan. David Hopwood,

-

ce.,so.rs..

2i1
-

Deke's new
band

b.

treeg

-

t
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PATTRA VERN: Route '77 tour anal Southampton
on March 12, and add Leeds Polytechnic February
24, Keele University March 9, Belford Porterhouse
Club 11, Northa melon Cricket Club 12

LITTLE.. BOB STORY: London Marquee
brought forward to March I from the 3rd.

date

PETE BROWN'S BACK TO FRONT: Birmingham
Aton University February 26, Manchester Electric
Circuit 20, London Dingwalla March 5, Hope and
Anchor 6, Marquee 14, Rock Garden April l3 -le.
More March dater. to be added.

12, Leeds Ford Green Hotel 13, Cheltenham
Pavilion 18, Leicester Poly technic 19.

DETROIT SPINNERl: Birmingham Odeon
22, Manchester Apollo 28, Liverpool Empire
Dunstable California Ballroom 30, Croydon
Fairfield Hells May I. More dates to be announced
A U track 'Best Of LP issued In conjunction with
the tour.
THE.

April
24,

DEAF SCHOOL Coventry Tiffany. February 24.
Guildford Surrey University 25.
Leleest.r

University

26, Maidenhead Sklndles 27, Plymouth
Top Rank 2A, Blackburn King George. Hail
March
St Albans Civic Centre 6, Leeds Polytechnic 6,

Nottingham Polytechnic 8, Aberystwyth University
Liverpool Empire 11, Durham University 12,
Croydon Greyhound 13, Stafford Top of the World 14.
9,

Essex

THE JAM; Leighton Buzzard The Hurd February
26, Putney Flanagan. March 1,
Hammersmith Red
Cow 2, Leicester Polytechnic 5, Hammersmith Red
Cow 9. University of Kent Keynes College 11,
Hammersmith Red Cow 16, Islington Hope and
Anchor 18, Hammersmith Red Cow 23, Stoke
Newington Rochester 24, London Royal College of
Art 23, Hammersmith Red Cow 30, Stoke N ewIngwn
Rochester 31.

NASTY POP: Newport Stowaway Club March 2,
Plymouth Woods Centre 3, London Kings College 4.
Liverpool Erica 5. Leeds Ford Green Hotel 6.
Doncaster Outlook 7. Norwich University of East
Anglia 9, London Marquee 10, West Runton Pavilion

U. Bradford University 12, Bournemouth Village
Bowl 14, Middlesbrough Rock Garden 18,

the

Manchester Electric Circus 19. Nottingham Boat
Club 20, London Marquee 24, Brighton King. West
Suite 29. Wolverhampton Lafayette 30, Monk inn
Combe Viaduct Hotel 31, Dudley JBo April I,
Birkenhead MrDlgbys6, Scarborough Penthouse8

Middleton Civic Hall.
March 11; Manchester
Poly 12; Leeds University
13; Ipswich GauAnont 15;

CITY BOY: Wolverhampton Lafayette March 9,
Penzance Garden 10, Bristol Poly 11, Oxford Poly
12. Leeds Poly 13, Birmingham Barbarelias 15.
Birkenhead Mr Dlgbys 16, Leicester Poly IT,

Andy Elation

It
-

DIRTY TRICKS: Cancel Liverpool on February 24,
and add CheaterQualntways on March21.

RACING CARS: Add Birmingham Barbarellae
March 6. Bristol Locarnoe.

presented by original DJ
Teddy Johnson who will

L

30.

jubilee
RADIO LUXEMBOURG
celebrates Its own silver
jubilee this Sunday when
It. charts programme Is
26 years old. The
programme will be

(you") BETTER! WATCH YOURSELF

THE VIBRATORS: Add Birmingham Rebecca. on
March10.
MAE McKENNA Southampton Technical College
Mardi 11, Worcester College of Education 12.
Chichester College of Further Education 15,
Euslbwrrie 16, Brighton Polytechnic 19, Winchester
Art College 20, Weymouth College 22, Manchester

Luxembourg

a refund and
reapply for Eastbourne
tickets.

J `1,.,i

OUT FOR A ,LARK

NEW SEEKERS: Southport Theatre April 0, Irvine
Magnum Leisure Centre 9, Dunoon Queen's Hail 10,
Inverness Eden Court Theatre 11/12, St Helens
Theatre Royal 14, St Albans Civic Hall 16, Ashton
Tameside Theatre 17, Bristol Colston Hall 19,
Bournemouth Winter Gardens 20, St Austell Classic
Theatre 21, Swindon Wyvern Theatre 22, Ipswich
Corn Exchange 23, Oxford New Theatre 24,
Portsmouth Guildhall 26, Eastbourne Congress
Theatre 27, Margate Winter Gardens 28, Bradford
St George's Hail 29, Birmingham Town Hall 30,
London Victoria Palace May 1.

Birmingham University 16, Wolverhampton Poly
17, Canterbury University of Kent
18, Colchester
University 19, London Roundhouse 20,
Sheffield Top Rank 23, Glasgow Queen Marga rets
Union 26, Edinburgh Tiffany. 26, Redcar Coatham
Bowl 27.

should get

-

19,

Union

FOLLOWING THE can

cellaUon of dates due to
Bill Nelson's oar crush,
Be Bop Deluxe's gigs
have been re scheduled
for March.

meremith

NEW SINGLE

London Chelsea College

FLYING ACES: Askam Bryam College February
25, Oxford Polytechnic 26, London Roundhouse 27.
Dingwalb March 1, Rock Garden2. Burton '70 Club
4, Bolton Institute of Technology 5, Warwick
University 9. Derby Clenpalras 10, Lancaster 31
Martalns College 11, Glasgow Queen Margaret

REJIG
GIGS

CITY PROMOTIONS

18,

THE COUNT 131811OPS: Additions to tour, London
Royal College of Art Instead of Chiswick
Polytechnic on February 26, Hope and Anehor27.

Benefit gig

110

;

released by the Chelsea
label next month. It has
11 tracks recorded In Ur I.

BENEFIT gig

-.

so-rvów FirlrtiOu
YIME wrT Mgb

Meanwhile. analbumof
theirs previously unava4
table In thl country.
'Past Thus. Behind' Is

In aid of Release is held at the London
School of Economics on March 5 with Arthur Brown,
V Incen t Cm ne and Friends.
Also on the bUl are Carol Grimes & The London
Boogie Band, Keith Christmas. Paul Brett, Steel Pulse
and Delta
A

releasedas

album 'No

Goodbye.' draws mainly

London Marquee

dates,

tat

sound engineer Mickey
Foote.
They are recording
their .first album for

caused the video screen
and stage to be In danger

the show was due to
begin.
The convert al the 36,000
rapacity venue has been
re
scheduled for this
week.
Hin world tour finishes
n ext month and Rod will
thm begin work en a new

17,

Bournemouth Village Bowl 21. They will also be
supporting the Pelee Ashton Lord band on their

r.

'White Riot' Issued on

produced by

Baileys March 10-12, Stockport Davenport Theatre
13, Farnworth Blighty's Club 17.10, Sunderland
Empire Theatre20.

BANDIT: Coventry College of Education March 12,
London NaahvWe 15, Oxford Westminster College

The Clash on CBS is

Australia last week.
Freak weather conditions
it la currently mid

,

I

DEBUT SINGLE from

Sydney Showground,

SHOW'ADDYWADDY, Batley Variety Club
February 23-26, Morecambe Winter Garden Theatre
27, Merthyr Tydfil Rhydcar Leisure Centre 28, Stoke

-o-e.--11

WIND
CYCLONE
-

TOURS.-!. TOURS

..-

°' A-

'Riot'

A

.David Brown...01-607 6411

AJ

Clash
issue

anthem

Summer In Australia

.NEWSDESK...News Editor

- go

on

toad next month.
Dates so far Include:

tendon Roundhouse 16.
and Sheffield University
11.

Manchester Poly 18, London City University
Plymouth Fiesta 21.

19,
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BEATLES LIVE

NEWS
IN

1

BRIEF

ALBUM?'
A

of

DOUBLE album

previously

unavailable Beatles
performances could
be released by EMI
to be marketed by
television commercials.

George MarUn

may

BARRY WHITE bringing
nine musicians with
him plus love Unlimited and will use 35- piece
British orchestra and 70
foot mirror on stage.
Boat single 'Star

1

produce the tracks

recorded at their 1964
Hollywood Bowl and es
Shea Stadium concerts,
which include many old
'GEORGE HARRISON
favourites.
They will be promoted albums by The Shadows,
in a similar manner to the Glen Campbell and the
recent chart topping TV
Beach Boys.

Machine' out on March

e

(.

Title track from 'Hotel

California'

Eagles single

t'1

'L at the ROUGH Big Barry,
Rainbow
NAME more hits
'Barry
m
DEAL
II'
íi.50
A ONE - OFF concert by
Steve Hillage and band Is

March 26.
Tickets are £2.50,

C2,

and are on sale

and

now.

It will

be his last
appearance for several
months as he is to write
material for a new album

to be recorded this
Summer.

AN ALBUM of the
Muppets' music is being
prepared in the U9. As
yet, there has been no
decision taken on which
UK record company will
be involved.

Olempson and Geoff
Britton, have ran Into
trouble with their name.
A London band called
Rough [Hammds claim

signed to Island, have
caused their booking» to

suffer.

The problem goes
before the High (hurt this
week, and Is holding up
the production of Rough
Diamond's first LP due
out In

April.

514'A

r

Diamond, featuring
David Byron, Clem

that the new group,

Wax Muppets

_

BAND Rough

NEW

singgle-

0

Run'.

and

Birmingham date Is now
the Hippodrome on the"

In the Hot seat

26th.

Transferred
AN

EXTRA London

concert for Manhattan
Transfer has been added

their New Victoria
appearances on February 26 a t 8pm.
to

THERE CERTAINLY wasn't too much teenage depression at Eddie And The
Hot Rods Rainbow gig on Saturday as our picture shows. Over 150 seats were
smashed eip by over enthusiastic fans to the tune of 000 worth ofdamage.
A spokesman for the theatre said: "It cos caused by people simply having a
good time. There was no question «Tony trouble. It was a great gig. That sort of
damage is what a promoter pays insurance for. The seats are being repaired

BILLY CONOLLY
makes a marathon

-nighter concert
tour this summer.
one

[-Y

Fa-

bulous

Dates are: Oban
Corran Hall April 14.

Cambeltown Victoria
Hall

SI

in

MAC SOLD OUT
FLEETWOOD MAC'S London Rainbow
concert m April 8 has mild out and an
additional concert will be held there on
the 91h. Tickets m sale now.

19,

Arran Brodick

Hall le, Musselburgh
Brunton Hall
haven Town

Poodle's. see

News
Brief

Rand, Otca.lmal Orchestra and Rig Band
with ',rankle Armpit.
rang, l7 featured In the
Moving left Revue '77
at London's Roundhouse as March lb.
Dr Feselgood to record
new album at Roc blind
Studios In March
Ex New York Dolls
guitarist Johnny Thum
der and hla Heart-

THE BIG YIN TO PLAY

1111r.

r

The

Henry Cow, Mike
Westbrook'. Brass

Meanwhile it is hotly ripped that ex Kurt aal Flyer, rhythm guitarist Grurme
Doug/as. who played with The Rods on Saturday. will join the band.
Eddie And The Hot Rods review. Page' 25.

l>1

,4boe'e
Jaro: Polydor signing, ser
Tour news
and right:

ville.
Kiss's 'Rock 'N' Roll
Over' out on Casablanca next month.
Thereformed Booker T &
The MG. album 'Universal language' released this week, first
for five year..
Four hours of music with

the

1

irw

Pe-ndergrasa has
first LP on Philadelphia International
released an March 4.
Jae Tex has signed to
Epic, and will record
new album In NashTeddy

er

Preston Guildhall on
17,

Stone
Hall 19,

18,

Fraserburgh Dal-

,

rymple

Hall

Large

Pavilion IS. Bournemouth
Winter Gardens 7, Petro
ton Festival Theatre 8,
-

Weymouth Pavilion

Theatre 9, Portsmouth
Guildhall 10, Wh1Uey Bay

Great
Yarmouth, Wellington

Playhouse

13.

Rothesay Pavilion
Blackpool Opera House
28,

s

Ayr Gaiety

DAVID SOUL'S 'Don't Glve Up On Us
Baby' has now sold me million coplee in
the UK. Thousands of extra copies bare
had to be imported.

UK MARATHON
Hastings White Rock

Pier Pavilion 18, Skegness Pler Theatre 16,
Clacton Princess Theatre
17, Southend Cliffs Pavilion 18, Ranwga Wil-

20,

Barrfields Pavilion

BUT NOT DAVID

May British

mid

dates,
Ian Matthews working on
new LP In States,
working title 'Flit And

release
White's
Greatest Hits Volume
next month. It Includes
solo tracks and performances by Love Unlimited
and the LU Orchestra.
Added to his tour Is

March

next

Dkioble Brothers possible

TO COINCIDE with his
British tour, 20th Century

held at London 'e Rainbow

is

Live cuts from 'Perim to
Person' LP 'I'm The
One' selected as next
Average White Rand

Theatre

22,
23,
24.

Llandudno Astra

Theatre

29,

lile

Villa Marina May

of Man

IOW
Ryde Town Hall Muy 3,
Brighton The Dome w,

Jersey

1.

West Park

5.

Hall 19.
o n' s
Scarborough Futurist

Morecambe
22.
Inverness Eden Court
June 13, Aberdeen Music

Theatre

21,

Winter Gardens

Hall

Hall

14,

Dundee Caird

15,

breakers return
Landon Dingwall.

15th,
Edinburgh Crystal
Gayle
1e.

Playhouse Theatre
Newcastle City Hall
Carlisle Market Hall
Sheffield Qty Hall

Ipswich Gaumont

18,
IS,

20,
22,

was voted
beet female vocalist
and Billy Jo Spears the
moat promising In the

Academy of (buntry

Oxford New Theatre 23,
Bristol Hippodrome 24,
Birmingham Hippodrome
Si, Leicester De Montfort
Hail 26, Manchester Free
Trade Hall 27, (utron
firmed dates In Ireland on
29, 30, and July 1), York
Theatre Royal 3, Preston

Music awards.
The Fabulous Poodle.

and 6,
Empire 8.

support Streetwalkers
al their Rainbow gig m
Friday.

Guildhall
Rainbow
Liverpool

4,
5,

London

Glasgow Apo11o9,

appear at London'.
Nashville Room. on

March 11.
'Dead On Arrival'
the
Stranglers album has
been brought forward
for April release.

-

Th

Foster

Brothers

The new single from the more whimsical side of Mike Oldfield.
You clog -danced to 'In Dulci ,Jubilo.
You crashed through the ceiling totPortsmouth.
Now hear

WiiiiamTeii Overture
by Mike Old field
It'll

to

on

March 8 and 31 Wayne
County appears there
on the 14th and (berry
Vanilla group on the

shake you to the core.

onVirginVS 167
'William Tell Overture'The brand new hit from Mike Oldfield. Out now
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RACING CARS pull registration, old,
Is it far
out of gigs. Guitar- prime
miles
ist laid up in bed home?
to the car.

with bronchitis.

Racing Cars may be
their name and fast rock
their game, but it's a
different story when you
meet them in their
homeland near Cardiff.
Jim Evans reports

past its
to your
Hmmm.

211

Gingerly, we move out

Lead singer breaks of the station forecourt
down outside Car- area. Yvonne In the
driving seat, Morty in the

diff. Shock horror?
No, just a pseudo sensational intro.
Explanations later.
Welcome to Morty's
world. Mr Gareth Morn.
mer, songster of this
parish, This Is Your Life.
Through the Rhondda

back giving directions
and playing with little
boy. Near misses with
one or two buses, my foot
goes through the floor.

Gear trouble Confusion
between first and third
and second and fourth

Occasional stall. Engine
sounds remarkably uncomfortable,
sweet.
different song now. No Chug along not
for a few
more 'Land Of My miles.
Fathers but 'They Shoot
Out of the city, Hit
Horses Don't They'. roundabout,
negotiate,
Local boys make good. splutter, splutter,
cut. No
Deservedly so. Read on
Pull In, try
Friday 11 am. Phone engine.
starter,
ghastly
noise
call from Chrysalis., emanates from engine
Trouble. Racing Cars quarters Shock, horror,
have pulled out of their Racing
Car breaks down.
weekend gigs. But I'm And
raining. Everymeant to be going m the body It's
out
road with them. They're me's got Liftbonnet Noclue Poke and
on the front cover, We've
got to do something. An prod a few leads. Trouble
Foggy mountain
Intervle'aa'. Natch, the folks.
Long way
solution. Five o'clock breakdown..
home. Try bump
train to Cardiff, Morty'U from
start Worse noises. Is
meet you at the station
Hotel? No, you can stay at this sort of thing meant to
his sister's place. And so happen in the world of
the show rolls on to Formula one?

Valley. they

sing

"I don't see my parents
much now, though they
don't live far away. We
were never close. My
mother left home when
my sister needed her
most "

a

Natalie Woad Iles on the
psycho -analyst's couch
and cm teases to the bank
robbery More looks at
the photo album "That
one was taken when re
come back from the sea.
Dart I look fat? We used
to eat so much on the
tank ern. Entrees. main
causes and sweet,, the
lot And look at that long

And that string
holding my jeans up. rm
lucky with clothan. Being
short I can buy children's
Jeans I got two pairs In
Oxford Street the other
day, l,8 less than the
regular adult price."
Tne bum is over, It all
ended very happily. It's
gone midnight.
All yawn. Time to make
a move. I must stay at
Morty's sister's 'roe there
Isn't enough room here.
Coats an for the short
walk to the afcremen-

hair.

.

Wales.

Friday 8.53 pm. Right
on time (Let's hear it for
British Rail), Ivor the
Engine and friends pull

Into Cardiff Central,
Diminutive character In

bobble hat and colourful
ski-style anorak stands at
the barrier. Mr Mortt.
mer, we meet again.
Morty's a gentle character, Instantly likeable,

Passing cars

.

.

.

one

stops. Fear not help Is at
hand. It's Dyl the car

salesman. His breath
smells strongly of
to Have we got a low drink.
rope'.
please, honest genuine - Check boot contents.
he came up the hard way.
Nape. Could be anything.

helpful,

so

timed deennaUa. Few
lights shine In the passing
houses, It's late In Wales
Nothing stirs
We arrive. Knock an

eager

He was on his own from
the start. God helps those

Dyl offers us lift

to

Morty's place. Thanks
who help themselves, DyL
they say. Monty helped
Yvonne In the frail
himself, but I don't converses with DyL
reckon Number One In the Marty and I chat in the
Sky leant a hand. You back. Of the recent
gotta' keep movie' m . . German tour. 'They
You're wearing Shoot Horses' didn't go
glasses this time I didn't down there. They pre.
recognise you, and the (erred the rock nu mbera
hair's all gone. We'll Cars offered a US tour
have to hang an a minute, with Bob Seger, Went to
my girlfriend's Just gate see Graham this after
to the loo. Good journey? noon, he didn't look too
Great. Can you drive? good. Must check about
(affirmative answer). tomorrow. Talk of
Good, you see my 'Horses' sales figures..
girlfriend's learning to 18,1100 yesterday, so many
drive, we've just bought the day before, haven't
this add mint, can you At had today's yet Should
with her an the way be around number 12 in
home? "No trouble, next aaeek's chart. And
anything toobdge. "
the album's in the Top 80.
Circa 9 pm. arrive chez
Morty. Actually it's chez

the door, enter, on the

7

sofa

l

Enter pretty little
lady leading

Welsh

infant. "Jim, meet
Yvonne and Andrew."
Handshakes and smiles.
Curious looks from the
little lad. "Let's go for a
coffee first, rm rather
dry." Mutual agreement
to the cafe
Coffee -time conversations
"Graham,
guitarist, - has been
ordered to bed by the
doctor No gig tonight,
tomorrow at Folkoit ne
doubtful Top Of The
Pops last w eek a long
day. Doing U again next
week, confirmation Tuesday. Supersonic done
Met Cliff Richard Nice
guy. He likes the song,

said

he

would have

recorded It himself. but it
looks like being too big a

hit Mike Mansfield

-

a

lot of people knock him,

he's vey efficient
Have you eaten'
We'll get a Chinese later.
Little lad fs Andrew
three In May. Who's your
favourite singer, Anbut

-

drew°

"Leo Sayer",

What does Daddy sing'
"Horses". To the car.
White Mint red rapt 'D'

r

Malvin

-

la busying around; her
husband Colin has just
got up
he must shortly
leave to work through the
night at his bakery.

-

Discussions of the car
and of 'Horsed', of the
cancelled gigs; fire tea.
Of venues, Malvin Is to

Yvonne's mother.

Thanks for the lift, Dyl.
Yvonne and Morty have
their own troll room.
Pictures of Leo Sayer on
the wall, stereo, colour TV mad stage antics delight
''That's one luxury the punters as the band's
success has bought me," concerts climax
three piece suite, pracMalvin's not too happy.
tical, comfortable, home- He's had this headache
ly. Yvonne's mother for three days now and it
takes care of the little won't go away. And all
boy. Time for tea. Morty, the pills he's been taking
you see, doesn't drink. He for it are making him feel
never has. He's teetotal
He chats
"In the summer, in the unsteadybriefly with Marty.
hot weather. I look at a Passes on various
glass of lager or Guinness receipts to Morty and bids
and It looks so refreshing, farewell See you later,
so nice, but I just da't Malvin,
lice it don't like the taste
The news has finished
It looks good. but I just
don't lice it My father and Harry O Is busy
another mystery
solving
used to drink a lot He'd
came home drunk on a In America. Yvonne has
from her misreturned
Friday night and - set
about my mother. She sion to the Welsh
style Chinese
mountain
often had black eyes
courtesy of him. Perhaps takeaway and has enthat's got something to do tered room with three
superbly smelling plates
with my not drink big
Menu produced. We ofChinko grub, bread and
discuss various dishes butter and tea. Al tuck
and settle for number 'B'.
a complete Chinese meal
Talk of plans to retrasve
for three Yvonne departs the abandoned Mini In the
to the takeaway. Pa, morning, Of the band's
ridge has finished and van which broke down
Kenneth Kendall la recently. They hired a
meandering through the replacement which also
day's boring news Items.
broke down and another
Knock on the window, which suffered a similar
Enter Morty's brother fate. Racing Cars don't
Malvin, the me whose have a lot of luck at the

Is

headache now passed, his
girlfriend; Mort y'a sister

i,
road - transport -wise
anyway.
Meal over. Delicious.

ring the Reverend Evans
(no relation) in the
morning to cheek out a
church hail they want to
use for rehea real. Talk
of another local hail, "We
played there fur a concert
to mark the investiture of
Prince Charles Remece
bee that? Status Quo were
on the same bill. They'd

It used to be a toss-up
between getting the bus
home or buying a bag of
chips and walking . . . I just had hits with
My pancake roll gets the
better of me and Marty Promise to enquire. used to wear my satchel 'Pictures Of MatrlreUck
Photographs, photo- on my back to cover the Men' and something else.
eagerly finishes it oft
That was where we
holes in my trousers
More coffee-time colorer graphs.
"Other kids would have taught them lo play 12 bar
Yvonne hurries upsaams . , . Harry O has
got his man and the stairs and returns with a new trousers clean too, blues, and look where
Friday night film is about photo album. We all look And then rd see them in they are now, sUll playing
to start. Talk of together. "That's when I the evening with AN. basically 12 bar blues. "
Back to the band's
songw riling. Marty fet- was with the Frantca OTHER pair on. a
Look at that long halr. different pair .
My alimenta. AU are agreed.
ches down his songbook
,
not too good,
Graham's
wherein
Morty
the
sister
That's
got
volume
Mod.
a
Job
the
in
Yvonne writes out the Those, I can't remember Woolworths and bought tomorrow's gig le definite
is
lyrics of all his can- where those were taken an anorak oast price I'd ly off. Morty's backbut
Look at Malvin In that wear it three days a week. playing him up,
poslUons, neatly In longMalvin me day and my Maivin'n feeling better
hand. 'Horses' Is there me"
sister two for when she And Morty had ear
with many others
lent to see her boyfriend trouble the other week.
Marty writes his sags
"I'd been swimming
hang
There was never any
. quickly. He doesn't
money to pay the bills.. . and you know how It,
about searching for the
happens,
got water In MY
down
the
electricity
and
gas
lost lyric, gets 'em
were all cut oft but we ear- It didn't dear. I did
quick, no manolo'.
show without
the
Sheffield
more
had
a
coal
many
always
tire,
How
Thinks?
The film potters an. It's my father was a miner. reaAy being able a hear
potential hits are lurking,
was going m, how I
waiting in that book that's 'Penelope' starring Na We'd all sit there In the what
was singing. We went on
Just been returned to the ate Wood Somehow the darkness, staring at the
to Chrysalis In Laden.
case Therein could Ile a conversation reverts to fire.
we were
early
days.
to
"Every week my that night
fortune I hope Morty's Moray's
at the Marquee
got a good publisher. childhood. a poor child- mother used to send me playing suggested I go to
Sense
isn't
bitter,
hood.
Morty
up
to
Grandmother's
to
Adds. "I past wish I could
doctor. I went to this
play the guitar properly, He smiles about It now, is borrow a quid until aspecialist
In Harley
It used 10 Street
and the piano too. I can honest, almost amused by Friday.
embarrass roe so heath
play a few chords, but It all
syringed my ears
"He
robs
a
Wood
would
take
Natalie
Sometimes
it
wish
rd
that's all I
a
bank "When I went to me hours to pluck up the mull have pumped
learned."
Talk of pictures. of school, my Mum used to courage to say 'Mum CONTINUED ON
PAGE it
photographs of the band. give me sixpence a day. wants to borrow a pound'
Who took the last one we
used In Record Mirror?

Marty would like a copy.
It's the beet he's seen.

-

.

1
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Sailor have the fantasies on

stage-but

when they get off it's a different matter...

Strangers ma'
stranger land

.1

DENNIS WATERMA N: ready to .strut

Dennis Waterman may be a
toughy on the small screen
but really he's a

...

` I
ºe011

I

SHY GUY

-

THERE MUST be something primitive
about the fascination for TV cops.

I.adlre secretly thrill to the turd man and gutys
wish they were in the position to he admired like
that. With the possible exception of Sergeant Dixon
there's nothing mado - nwsochlauc ahml
that Is

.44~,a1

AkiáulAhh,

-

him

et Marshy nod Hutch.
symbellrally sexual ear they drive.
Leek

HENRY Heft) and GEORG with their o(rstage image

following you around to
STOP SNIGGER- concerts.
The time away
ING at the back and from our
families
pay attention, Rus- strengthens our relation+

sell do your tie up.
It's time for Henry
March's history lesson.
Today It's ancient
Greece, but now over to
our 'Enery.
-

"In

those days actors
used to come on stage
holding masks In front of

their faces,"

he

says.

"It

a way d hiding their
true characters and when

was

ships with them. We're
not under their feet and
we can return home to
nice, quiet environments,

total change from
performing. "
Henry was upset by the
a

recent death of Tommy
Bolin. Sailor supported
his band in N ew York.
"He was a really nice
guy, musically we we-

ren't compatible but

playing the Bottom Line

they came off stage they

became themselves

'You might
see us

"Performing for me Is
like a kid playing a game
of cowboys and Indlands.

discard the
Sailor image'

mask we shed when we
come off stage,

I'm acting

-

Henry believes that
many bands blow them-

"
Talking

In Britain.

was one of the highlights

d

the American tour, the
audience really loved

of

Bella in,

Sailor didn't do very well
over here with their last
single, Could It be a sign
that they're on the wane?

"Groupies sleep with

bands because they're
part of a spectacular
Image not because they
appreciate the stars an
human beings."

Sailor plan

to record a

new album. is it going to
be much of a change?

"I

think we're becom-

ing more serious," says
says Georg, "I'd Ube to think
Henry. "It's Just one of that we're moving on
those things that happens from singing about
and anyway it did well prostitutes, Sailor will
abroad. We've sold a lot always have Its roots in
of records abroad because our style of music Is
a

European

style. There's something

romantic about

the

continent that we don't
have over here. I mean
could you Imagine waxing lyrical over a bordello

inGrlmisby?
"It's a bit frustrating,
we've had gold albums
abroad but only silvers in
Britain- We'd like to sell
more Ibum in Britain
but people can't afford

them."

Georg loves writing
selves out because they us."
about the seamier side of
never get away from their
Sailor weren't life. Did he find the
But
stage image.
loved everywhere as groupie scene in America
"They live 1t 24 hours a Georg Kajanus recalls food for thought?
puffing on a
gently
mobbed
by
day. If you're
"Groupies aren't really
he's just rornantk,"
screaming fans and cigarette as
he says. "I
tree fed like a god then it's stepped from a Geoids. didn't Indulge myself with
advert.
so easy to slip Into an
any Of them but there's a
unreal and highly pres"We played a club in lot of them about.
surised world. Per Philadelphia where the They've gol a sort of
forming on stage Is very audience was all black. hierarchy, they graduate
strenuous, tt you don't Very politely they walked from being apprentices to
learn to relax then you go out one by one. Hardly being very weir knowm.
under. So many banda surprising really. we were There are groupies who
turn to stimulants but I supporting a Santana like specialise to British
don't believe you can ever band. Most ,of the bands and there are even
create anything if you're American bands wander male groupies. "
blocked.
about in Jeans and don't
"I wouldn't fancy going
"We don't take our care about their appearfamilies on the road with ance. We were con- to bed with somebody who
us. Let's face It. It get. troversial If nothing else looks at me as just
very boring for them and often the audiences another notch on her bed

t

post," says Henry.

all,"

"Not at

closer to

again. It's like that with
us to a certain extent, our
act and our costume le a

out my
fantasies when I'm on
stage. Off stage I'm
well fairly
normal
normal."

would Just stand there,
mouths, gaping open with
shock. Someday we want
to go back, the people and
tastes over there seem to
vary so much more than

'The record
business is
a strange
world'

there's another band who
can boast a nickelodeon.
"When I write a song I

shut myself away for

hours in a room I can
lose touch with the outside
world. I don't listen to a
lot of other people's music
as 1 feel it would blight
my style. I hardly ever
buy records, my coUecUon Isn't big, most are
ones I've been given from
record eompanlee.
"The record business la
a strange world, In order
to get a product cot you
have to saesfy an ASR
man. U he doesn't like ,
the public doesn't gel to
hear It. So you've got
many good artists who
never get in the public eye
because their music's not
commercial enough.
"Yes, Sailor's music sis
commerclal but it's also
very skilful and carefully
planned."
1

Sailor reckon their
stage

suds

decadent romantic

but travelling

things,

across Europe we've seen

plenty of other things.
"I've written this song

act
change.

is

"You might

gloomiest places

on

earth. The aim of the next
album Is to appeal more
to American and British
dare I say we
tastes
might be getting fun-

-

kier?"

Are soul Influences
creeping in?

to

see us

discard the Sailor image," says Henry. "My
old suit is getting a bit

and
called 'Checkpoint worn
Charlie' about the Berlin I'm fed up

Wall, It must be one of the

going

a

down

battered and

of looking like
and out poet.

Unfortunately we can't
give you any further
details, things Could

change as UtUe as three
weeks before the tour."
"We'll go out on the
little earlier this
road

year," says Georg.
"We'll

be touring in the
Autumn before all the
other
groups
come out on
some Caribbean Influences in our music, but the road. We plan to do a
the
first half
longer
show
thought
I've always
Sailor's music le unique. full of new material aid
our
the
second
old
tun.
say
rock
bands
A lot of
they're unique but they Something for everyone,
the
that's
always
beer
our
remarkably
all sound
same. I don't think motto." ROBIN SMITH

"Maybe.

we have had

at the

Look

Look al Wigan and (liter In the Sweeney.
They're not obvious sex symbols, but the toughness
of their Image brings a whole new charm M
armchair viewing. tike going to a wrestling match
but not having the neighbours know 11 turns you an.
I s no great surprise that two ea re of those shows
David Soul and Dennis Waterman should
consolidate their ',redlines In ladles' hearts by
making records. As It happens, both had some
~restate music while they were acting, but the TV
shows gave them a chance to get their music heard.
If s not the first Urn. TV stare have nude record.
David Soul follow, the accepted path of sticking to
ballads but Dennis has taken a harder Ile' tie's
into rock. At the moment be still seerm to be a bit
self conscious about it; still keen to prove Newell to
both fans and rock nuslcians.
Encouraging him In his nude la hie fiancee Pat
Maymart. Para an actrre herself, and combines
her career with looking after their Ill month old
daughter Hannah.
Dennis's divorce from his previous wife
also an
actress when he met her
carne through In
November. Pat and Dennis Intend to marry In

-

-

April.

The Sweeney has also generated a lot of interest
among the real life cope
"I've got a lot of mates who are copper. I've met
them since the series. There see various
Inaccuracies., but they way ifs as close to the real
thing as any other polite roils luso got. We get
invited to pollee functions now. Pollee balls and

that.

Dennis'* single, 'noway For Curly Woolf' redid
bring him up to Davki Sours exalted height,.
but
he thinks Irs unfortunate the two records are out at
the same time He doesn't want to be humped
together with the actors that make records. Ile
intends going out on the read by March and working

-

with

n

proper band

-

were pe the ssalme guys

used on the album If be can afford them
"I was nervous about the musicians al

he

first,"

admitted Dennis. "Rut they have accepted me
totally. I have lo go out on the road or no one will
take me seriously. I have to prove dotal can do IL I
don't want le do at this ballad stuff. I want to go s:,
there and abut
"I have a lot of lean about It Singing frightns
our. Ir 1 down lo Just you and your voice being
counted. I Meek out in a sweat But I'm not doing
that cabaret *tuft Can you see me in a bons tie?"
Pushing his set for nerd Into. scene the r s new lo
him Ls scares for the tough guy from the Sweeney.
"I'm not a buster, not very pushy", he says.
"There are late of adore who are Introverted. You'd
think John Thaw (Reagan) was standoffish U you
met him but he's a really shy bloke.
"I use-an, we all have the conceit But m lucky.I
know that r m doing the next Sweeney settee 1n J uly,
whatever ha ¡sperm "
Dennis started out at the age aril at acting school.
although his elder sister (he's tram a remit, of
eight) dragged him into amateur dramatics before
then.

With a family that else, he doesn't altogelMr
about hie work - einglsg se
acting.
But he's not too happy hlmaet annul the feature
film of the Sw emery that's just gave on releus.
"Wet, let's just say I was a little dlsappeintee
with H," he said tactfully. "The drawback of moll
British films Is that there's not enough time and not
enough money. It's doing well, though, breaking
records and that."
The film should give Dennis's musk the extra 1511
of publidty h cads. For a bloke that gives tor
impnwlm d having a $w like mast Iron and tae
luck of a eunuch in a ha rem (as far an the Sweeney
gore). Dennis W aterran Y really very shy.
escape Qludam

ROS A
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...Darlin; Darlin; Baby'
is another
hit single featured on

The

ORO

Oias'
latest album...
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BOWIE: crashing in she same basin?
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A EUROPEAN JOURNEY

--

-

To the British Military Hospital
why?
Just before Christmas. es you
may recall, Bowie was admitted
there with rumours of a heart
attack. Hospital spokesperson
(unofficial): "In the early hours

e ACHruNG

I .

IR veriassen jetti

=

tra.

West -Berlin

one morning, the
received a cell from

111

s

her

Hansa o(1 the mall

A tale of closed doors, of

strangers, of
mouths, of

To Hansa studios by the
housed in an old

wall

closed

building that somehow

a divided city, of
strange people. Of curios-

ity.

Of failure with
intrigue. In search of the
lost (?) chord.
There's something about

Berlin that lures.

The

tourist guide says 'those
who see and those who
want to be seen. Everyone
can have fun in Berlin,
millionaire or tramp, they
are all welcome. ' Others
go, and keep a low profile.

1n

r

scogruck
t

-

David Bowie is in Berlin,

David Bowie is

missed the bombing when
all around it didn't. At the
end of the road, a sign
'You are now leaving the
American sector'. "We
cannot help. We do not

-

2111111

..
_

I

c

-

know."

Nrsrorsrrasse tour-once

Hansa studios In Nestotstrasse, close to the city

centre.

Smart interior.

leather furniture, leather jacketed studio people.
Has Bowie been here? "We
don't know. " Recently?

'We may not say.
must

ROOMS Empty
Number IR exterior

You

Exit.

.

.

?~

,

in

.0+

4t

1

is in France.

aren't saying.

There are two walls in
Berlin. One divides the
city. The other surrounds
David Bowie. A wall of
silence. And confusion.
'Low' was recorded at
Hansa by the Wall in Berlin
and at the Chateau. Track
'A New Career In
seven
A New Town'. Interesting.

1

'

The first address I'd had was
block The new one
more promising.
A
newish luxury - style block
Number 18. The home of Romnl
Hang. He Ise club owner. Bowie
has been seen at his club
recently.
Description of Haag by a long term Berlin freelance writer .
"A larger then life character.
Bowie's In Berlin
his
for
extra
mural activities. Haag
runs a club where transvestites
an empty

looked

Switzerland. David Bowie
No he's not.
he's moved on. Yes he's
here in Berlin. People
know where he is. People

and

block

ring the director. "

Number given, number
rung, director unavailable.

CHRIST' Is Bowie here?

-

hospital

a lady In
some distress saying her British
husband had had a heart attack
Though we don't usually admit
non - military personnel, es an act
of mercy we sent out an
ambulance to get him. He'd Wet
overdone things. was suffering
from too much drink. We ran
various tests and proved he
hadn't had a coronary. "
He left two addresses at the
hospital. One In London, one In
Berlin. Encouraging.

1

.

-1
1

.

-

Front door. Nesrorsrrasse

//anta 'ss hrapnrl-

101,1 pared..

-

To the club Very weird and
very wonderful. Think of the
scenes In 'Cabaret', no, the Plot
film. 'Little Sparrow of Plgelle'.
Out of place, feeling looked at
Look from man to woman, man
to man.
What's behind the
facade? Still, the made . up lips

Cut the poetic thoughts. To
18p Haag's place,
Supposedly else, Bowie. Haag:
"'Hell00000," long drawn out
brogue. "No, he is not here. I
don't know. I don't know. He is
not here. I cannot help. "

number

'
18:

18

Ilaag'e front door

Tired of bashing heed against
ungiving wall. Ring round again.
He's In France. He went to Parts
on urgent business. (That's whet
he told the guy from the Forces
radio station In Berlin).
I later go to Paris, but nothing
has been seen or heard of Mm at
the addresses I'm given. False
trail. And I don't think Bowie
would stay In le trendy hotel
favoured by Jagger.
Visit more Berlin clubs. Bowie
Bowie Bows, does he come
here? Have you seen him?
Recently? What does he look like
now? Image changed?
Yes.
He has
Once. Wry
smiles. Strange looks. Strange
people
nil a part of the wall.
Switrerlend, Swttrertend. Has
he gone there to his Alpine
hideaway? Eno knows. Eno: he's
still in Bedin
but he ain't saying
no more. Ring Hang. N000000.
not Switreriand. Believe him.
But Swiss promoter says he's
In the Alps and will ring him up.
He rang and rang and there was
no reply.
Theta's a well In
Montreux as well.
In Berlin. In Berlin. Sure he's
still there. Why are you playing
the Howard Hughes. David? I
wonder whet you think about it
all. Why the wolf? Come out and
see us sometime. Your fans ere
waiting. Please
JIM EVANS

-

-

.

are tight

Outskfo In the streets the
male end female
prostitutes
wait for work. Propositions.
Seems so unreal. But It Isn't- It's
forroal. This is Berlin. all life ie
here.

-

-

I'
1

Back to rite wall
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RACING
CARS
couple of gallons of soapy
water into my head, and
removed two lumps of
wax the size of tea bags.
no Joking. I could hear so

clearly afterwards. I
could even hear my

footsteps an his thick pile
carpet. But he charged
me 20 quid, 20 quid!"
Sometime around 1 am.

To bed.

Morty and

Yvonne leave They'll be
back In the morning. I'm
to sleep In Malvin's room,
',night all
Saturday 10 am.
emerge from slumbers.
Tea. Offered breakfast
decline until later. Swap
Shop Is on the colour

telly. Morty returns.
Yvonne has

gone with

friends to get the
abandoned

mini.

Welsh

TV programme called

'Jam' comes

on.

"What

about Supersonlc7"

queries Afonty, "We're on
It next week."
Enter another of Mow
ty's sisters and bearded
Jack. The Mortimer clan
are gathered. More tea.
More 'Horses' talk. To the
rid days The memories
are flooding back. "When

rd left

home, 1 used to
sneak back at night shin
up the drainpipe and
pinch something to eat
I'd eat cane of cold baked
beans Then I'd sleep In
the same bed between my
two
" .atughter,

-

Hits, misses,
splits & fizzes

JF.THRO TULL: 'The
Whistler' (Chrysalis CHS
2155). Lives up to Its
name, with lots of hard
blowing Dom the mad
flautist Ian Anderson.
The second single to be
taken from their Jolly
album. 'Songs From The
Wood'
and the second
hit. OK, squire? + + + +

-

ELVIS PRESLEY:

'Moody Blue' (RCA PR
0837). Elvis just goes on
for ever
and ever.
This is kind of quick off
the mark, with 'Suepl.

clon' still up there in the

charts, but maybe they're
rushing 'em all out In case
he decides to retire. A
HIT, anyway. + + +

bit.

he

"Anyway,

was pissed!"

he came in to
say goodnight to the girls
so I'd to hide under the

dropped his
lighter on the floor and
was grovelling round for
It I had to edge it towa rds
him with my foot It was
close thing. ""If we do make some
bed.

He

ABRA: 'Knowing

Knowing You'
(Epic EPC 496.5).
And it looks as if the
Swedish Board of

Is Golden' (CBS 5010).

More mouldy oldies 10
years on, this still sounds

money, I'd maybe buy a
house in the countryside

near Cardiff, that would
be nice, but I wouldn't
want to move to London,
away from Wales "
2.15 pm. It's decided
Yvonne's friend Susan
will run me to Cardiff for
the three o'clock London
trala Fond farewells to

Morty's sister.
hospi-

Thankyousuch
tality, kindness. And if
you're reading this,
darlln', I did like Colin's
bread, really, honest!
On the road again.
Morty and Yvonne carne

for the ride. Past
terraced houses, slated
roofs, corner shops.

through the valleys
Cardiff. Bleak hWsides,
clear streams. Who
matte wants London?

to

To schooldays. To the
biology mistress with the
speech Impediment To

the schoolf riend Morty
met up with again in
Plymouth the other day.
"He was terrible at
school. He used to set fire
to has desk. One day, he
brought a slug gun Into
class and shot these
stuffed budgies off the
wall 1n the biology lab.
He's a musical director
now. Got his own

smallholding
Doing well

In

for
Plymouth.
himself. That's It earning
well.
week
Is
doing
a
00
I don't know."
Station. Goodbye all.
Goodbye Marty. I'm glad
you've made it

CHIMP 'N' ZEE: 'King
Kong' (EMI INT 529).
The inevitable disco
version of the theme from
the new 'King Kong' film.
No monekying around

either, this one'll have
'em going ape an the
dance floor& Could spear in the charts as well

+++

ROGER W1IITTAKER:
'A Time For Pcaoe' (EMI
2587). What a wonderful
human being Roger is
. so SINCERE
This is
truly stomach turning
stuff, but he's made It

before with equally

ghastly efforts, so I don't
see why it shouldn't make
the eharts. ++

WINSTON GROOVY:
Ion Going !Lack' (B&C
BCS aMhe), Commercial
reggae tune In the Johnny
Nash vein. Very jolly.

Could be a HIT.

a++

BUNNY SIGLER: 'Can't
Believe That You Love
Me' (Philadelphia SPIR
4805).
Fairly standard
soul outing . . . no better
or worse than most
Nothing outstanding, but
It has as goad a chance as
all the rest +++

.IONI MITCHELL: 'Coy.
ate' (Asylum 1(13072). A
lovely, chug - along song

from Joni's 'Repro'

Possibly not
commercial enough for
the singles Chart but with
enough airplay, it could
catch on. +++
album.

AA

ly

winner. Fresh from
their appearance at
the Albert Hall, the

.t

with another sure - fire
+ + + +
HIT.
smash

There's Always Something 'Deere To Remind

What with Boston,

Manhattan Transfer,

Thelma

Houston, the
Detroit. Spinners and now
Kansas, the charts are
beginning to sound like a
round tour of the USA.
This has strong vocals
and a great, sing - along
chorus Already a hit In
the States , It could do It
here as well. + + +
CHARLIE..: 'Johnny Hold

(tack' (Pulpier 2051 644).
From an up and coming
American band, to a
British one This Is a neat
little track from their 'No
Second Chance'

album.

It

A BIM

This Week's

ARMS AND LEGS:

DAIRLENE LAVE: 'Lord
It You're A it omen' (Phil

lag. zone from

MISSES...

Specku In1 LPSP 003).
One of these new- tangled
12
Inciters, Hilo wan
produced by Phil Spector,
and Is already a
collector's item. It's a
strong, gospetly sound,
but more for specialist
tastes than the general
public. The UUe should
enrage male chauvinists
everywhere. + + +
,1AB1SEItWOCK: 'Sneer
kin' Snaky' (MCA 'Lott.
No relation to the monster
In the new film from the

RICHARDS 'N' Vi IL
LIAMS: 'Married' (Pal
ydor 2051 841). Not I

are some Noe hrmonles.
but I doubt ti the song le
strong enough for the chart. Good try. + + +

Not outstanding singles
a

hasten to add, to each
other. The dynamic duo
from the Rubbettes have

another bash at solo
success. Like the group's
own recent singles. it's a
fairly subdued number,
but the harmonies are

SONS OF

CHAMPIJN,

'Berets WhereVour Love
Belongs' (Arinda AA 112).
Strangely old- fashioned
sound . . . not really
chart material + +

'Anymore Wine' (IMAM
164). A Sraffoldy sound'
a

Portsmouth group. In-

-

teresting instrumentals
they could make it some
day, but not with this
song.

+++

ELKIE BROOKS:
'Pearrs

A

Singer' (ALM

AMS 7275). Getting Elkle

together with Lelber and
Stoller sounds like a good
idea but it hasn't come
off. The song's a bit duff,
and Elkie shriek. a bit too
much.
+
PROCOL HARUM: 'W'I.

and Man' (Chrysalis OHS
213$). This sounds a bit

different from Procol's
usual stuff
might
make a good album tuck,
but It isn't really a single.
+

METRO:
w

'Criminal

orld'. (Teen.atlanl

e

BIG 540). Is this an
underground record' Sorry
It Just slipped out.
Actually, this Is a good
sound
It builds nicely,

-

-

+

be fun for

who's seen the

anyone

film, but not far anyone
else.

+

haven't made
country, if this

14

Is

Fairly

do

this

In

all they

decent
guitar break, but that's
all 11 has to offer,
can

+

MARIANNE ROSE.

NRERO: 'A VIP' (OTO

OT SO).

Horrible

schmaltz Europop at its
worst There should be
controls to keep it out of
Britain- like rabies

FAMILY AFFAIR:

+

-

DAVE CARTWRIGHT:
BUFF 'LO: 'Midnight Band
Of Ilope'(DJM DJM
Cowboy' (God Earth GD
a). Quite an attractive 10750). Ghastly slog
song, but the lyrics are a
bit On the silly side
+ +

(Happy Hippy GL 0ol).
Strangest single of the
week Apparently part of
a limited edition of 10,000
put out by a guy whets
saved up the money
through busking. Doesn't
sound like much compared with profes:1c mat
recordings so it's not
really fair to give it a star
rating. Full marks for

Initia live, though.

along.

+

PAUL JONES:

'Stop,
Stop' (RCA Phi
If he's Wiping to
make a comeback, he'd
better find himself some
better material. This V
extremely average.
Stop,

GLOOSCAP: 'Like Glom'

If

you'd like to get the single

5005).

DENNIS WEAVER: 'De
vll in My Anon' (DIM

DJS

McCloud's

10738).

always been me of
worst TV cops, and

ain't much
etther.

of a

the
he

singer

+

'It Takes A
Me' (D.IM Dal
1074$). Very average pop
HARLEM:

i

like

soul number,

+

JAYSSON IJNDII: 'Love
Machine' (Warner Bras
KI oe/12). Are there trunk
more of
Thu u
s
rettyhed-

ori..
Not

Pr
flnls

egaletIrly

rivetingb + +

ARIAS GREEN: 'Car'

le'

C

(Arista, so). FairlY

pop song
... by amlle
+

HANK C BUR.NETTE:
Rank's Guitar Boogie
Spector
(Big
Bear
BB 4). Hank's high
speed guitar rambles
sound a bit slily these
days.
but that didn't
stop the last one making
it so I suppose this could

++

Might

theme.

Country Music (Magnet
Aargh No
IAN Si IIITCOMB: 'My Meg 84
(leaven'
Blue
(Warner stars
Bros Kie)51). A real 30's
sound , . . has a strange D EODATOt 'Peter
sort of charm. A 'Max Gunn'. ((MCA 2272).
Sounds like the theme to a
though. + + +
TV detective show. Come
SWEET: -'The Fever Of to think of it. it probably Is
Love'. (RCA £112011). the theme to a TV
Sweet are back, and detective Mow. A miss
attempting to regain their anyway. ++
last status among British
fans, This won't do It BLUES BUSTERS:
though
It's strangely Sweetest Thing ( Dynamic
old
fashioned sounding DEN 117). Pretty dull
stomper. Are Sweet reggae number
showing their age? +

+ + +

hlt

Strident film

168x1 ).

Fool

GEORGE HARRISON:
'True Love' (Dark Horse
K14890). George's version of this old Cole Porter
song is quite Jolly, but it
doesn't exactly set the
eardrums buzzing. Could
make the charts, but I
can't, see it being a big
hit + + +

be

(Warner Bras K

tebbe'

.

anotherfront Nn' fiuur letter won/ people

possible HIT. + + +

nice.

.

-

Monty Pythonites, this
Jabberwoek sound like a
promising group. The
singer's good, and there

material, but still

.

From Victory Al En.

STRA PPS: 'Child (H The
Me (Pdydor 2051$44)).
New version of the old City' (11AR 8118). Anhandle Shaw hit The other newish group
original sounded better looking for success. They
or Is it that Just won't find D with this,
though
a sign of our advancing though. ++
years? Doubt if ICU. make

up

KANSAS: 'Carry On
\\ uyaua ni Son' (Epic EPC
4932).

.

CHARLES FOX: 'Theme

wonder Aerosmith

+ + +

STEVE SAXON:
3

language have

the

it

1

most acceptable
four - letter word in
come

"NO-HOPERS

a

BAD COMPANY: 'Ev.
erything Need' (Island
WIP11311). Is this a Joke?
If It ts. it Isn't very funny.
Free were a great hand,
but Bad Company seem to
get further off the track
with every record they
make. + +

r

with another

up

'When' (Arista 91). From
real oldies to pretend
ones. This song's just
right for their style, and It
should see 'em on 'Top Of

MAYBES...

'7
i

foursome have come

SITO WA DDY W.ADDY:

they're great

C

Trade's favourite

a pretty good pop sag.
Will It do it again In '77?
Don't see why not + +

+ + +

COLIN BLUNSTONEt
'Beautiful You' (Epic
ErCsisR). Colln's one

doubt

Me,

TRF.MELOES: 'Silence

by one,

it should do the
boys some good. + + +
a hit, but

voice, and this is
'Walk
fairly innocuous, MoR AEROSMITII:
(CBS lam). No
sound. Could click, but I This Way'

r

WEEK

t+

don W10. Oh. and In ease

you were wondering, Glon

BANDIT: 'All I Can Do Is is 'the magical mystical
miraculous substance
Oct Over 1t' (Arleta a s),
Again, a good sound from that's found In all of ua'
a band) who're heading So now you know!
in the right direction. Not

a nice

OF THE

sixties, but no doubt his
tans will lap it up.

and the usual Smokie
sound. If you put all their
singles together, the
result would be fairly
soporific, but taken one

Belle? + + +

and a free 'Like Gloo'
badge, It costa 50p from
Happy Hippy Records. 97
Goldbourne Road, Lou'

'All
JENNIFER WARREN: PAUL STOf CLAIR:
You' (MAM
"Right Time Of the Night' Because
hallad.
Draggy
157).
has
fro).
Jennifer
(Arista

SINGLE

STEVE ItILLAGE: 'Hue
dy Gordy Man' (Virgin
VS 171).
From old
Presley to ageing hippy
Hliage This Is Steve's
version of the Donovan
song. Still sounds a bit

The Pops' In the next few
weeks. + + +

"One night I was In
there and the old man
came back. He'd had a
bit to drink." Sister: "A

but doesn't seem to go'
anywhere. With a name
like Metro, maybe they
should record Tubular

pleasant enough version
of the Neil Sedaka song,
but what's the point when
Nell's already rime it
himself? + + +

.

SMOKIE: 'Lay Back In
The Arms of Serneone'
(RAK 251). A strong
Chapman song.
Chinn

Give
miss
Uahearsbk-

+

reviewed by SHEILA PROPHET

FROM PAGE Li

it.

++

ENGLAND: 'Para"

fflnakw' (A rbta $19. This
tastily.

e

CK B84p7t
T HEDoublFATBADutcyt'

JETHRO TULL

ELKIE BROOKS

i

tae

777).

(Spring
Thls won't

follow their last

une

(whatever It was) Into the
carte Boring +
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IF THE

BADGE FITS,
WEAR IT
Barry Cain puts on his hest T-shirt
to talk to the men that sell them
ROCK MUSIC
Tspinoffs

badges,

shirts,
posters

long

-

been

have

re

Over the world. We have our own
company In New York as well. The
tour side of things Is pretty well sewn
2) Mall Order. 'That's our weakest
spot at present. But this will soon be

because we've Just taken on
garded as novel- rectified
an experienced person to deal with the
ties displayed with pride by whole set up. We advertise our
only the most dedicated fans.
merchandise In our p rog ra mm ea.

01,

hildren.

of the
odd
cb

crrw

But shrewd businessmen are now
waking up to the fact that these
seemingly unimportant decorations
are becoming more and more popular
and with the right marketing can turn
Into big many concerns
a - brac
Spearheading the brie
attack Is Brockum a merchandising
firm based in Flnchley Road, North
London.
Brockum is a two man show Mick
Worwood and Paul Plke. Mick used to
play In a band but quit when he
realised the potential of selling T.
shirts. He got through 6,000 In two
days at the Lincoln Pop FesUvuL
Paul Joined the company last year.
He's 20 with a degree In business
economics and all the hallmarks of a
whim kid He takes care of the
business while Mick, aged 26, with
hair reaching down to the breast
pocket of his shirt, Is more Involved In
creative matters
He spends much of his time en the
arid checking out the actual selling of

31 The shop In Flnehley Road,
"People are welcome to come In and
buy after checking out the window
display which consists of items
bearing the name of the bands we're
dealing with who are on the road "
4) Rank Xerox colour machine
"There are only 60 of these in the
country, The advantages of Irving
such a thing are endless. We can
knock out a promotional T-shirt on
one off basis in lull colour far little
more than the price of an ordinary T.
shirt,

SAHB In the Staten.
Brockum operates on five different
levels.
I) Tour merchandising. Paul: "We
are always out on the road with two or

Hair who sell wigs and pierce ears In
department stores ail over the

-

shirts
T
for promotional
purposes casts In the
region of £100 plus the
price of shirts. We can
do It for a quarter of
that. The machine can

"Twenty
used

reproduce logos

straight onto the shirt. That means
that anyone can walk Into the shop
and corns away with the logo of their
the goods
on a shirt a few minutes later.
At one point last year the firm had choice
61 Rock Authentic.. 'Thka le our
no less than eight tours out on the road
at once Including the Stone,, Who, most ambitious project. We have
Elton John, Yes, LynyrdSkynryd and United up with a firm called Ahead Of

three

bands selling

posters,

programme.,+, T-shirts and badges all

country. They have the big store
knowhow, we have the rock business
knowledge. We are now In the precise
Of getting together around 20 bands
like Wings, the Who and Genesis and
designing special logos for them.
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MICK WORWOOD

/ln%tl arid Paul Pike

"These will eventually go on to four
or five products that will be sold over
the counter In 12 stores Including
Selfridges and Debenhams. The
stores will have special rock sections
consolidating all the items. This a 111
attract into those stores a Clientele
they would not usually reach and if it
works the scheme will move Into 100

q

it

"This is obviously
wrong and It's now
time to change a law
that says you can
copyright an Image
like Mickey Mouse but
not a name or person.

"That's why you get
the spivs outside the Concerts selling
poor quality goods This is often very

outer outlets."
Programmes sold at concerts are
slammed for being too costly and too
skimpy. Does Paul agree with the

i

detrimental to a band like say Pink
Floyd whodon't want merchandLsing.
You can spend 10 years culUvating an
Image and If someone starts flogging
10 year old photos o! you It's all been
wasted.

criticisms!

"The kids are getting really fed up
with being ripped off. I believe that
our programmes are value for money.
We work to a standard making sure
that advertising doesn't take up more
than 30 per cent, that full colour is

"Abba have a test case going
through at the moment which I have
given a lot of evidence to. That looks
like making the whole thing a once
and fur all situation.
"In England the police don't want to
know when It comes to removing the
spivs at the shows. They feel that they
aren't causing a nuisance so why
bother. Whereas in Scotland the
police are Incredibly active and wiU
do their upmost to rid the urea of

used as much as possible, that rock
journalists who have relationships
with the band do the writing.

"A programme has two functions.
To tell the audience as much as
possible about the act and so enhance
their appreciation of the concert. and
as a souvenir.
"I t takes at least six weeks to create
a programme and costs around D100
just to get a good design. "
Do the bands Involved gel a cut of
the profits?
"It's usually 50/50 taking Into
account expenses incurred In
production and retailing. For a world
tour we sell about 30,000 copies with an
average sale of one In three
"But in many cases the bands get a
raw deal. As the copyright law stands
stands I can take a picture of Elton
John and the copyright Is Invested In
me as a photographer. I can then sell
that picture to a poster manufacturer
and that poster could be sold
worldwide and poor old Elton won't
geta penny.

louts.

lA

f

4
'

p.Y.

.1

L.

.

"

Brockum employs an accountant,
secretary, production assistant, road

manager, mall order clerk,

receptionist and a number of people on
the road selling the products. "These
guys work with the road crews In
fact, they have become an Integral
part of the whole roadahow concept.

HRrwcNIVAL

"Music Itself has only Just become
established. I mean Radio One Is still
fairly young. And once something has
become established the demand for
souvenirs begins to grow Someone In
100 years time will be worth a lot of
money U he has a collection of rock
music programmes, clothes, badges
and posters from the slxtles and
seventies."
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VALENTINE'S

-

forget about being
liberated and aban-

don themselves to
dreams of love.

-

abort six years

spaghetti!
"No,/ think it's nerves,

Now I go to the m00 ntd Ina
In Switzerland, to a health
farm to lose some of this.
This le my first holiday In

three yearn. I would like
to go to the Greek Islands,
but I couldn't diet there.
The air there would make

eat"

me
So does being fat ever

with Demis Rousso, the
man who sets a million
nude pictures of myself.
female hearts a -flutter?
They offered me a lot of
The Ume: S 30. The money. They said I
place: the Roussos suite represented the Image of
in the Intl On The Park. I bestial sex. I didn't do it
pause before the doer, because I don't like to do
wondering just what Lies that.
within. Up tUU now, I've
"It's nice to
that
never really understood people think I know
am a sex
Demos' animal appeal, symbol, but I never said
but face to face . . who that."
,knows/
But there do seem to be
The door opens, arel a lot of ladies that fancy
there's Demle, striding you.
around the room like a
"Well, I have a lot of
sort of portable volcano. lady fans," he says. "I
He's dressed In a yellow have a lot of men fans too.
satin nightie affair which People come to see me,
doesn't quite disguise the ladles and men."

worry Demis? It would
seem not
"Well, now Pm yong,
it's OK," he says, "Bat
one

America
{,y Y!

off to do a coast to coast
tour of t'anada. Then

r

Sex Pot
s

-

GOIDM MUMS

We are a'subsidiary of one of the UK's largest record & tape

AND MORE!

R. R P

Gnats,' Hits.

.

GREG ALLMAN

Laid Bark
AMERICA

.. 3

.

Our

3. 70 2.95
3 39 2.60

-

25

245

329 265
,
Warts.
Hat eYof Amara.., 329265
.014 ANOERWIN

Malts 01 9rnhsllw,

.

1 ARMATRADING
Joan Arm.tradng
BAD COMPANY
Si'.,adis Spa

.

Y .

ofof

.

BAY CITY ROLLERS

...

Dedcahn
BOSTON

266

360

2. e0

Bats

.

BEATLES
Reese Rene Me
With IM Beatles
Herd D+Y s N,gght
Booties fa Sole

-

Rub..

Soul
Besalvo .

l
9UDL SABBATHour

Twhn,ulAEcstasy

isba.

Bloody Sabbath
We Sold Our Soul

LPs

iI1aVIt

N'IE

Canget One

..

D,ammd pop
Aston in SGtim
David

SpsC.

LM

Odd'.yy

Mn who Sd0
The Wend
Nado 9rw .
.

wane

Áwtun

Close

3

..

,

rersu

Aarpenters
A Song For You.
Al The
The Carpentersetad4lm

Coseaon

.

CHICAGO

60

3 29

2

50

Rea sAPTON
No ReasonBoulevard

250
280

COCK Nptin

521 4,20

499 3.35
135255
190 290

350 2.75
325 250
., 3 25 240
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"It's like they said nor
muele was not for

'Me door open. and the
lady from his record
company announces the
next reporter Is waiting
good. ,.
that', that outside. It's time Logo
Right
I say goodbye to Demle
settles
sorted out Demis
back In hie seat his legs and head back down.
sticking cut like fat black stair.
Well, It's all been a bit,
sausages.
Er, I don't want to be of a let -down really. I'm
rude, Demla, but have afraid I still cannot see
.
can
you always been that the attraction .
size? "No," he says. "I anyone explain It to Mr?
was about CO kilos Iras SHEILA PROPHET

£1.25 OFF
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE

distributors - therefore deal with the experts.
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POSTAGE FREE
(UK Only)

Delivery or money back guaranteed between 7-28 days.

AAr

He's equally enthusiastic about the fist film.
"The Dentin Rousso,
phenomenon was the first
attempt to present my
Image to the public. I
thought it was a good
parietal . I like seeing
myself on TV If It Is

UP TO

WE GUARANTEE COMPLETE SATISFACTIONI

-

he'll be
European fans
going to live In toe
Angeles.
"Yes, next year VII do
six month, in America
and six months here," he
says. "It le for my
career. I have done
nothing there yet, but I
am sure that I will nuke

15

41!41`

-

news (Or hie

bad

me...

Aseaal

be

After Dentin emerges
from the health farm, he's

We shake
But the ladles react a
hands, and he disappears
to the loo. Well, I still bit differently from the
can't quite see the appeal,
MOUSSOS "I'm not like everybody else"
"Oh, here she comes DEMI S
but maybe he'll grow on
again " he sighs. "If I am has a fairly unintelligible space and glory, then, Lion, It starts with me
reading a book of the
He comes back, lowers sexy, OK I am. But I conversation in French, DenW?
He explains that he's Greek mythology, and I
himself into the seat don't dolt 1n purpose. My although I think I pick up
opposite, and says: "OK, Image, my eyes, my hair, the word 'Cherie' once or making another special start to read the 12, eh
my everything, 1 did not twice. Then he shouts film like 'The Demis
the 12, eh.. . the
we begin."
things of Hercule..
12
He has a slightly hlgh- try to create. Everything over to his accountant In Rousso. Phenomenon'.
last What is the word?"
pltched voice thatyou can about me Is pure and another language, which which was shownvague
I
So I cannot tell could be Greek, before year.
have
Temporarily flumeasily Imagine trans- natural.
wandering over to the memories of seeing him In moxed, I suggest 'deeds'.
lating Into that famous you myself if I am sexy.
(an
if
you
me
of
to
his
bath
unforge
"But
And
the
room
"Then I sleep," he
other
side
warble.
or other people (Ind have a word with a TV table sight) so I say yes. I continues, "and you see
OK, Dennis, what's the sexy,
see
me
sexy,
that's
who
hapdid
It
me
dreaming, and l
different
Just
producer
secret of your appeal to
"I don't like doing a Imagine myself to be x
women? Why are you There are a lot of women pens lobe sitting there.
who like me, and there
"Space and glory," the special for BBC just like shepherd on a mountain.
such a sex symbol?
are a lot of men, a lot of producer tells him. everybody does," he Then Jupiter is giving
can
"Well, that's what gay people that like no. That's the image you need explains, "because I am him the bless and I and
not like everybody des.
give to the world song
space and glory."
people say," he answers. They come and tell me:
a
power.
off,
and
"I
have
Just
finished
argil
you
he
goes
happiness
Soon,
"I never said that In my 'Oh, has beautiful
film for French TV. It Instead of doing the 12
Demis rumbles back.
life. That's what Jerome - are',"
things of Hercules."
The phone rings, and he
So what's all this about was, a fantastic prrduc
Isla say, and that's what

men...

day It will

dangerous. But I will
worry about that then,"

`

O

,

lurking beneath
Face to fats,

I

first mrcress

people say. U they want
to say It, let them say IL
"I've had offers from a
sex magazine to make

mound of abdomen

I

ago.

grew because my
urea In Italy,
and maybe I ate too much

think

date with demis

girls everywhere

And on such a romantic
occasion, what could be
more fitting than a date

...

It was Valentine's day, so what better than a

DAY
the most
rorrtanttc date in the
calendar. The day

than £16.

- minimum E2.00.

Record Mirror, February 26.'1677

The Babys first album is out now.
Weight at birth'8oz.
Heavy.
A

t.
r'

v

The album already released iri the
States has áttracted a few rave reviews.
"Instrumental work is nearly flawless"
Cash Box.
"The debut album is a classy Rock
set produced with panache by Bob Ezrin ...
the material ranges from seething ballads

THE BABYS CHR 1129

to the sound and fury of early Free."
Record World.
"Although its members look like
pretty -boy lightweight bubblegummers,
it plays steel solid. fluently rocking
music in a wide range of styles"
First lime Around.
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Ferry wins
latest mind
game
-

ther high nor low points.
Trouble Is, he keeps
smiling up at me tram
the album sleeve Think
)'II slip out for a tube of
ice cold Fosters + Jim
Evans

i
1

JOHNNY GASH: 'The
Last Ounfghter Rallad'
:S CBS Jti sap)

Mr C, "Old
gunfighters never die,
we Just go m smellin'
like black power'. Old
country and western
Says

BRYAN FERRY: In
Your Mind (Polydor

2302055).

Ferry has always

singers, it

worked in extremes

with Rox'y's sophis-

ticated rock at one end
of the musical scale, and

his own nostalgic
dabblings at the other,
'fhb time, he seems to

have chosen a path
somewhere in beween
and in doing so, he's lost
a little, but he's gained a
poppi r, more acres
Bible Sound that could
well attract a whole new

-

following.
Mind'

'In Your
contains eight

instantly attractive
tracks, which

sound

strangely reminiscent of
hits gone by. You hear
chord here, a phrase
there
.
but before
you can work out where

you've heard them

before, they're gone.
OonsequenUy, after Just
a couple of plays 'In
Your Minh' begins to
sound maddeningly familiar. The themes are
familiar, too
tales of
lost romance, like 'Night
Operator', which has an

-

empty desperation, and
the elusiveness of love,

as in 'One

-

Kiss'
'One
kiss, what kind of end Is
this? One more touching
Impression, one lost
love, one kiss. Side Two
is more up
tempo,
opening with the fun

'Tokyo Joe', with its
mock
Oriental atmosphere, and its pidgin
English lyrics. Ferry's
backing musicians on
the album are some of
the classiest around
and it shows time and
time again. A special
mention goes to guitar.

-

1st

Chris Spedding,

bassist

John

Welton

and the Kokomo singer,

all of whom are
currently making Just
as important a contribu
lion to Bryan's live
show.

Prophet

Sheila

KINKS: 'Sleepwalker'
(Arista 0098)
Once upon a time the

word 'Kinks' was
synonymous with hu-

9'j

would

appear, keep on churning out the same old
dreamy, sloppy tales of
cotton plck In', trains
and gun - apogee' days
they never knew anyway. Lome Green had

ultimate gunfighter
ballad with legendary
'Ringo'. Sorry. gash,
this collection is thin. It
lacks guts and Just
drones °nand tin How's
about a revidtation to
San Quentin? 'Scuse me
fall asleep
while
pardner. + Jim Evans
the

IIRYAN FERRY swings and roundahools silnation,
moor, stark originality
and raw rock 'n' roll

-

Quite a combination
but then' The Kinks were
quite a group Years
passed and the leader of
the pack, Ray Davies,
fulled to come across
with the geode A lot of
bright Ideas sure, but
somehow they never got
off the ground. The title
of the new album la apt.
Ray Davies has been

sleepwalking through
the Seventies oblivious
to trends and changing
fashions Success with

1

that attitude Is rare and
The Kinks have been
scratching around as a
result 'Sleepwalker' is
dull As simple as that
Dull rifts, dull songs,
dull production. The
banality of the lyrics
"All I ever caught was a
cold from Life On The
Road") is only sur'
passed by the blandness
of Ray Davies' voice
I he often sounds like a
below pa r Steve Harley.
'Stormy Sky' Is OK with
Its lazy guitar and
pleasant vocals. The

-

rest can go hang

themselves. On this
showing The Kinks
might as well pack their
bags and get oulta
town. + + Barry Ohsln

SUPEItC11AROE:
I

IJorlaontal Refresh-

ment' ( Virgin 11007)

Despite a heavy year on
the road, some great

singles and Albie
Donnelty's impersonation of that bloke from

Queen, Supercharge
have yet to set the
country alight with their
superb home - grown
funk. But waits minute,
what's this
a bald
headed man wearing
only a mac and a pair of
shades has Just thrust
an album with a
pleasing cover in my
hand and a wad of used
hank notes in the other.
If say that Liverpool
has produced the ulU
mate bagle band he's
promised me a crate of
brown ale, but U I don't
then their nine stone two
karate expert gultarlet
will give me the chop,
Hmm, what can me say,
except that Nis second

-

.1

LP

is

spirited

a

progression with lots of
goodies like the bolter

'Play Some Ftre with
Leszek and Alble pro
Oiling the fuel, a cool
'Limbo Love' that even
Roz Scaggs couldn't
better, the ehoogling
'Last Tram' and finally
inspired madness in the
punk funk saga of the

'Purple Avenger' with

vocal backing provided
thoughtlessly by The
Dementoide One to get
down and get with It,
and guaranteed to get
even Gran going. OK
fellows' Now put me
down. ++++ David
Brown

NEIL

'Sounds
(

S E

D A K

A:

of Sedaka'

MCA MCF 2780)

Where did they dig this
one up from? Australia,
of oatrse. Apparently It
was recorded at the

Festival Studios in

Sydney In 1905. Now It's
been let loose an the

unsuspecting public,

worldwide The usual
Sedaka ingredients, ballads. the odd smack of
country and some faster
efforts. He's gone better
since and before this
session in God's Own
Country It's easy

listening, having net.

RIELANIE: 'Golden

Hour Of Melanie'

(Golden Ilaur011 sel )
Of loneliness, of happy
things, of things that
have happened of Life.
This chick ran sing
and write. Allegorical
tales of times good and
'What
bad. Questions
do you do when the
people go home?' 'What
have they done to my

-

-

song Ma?'.

-

Ex

'Mine eyes
planaUons
have seen the glory of
the theories of Freud',

'A thing is a phallic
symbol U it's longer that
it's wide'. Answers
'Your analyst will cure

-

you as long as you ran

pay

the cheques'.

-

'Sad is the
Comment
masochism, the vagar'
Ism of sex'. She mans
what she says and says
it with passion. You
probably know most of
the numbers but if you
don't own any of her
albums. get Mtn one.
Outstanding V the live

recording of 'Psychotherapy'. If the

powers that be are
reading this. why not
put it out as a single and
put Melanie back on the
map. Just me other
point, luv, stick to your
own material
you
don't need Jagger,

Richard or Dylan.
+ + +

~Elena

THE M I RA(A-LeS : 'Love

Crap' (CBS Rime)
The Miracles have
fairly successfully

ex

plored different aspects
of one theme over the
whole length of an
album before with their

'City Of Angels' LP
Unfortunately here they
don't have enough to
offer lyrically on the

theme of love to make it
Interesting. The nod
arresting track has
backing that sounds like
a reworking of that old
soul classic 'I Spy For
The FBI', though at
least here the vocalists
sound animated Billy
Griffin's sub Smokey
Robinson vocals are
always soothing but his
Voice rarely contains
any of the caressing
anguish that Smokey
seems to be able to
summon at will It's

time that the Miracle'

laid Smokey's (Moat to
rent + + OeOO Travis

Bit ITIS

It HEAT
GROUPS 11169 TO 15041
'The Beat Merchanta'

(United Artists LION
lot)
A

album with

double

Original tracks from

over

different

40

A
slice of
popular music history, a
slice of life 'Ill et style
Do you remember

groups.

Wayne Fontana and the
Mindbenders, Tony Riven and The Castaways,
The Four Pennies or
Cliff Bennett and The
Rebel Raisers? Then
was a simplicity about
this music Raunchy
Ion, and happy
go
lucky The days before
Me advent of super'
groups. Many or the
Beat Merchants hays
disappeared into obcurtly. Others have
stood the trot of time
Eric Stewart was ones a
@

-

Mlndhender; Troy kin
ere is now a leading
session singer; out d the
ashes of Paramomt»
emerged Procd hierum
and Robin Trower; but

Cliff Bennett they

tell
me, is now In Shanghai.
When you listen to

today' 'New Wave'
bands, you find the
with the
S imilarity
bcataters

- therein are

their roots The popular
music roundabout has
turned
full circle?
+ + + + Jlrn Evans

-

Kiki misses
morning boat
DEE: 'Kikl Dee' (Rocket ROLA 3 )
I'd really like to say this is the album sat will
establish Mkt Dee once and for aU. But, like the rite
the a bole tang Y rather uninspired. True eM

K IE 1

production by Elton John and aloe Franks Is Ant
rate. Trite, a lot of hard work and loving are kr
gone into Ito mak ing, Rut Me songs lack say
imagination said, with one or two exceptions, iS p
from lukewarm to insipid, `First Thing is 1'1e
Morning' *seizure, and Into Eternity' with IY'1 Am
The Walrus' - style strings wrapping arowel .iel'e
marls - tracked voice and a simple moue*: guild
both stand out Ole a page three pin up in The These
The lady herself bas written four tracks and cw
conyoeed another two. Love of her tlfe De'wJ
Johnstone ban me to his credit 'Keep Right On' tad
KM open+ up the sat with Robert Palmer's 'Igor
MushPun'. Mao!, of the numbers coaar'rompbw
fun oreheatral backing which is very 31".."1154/
wbeo you're omfrontM with a volar like KIS1'e
cries cut far for blood and sub support A s ugh'
four pMQ. Klkl has the po@eatal ut bee list awsY
a IM
- wide ehumef In ber own right sad dewy e.
BaRI
+
mare than thin. Moyle sent done

j

trl
e

Ca1n.

....
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And lo,

r

I

E

-

CDS toro),

And lo, the angel
Gabriel (above) left the
lands of Genesis to

wander Into the musical
wilderness. 'lb journey
to the lands of Toronto,
Landon and New York,
to record a solo album to
put before the music
world for their consideration. And they were
all asking, would he
make the promised land
or would it be Genesis
revisited? And they
were happy when they
heard the results of his
labours
.
Gabriel's
done It, not quite the

piece of vinyl

that
passeth all under-

standing, but an excellent, varied platter.

At times, he's still
Genesis, and that's no
bad thing. Other times
he's Just Gabriel

Innovative, creative. He
did It with more than a
little help from batsman
Tony Levin, Larry Mast,
Steve Hunter from the
Alice Cooper Band, The
London Symphony Or-

DEAF SCHOOL: 'Don't
Stop The World' (Warner K 563x4)

Deaf School sound like a
punk Liverpool Scene.
They have vocalists
Eric Shark and Enrico
Cadillac Jr. They have

just released their

second album. They
have not lived up to their
Initial promise They
play songs that border
on the self Indulgent
They probably have a
good time singing about
a 'Taxi' (their current
single), 'Capaldl's Café
and an 'Operator'. They
are fun to know
at
times. They sing of
painfully average problems In often painful
nays. They will never
quite make It. + + +

-

Barry Ca in

ROY ORBISON: 'Rege-

One'. Could this be It
+ + + + Jim Evans.

This album marks the
reunion of Roy Orblson

BLACK 04K AR-

KANSAS: '10 Year
Overnight Success'

(MCA MCF27s4)
Trouble with BOA la
they've never turned out
an album that matches
the dynamism of a live
performance. On stage
Jim Dandy's personality can carry a bunch
of average rock songs
but on record his voice

sounds annoying.

Marius Penerner has
been brought along on
keyboards, but aside
from a few nice breaks
like hie spacey opening

'Pretty Pretty' the
album sags in the
to

It

Middle. Ruby Starr's
back
up vocals also
make no punitive contribution There's no meal
In the production and
the Memphis Horns
come over flat as a
pancake. + + Robin
Smith

chestra and other

assorted musicians.
There's a track titled
'Walling For The Big

L

1'

r

1

the angel
cometh

PETER GABRIEL:
'Peter Gabriel' ((Bari
ama

neration (Monument
MNTsl$O8)

and

S

producer Fred

Foster, the team which

provided such

pop

classics as 'Only The
Lonely' Big O's dlstinCUve voice is still
there, sensitive without
being sentimental. He

gives the cold Orblson
treatment to Tony Joe

White's 'Southern Man',
'Belinda' and Kristof'

lerson's 'Something

They Can't Take Away'
They can't lake

away the Orblson

mystique and

this

album starts to rekindle
the old magic It almost
gets there. Let's hope
we
the reunion lasts
might be in line for some
more classics, Mr

-

I

WORK IS A FOUR SIDED,
THREE LETTER WORD
Loneliness could soon
make It big again.
+ + +

Jim Evans

GRATEFUL DE40:

'Wake Of The

Flood/From The Mara
linter (United Arleta

UDM 103/4)
Having I®t the band to
the

Arista

label,

UA

celebrate by bringing
out a two for the price of
one package, thoughtfully retaining the fine
original artwork. The

Dead have always
seemed a roll rather
than

a

rock band, with

their steady driving
beat often aiming
nowhere in particular,
Other than perhaps
personal perfection

They ran always be
relied onto come up with
some memorable bunts,

viz 'Unbroken Chain'
w

hlch Incorporates

what sounds like a
stream of low flying

aircraft Into its force,
and lyrics that a 11

make you sit up and pay
as In the

attention,

lengthy 'Weather Re
port Suite'. Not classic
Dead by any means, but
OK far the price, and as
any GD fan will tell you,
under par Dead Is better

than your average
David
+ + +

band,
Brown

fanfare. Tile effect tame remarkble. I recall putting
It down to the Peened and the four speakers. "The
other piece on this side Is by Keith Emerson. It's
called 'Plrale."' said the driver and switched the
cassette to Greg Lake's contribution. "Thin 1s my
favourite side. ' Imagine 'I Believe In Father
Christmas' with double the production and you 11
have some idea of what Lake's five songs are like.
'C'ent La Vie' stands out A pumping onus Or words
falling like shrapnel onto on ocean of sound Including
choirs, full mobstre and electronic accordion.
Lake' tearful voice Is at Ia moat powerful. he
writing at la moat ekl W L Phrass, or song titles still
and it's got a chorus you
can sing along with, It's
called 'Standing Up For
Love'. + + Geoff Traver

HOLLIES: 'Live Hits'
(Polydor ?aid 484 )

THREE DE-

GREES: 'Standing Up
For Love' (EPC 81694)

Deeds Roos.,
weighed nine stone and
Elton John was just
plain Reg Dwight, there
were the Hollis. Polished harmonies, tight
singable tunes and

There is one possible
chart song on this LP
and the record company
are well aware of It,
because they do It twice.
As for the rest, it's all
ripping hl - hats and that

'Summertime', which

was muds better than
this offering. Thle to
supper dub disco soul, a
sound which is trio
smoothed out and lame
for my ears to really get
Involved In. Oh yes 1

mang out

%run

blood dad gars

nearly forgot that song

-

you can dance to It

the Stakes In the

Fifties.

The Della are one suck

group, who gradually
moved towards soul
or rather their brand of
music did. Included on
(hie double set with 25
Cue In all to 'Oh What

-

IFE

300M5)

at the moment, then the
past Itself has been

In 1968 Frank Zappa
and the Mothers made
an album thinly disguised as Ruben And'
The Jets Many thought
it was a Jolty, but It
turned out to be a
eerloue tribute to the duo
uop group. which
seemed to spring up on
every street corner in

ism

Of The Unlvere'
(United Artiste UAG

Robin Smith

THE DELLS: 'Corner
ed' (DI M DJD 78037 )

-

quite good, this a a set
to interest the serlo,.
soul student rather than
the average fan. It
might have been wiser
to have edited it dawn to
a
single album. +
David Brown
RAW'KW'U4D: 'Masters

If

1

stimulating. These guys

last MFSP record

Nita' voted Beat R&B
disc in 11136. plus more
recent material like
'Say In My Corner' a
soul hit In Ilea, Though

live album you'll f n d
all the old favourites. + + +

are such great musicians that It la Irritating
to find this record sound
as though they were
playing sessions Instead
of creating something of
their own. After all, the
Three Degrees are part
of the family, aren't
they! They sang on the

E

guitar work

earned them numerous
gold
discs- On this

unmistakable Sigma
Sound. So well played
and yet so rarely truly

D1

Clean

We memory -'Hallowed Be Thy Name,'" Arrest
the aun and shoot the noon," '1 Need Me', There's
even a etngabng number complete with harmonica.
"How about this?" and he switched to ClarI Palmer'.
aide with its arnegementa of pieces by Bach and
Prandiev al (terra bordering on the big Jaas band
feel. He even uses a funky voice bog ooraabnaty.
The driver didn't
too overawed with that and
turned over to Keith Emerson's piano mneerto in
three movement, with the London ,Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Andre Previa. I fell asleep.
Not, I beaten to add breatwe of the 'awe. That was
nothing Ins* than magic. It's lust that K who Pernod
has quite a kick. + + + ++,
'Works' I. a double album package featuring sob
conalbu lion from all three members and a complete
F.LP side. It'. the hand's first album since 'Ladle.
And Gentlerren' released two and a half year. ago.
It's net for Mardi II releo.. Rumour has it that ELP
may tour Europe with Santana and
70 piece
orchestra- BARRY CAIN.

stir

EMERSON LAKE.a PALMER: 'Works'
Snow covered the deeoale streets of Zurich at O am.
The tar moulted through the ultra
modern ghost
town like a cat on the prowl My driver looked
agitated. He hadn't said a word since we left the
party. I noticed his land move toward, the glove
compartment. He opened It and took out a eassetle.
"You vent to beer?" I nodded. The rest blunt a blur.
.. Wall I Remember the flat note* pouring rail d the
fair epeaaers- "This I. ELP's new album," said the
driver sunny. "This la the side they play
together," The track was Aaron Copland's 'Fanfare
For The (lunnrm Man.' It opened with a massive
synthesleer blast shaped Into sound of a trunlfn'I

When

THE

KIKI

19

the future of the
Hawks looks a bit bleak

rather gloomy judging
by some of the materal
It
on this collation.
illustrates all the t'o best
and worst In the group

-samesometimes
track,

on

the

for example, If they get good
sound going they stick
there in a rut and never

let

go

until they've

squeezed It dry. And
they always manage to
sound as though they
were recorded in a
tunnel with the band at

one end and the
microphone al the
other. Not a patch on the
'Roadhawks' com-

piletlon. Paranoia

strikes deep. ++ David
Brown

A GREAT NEW SINGLE BY

JIMMY JAMES
7N45665.
RECORDS

Produced by Biddu.
First 10,000 copies available in
special printed bags.

Record Merror, February 26, 19T7

CAUTION: The story that follows may,
in parts, be somewhat overwhelming
for people of a nervous disposition. It
contains.
V arious scantily clad and even naked
women (and men loo deers)
Freddie The Thief
Kurt the pisnn player
Obscenities
Money
Chicago (not necessarily In that
order)
YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED
Zurich. Town of a thousand chances.
Where a 15 minute cab ride costs C30.
Where hotels cost [h0 a night Where
dinner for three cots 150
without a
sweet,
And It ain't even snowing already
Chicago, midway through their
mammoth 0 day tour of Europe, Check
In at the baroque Dottier Grand Hotel
the 'Wide place wealthy young poets
from Georgian mansion. died in
The band don't cut corners when it
cones to greenback, They travel from
town to town In the Ge-man presldent's
private train which they've hired at an
unearthly coat
In the staid elegance of Henry
Kissinger's suite they prepare for the
first night
Meanwhile, In a faded flat In
downtown Zurich Freddie The Thief,
looking like an emaciated Arthur

Aekey, straightens his tie. He's not
really a thief. Just steals the limelight
from time to time. Big night tonight.
He's gotta look sharp.
Kurt the piano player feels a little
tense this evening as he caresses the
keyboard In the Dolder Grand's
Cocktail lounge. Some of these neo

press.

Punchier definitely. lass emphasis
on the brass which at Hammersmith

-

weighed them down.
Kurt, his fingers loosened by scotch,
let's rip with 'Who's Got The Last
Laugh Now' and the Idle rich love him
"They aU laughed at Christopher
Columbus
When he said the world was round
They all laughed when Edison created
sound
James Pankow ploughs intoa song he
wrote, He can't sing but he sure enjoys
himself 'Does Anybody Really Know
What Time It In' has the suave Robert
Lamm on vocal». It still sounds as fresh
as II did on 'Chicago 1'.
A long, meandering medley follows
giving each member the chance to
prove his ability and that goes straight
Into 'Beginnings' another 'e9 classic

classical numbers can hurt a guy
y' know. Nobody here seems to
appreciate me.
Three sleek, black Umo Meres slide
up the hotel drive. Chicago and friends
climb In. The Congress Hall driver
and malt'. It snappy.
Freddie gently class the apartment
With a grey trilby pulled
door
cunningly over his thinning black hair
and mysterious suitcase under his arm.
he makes for the same halt
A ripple of applause. Hey, somebody
In there likes me thinks Kurt and gives
his new fans a tantalising glimpse of
Cole Porter.
The concert is a sell out Over 1.700
people have paid nearly [10 a head to
see Chicago perform In Switzerland for
the first time smce 1800.
"Ladeez and GenUemen will you
please welcome America's favourite
CHICAGO" Wham' Into 'Anyway You
Want Tb' Peter Cetera pushing his
restricted vocal range to the limit and
Just winning.
By the end of the second number

-

-

-

...

minus the la 0n finale.

Terry I(ath

percussionist Lauder de Olivera_
During the course of the act he has one
solo (discounting the self Indulgent
playing of a home made water drum In
the second half) and he's dynamite. A
pity.
Interval. Freddie The Thief Is
backstage shaking hands with the band

He'sIn a chili.
ultarist Snatching
notes
clumsy
endearing way
He's fat Really but
t In his red cap he
look, like an aergr's"
n schoolboy
who's Just peeked p the K. liar to hide
the cream cakes si, hi, Jumper from
greedy eyes
But Bath Is mkiof use most exciting
axemen you'll ever so ('ptown' la the
nearest thing uiat Chicago get to guts

Chicago don't really utilise

as they wander Into the dressing room.

"Sehr gut concert " "Who's that guy,"
the manager inquires "Search ire.
Freddie hare already made plans for
and they Include
the night ahead ..
Chicago. He's booked seats at Zurich's
only disco, The Mascotte, and for those
In Chicago's crew that may require It
Freddie will make beautiful women
available. Noone was Interested.

There's no stopping Kurt now. 'I've
Got You Under My Skin' rises up from
the piano like a cobra and curls Itself
around a Pernod and lemonade In the
hands of amink coat with a lady Us it on
the other side of the room
Highlight of the second hall Is a new

sang

session man who

t'ptown' Terry's

a

de It

and Il'ea cra er

'It. You leave
Vow is pretty bad.
Cetera really strd u to Impersonate the
single nd his vole, break s up
'25 Ore To(' Posed' off the set They
encore with MeC rim }'s Got To Get
You Into My Lie ,end I'm A Man'.
Rapturous aPPIW,,
Kurt conclude. .,tilt .lust One of
ThoseThings'
herons applause
Freddie has
rsihing arranged
The band returnhe
op
hotel and drop
V
off Robert Peter ymh Terry who each
have their wives*, tr.. trip Then on to
The M eecotle,

A 20 foot Las McKeown beams down
from n huge screen In the middle of the
dance floor. He pleads 'I Only Want To
Be With Ycu'. No takers.
One video follows another. Amongst
the impressive acts
ELO, Burton
Cummings, Elton John There ain't
many dlscce can boast a Une up like

-

that

Freddie in the role of caterer. He
gives all the band fillet steak and salad,
asks them U they want any girls, looks
little perplexed Someone says theya

saw him with Kissinger once
On the screen it's 'Whisky
which Is Just an excuse to show Time'
Sw tss
ladles hi varying states of undress. And
pretty devastating some of them are
too. Whatever they say about
Swiss
girls
It's true
James Pankow on the British press
"They an kiss my ass. They Just don't
understand what's happening between
us and the audience That audience has
made me a multi millionaire I could
be a genius
but If It wasn't for
backing of the people I'd be nothing "the
.

.

-

-

Lsudlr

on the length tY the band's set
-too"Sometimes
I think that two hours Is
long,

but.. "

Throughout Freddie site in a dark
Corner aloe». He remembers the time
David Bowls stayed at his Lucerne
home
And the time Mick Jagger
snubbed surrounding admirers Just to
say hullo. He recalls also wandering off
Into the Zurich night with a drunken
John Mlles not so very long ago.
On stage a band give a great
rendition of Anyway You Want 'lb' with
Chicago drummer Danny Serophine
helping out on the difficult bits
3 am. James in beet Uncle Tom voice
declares It's time to go home He's later
seen wandering around the hotel
looking for chocolate with an American
scriptwriter and a tall, blonde, fur- clad
Californian chick.
Yen It's sure a strange life on the
road.
Kurt fingers In his dreams Freddie
counts rock groups. Zurich
a dire by
any other gnome
Next day none of the Chica go

-

-

-

..

;

,

shopping nearly everyday together cce
who knows this might be my last trip to
Europe I might be knocked down by a
bus when I get home "
And guess win's flitting from table to
table like a rabid butterfly making sure
things are running smoothly. Yep. good
old Freddie But by now the manager
has had enough
"Look. I don't know who you are but
Just sit down and shut up or I shall
personally throw you outta that

After the conference they go straight
lo the theatre to change Another sell
out.
From the first note the audience
-

Yo

,

;

1.
ir

-44

r-

..

-

a+
1.

as
s

r

4

a

4.
0

half hour interval breaks

the
momentum and It's Uke starUng front
scratch on the tenth number But they
mean well
Backstage the wives are not allowed
Into the dressing room The sight of
Pankow with his trousers down la too
much for anyone Tonight It's straight
back to the hotel lo prepare for an early

morning 'dart Freddie to already at
waill'sg.
the hotel
It's steaks all round in the Kissinger
suite washed down by IS year old
wine Freddie has been politely told to
leave, so he heeds for the Mancolte and
morenaked girls
Tomorrow the e0 man rnedshow hit
Frankfurt Sweet dreams
And It begins to snow
STOP PRESS: It look. like Chicago's
nest album will be called 'Chicago II'
but this has not yet been confirmed

J

Barry Cain reports from Zurich
on Chicago's triumphant
European tour.
Pictures Richard Young

i

complain that the sound la too loud
"We've been playing to 20,000 people at
a time for 10 years and here we are in a
perfect acoustic hall with all this
equipment. Guess you'll have to grin
and bear It" says Robert Cheers
The set U almost the same an the
night before. 'Got Tb Get You Into My
Life' I, dropped leaving Just one
number for the encore The band really
are playing much better overall and
their choice of materiel is spot on.
But they still play far too long The

r

ere
ere

o
+..1.

\Ntw
!ner

-

- especially when
there are other girls around We go out

to feel Inhibited

Freddie nits down And shuts up

Wishing.

;

n

fllghtbtrde emerge until ti pm There's a
Swirls press conference al 5.30. The
limos, their number swelled to four,
pick up Use boya and take them back
Into the city centre Everything Ls so
clean Wu as though someone built a
city but forgot to ask anyone to live In It.
The conference Is very informal. The
members of the band stroll around the
room eating salami and ham on rye,
drinking white wine end answering the
same rambling questions
Robert on bringing his wife, now
pregnant, on every tour
"I guess the
other guys don't like the Idea. They get

window."

N

Pr
;

'Saturday In ThePark' It's obvious thou
the first half of their two hour set Is
going to be infinitely superior to thole of
the London shows condemned as
'boredom of the first degree' by the

22
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"Pearl's

:

'jam'

,

,

Ellue Brooks.
.ce Ilad/ ii
J

To be really mitit101101, be teally special. That's what
we all dream oL
4
And that's what Pearl dreamed
'
She wanted fa be Betty Grable.
She nearly made it, too. Then it all went sour.
And that's the way Elkie Brooks sings it As a bittersweet ballad
It's a story. It's crammed with images.
And it's got what the man originally meant when he
coined the phrase"a haunting melody" A catchy phrase your
head can't put down.
"Pearl's a singe
Sung heartrendingly by Elkie Brooks. And for those
of you who know about these things, it's superbly written and
produced by Leiber and Stoller.

"Pearl's a singe?': The new single from Elkie Brooks.

First 26.000 copies in

a

special laminate sleeve. AMTS 7275
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Write to Mailman, Record Mirror, Spotlight House,
l Benwell Road, London N7 7AX

What can you do when the

..

.

READERS
REVIEW
REVIEWS
READING your page

UPON

in

RECORD MIRROR. February 5. I was
distressed to see one or two dangerous
premises being adhered to by some of
the correspondents. I quote a letter
(mm Scotland: "If you can't say
something nice about someone, ally

nothing."
It wax referring toa review Of the new
Bow le album and surely, for a reviewer
to obey this maxim, there would hardly
be any point In having a record review
page if aU the reviews consisted of

Well put. About these dangerous
premises, we've had is word with the
council and they've agreed to pull 'em
down RM hereby awards you a 13
demolition grant

Hooker
I WOULD like to tell you
I'm hooked an RECORD
MIRROR, Is there a

Lulcy reviewing

the
singles What the heck
does she think she Is to

class Shabby Tiger's
'Slow Down" as garbage,
ghastly and boring? ICs
one of the best singles
ever made. Their singing
is fantastic.
Tracy Only. Southwick,
Sussex.
Pa thetle?

Some say

no better

there's
about

lay

Oliver
PLEASE WILL you tell)
Edward Oliver that If he
can't draw good pictures
of Freddie Mercury he
needn't put any of his
rubbish in at all!
Bernadette Simpson, Lu
ton. Beds.

Perhaps he should
.tart drawing his pen

cure?

Splderman, J Jackson,
Buhwell Notts.
Keep taking the tab.
leads pal. Next.

Fresh out
TWO WEEKS ago
to buy the rew

I

went
Gary

Glitter single. After
trying no less than seven
shops I eventually purchased IL Five of the
ohms told me the record
company was out of
stock. I noticed that the
disc dropped In the chart
perhaps other people
wanting to buy the record
didn't have any patience?
I'm sure Gary's Isn't the
only record that has
suffered this way.
Miss Terri B, Southall.
Middlesex.

Pik me quick

SEEN that
horrible, talenUess Kiss

HAVING

p.
-

sion

In your paper,

-

under fire

:'

ACROSS

2

Miss Howe names
Denny Leine 's sea
single (9)
t Instruments for the
tbckney Tramps? (5)

1

product. The point of reviewing is to try
and provide hard analysis of the
musical value of a record, which,
presumably must Include a modicum of
the reviewer's persona I opinion
ROHopwood, Halifax, Went Yorkshire.

layabout
SEE you have that
pathetic layabout Juicy

i

unchallenged admiration of the

Luce the
I

R

think you
should show a plc of a
really talented musician,
the late Brian Janes, who
really fits the word
musician.
Lao y Harris, Elstree,
I

Herter.

Sorry, we can't find any
recent shoe.

Polltroonl
I AM writing to you about
your poll as it's Just a
waste of paper, print and
time. The one that gels
me most Is the Bore of the

Year, which has Gary
Glitter at Number Ten
Where have you got that
Idea from?
Yours as from now,
un fat thfuUy''."
And don't say I'm a
coward for not giving my
name because I'll come
down to Landon (grubby
hole) and beatyou up

Okay

polltroon, the

result» are up to readers
like you and reflect
YOUR taste«. And watch

5

3

I

t

10

13
15

17
21

Cleans Elmore

7

6
8

James's broom (5).
it goes

with Earth and

Wind (4)
Sportsmen Gary also

musician? (6)
Single or album? (6)
like Buddy Holly
love ways (4)

10

13

11

S

14

And My

Me

IS

r7

16

19

18

Ebner

up to kevie
Wonder's my Cherie (5)
The kind that's allover
the world tonight, (+1
t Yebon's name as a

21

J

pureement! (6)

5

like

the

hear os
Raw

e
7

11

13

la
I5
14

"Is]

Pop

'love

youll

In The

Pasadena orchestra
location
Beatles flew there
from Miami beach (4)

Apartner for tins 01

Eastern countr.. we
hear 5)
Is Another name fo Rose

loured (61
It Y no place (or

a

lady,

sang Mama Cass la)

Chick is from

an

Miss Fl agerald' (4)
little party -giver l41

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION

Rod's Wed is amens
the muncnans (3)

Jackson sounds co-

(51

la
te

Mlnp; Swett Samar,
a Lamas, Lovlse.
Greg
1La\el, to E yea itaLittle.
IS Esther,
IS Hat 17
Last is &shoat
ni Saab.
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Muppoperetta
THE READER ha wrote
complaining about the

One off
the cuff
WHY ARE singles sold in

England with plain white

'Munumana' and some
songs from Rolf on an
EP.
I Ashworth.
Ste resell.

or company sleeves? AU
over Europe they are sold
In sleeves with photos of
the group or w hoever.
Nick Semis.. Swltaer in rd.
Any other readers have
the
cuff
any off
remarks to make on the

Abba Fan

Price warning

Muppet Show must he
entirely humourless. I
wish they could release
the Muppets' version of

Middlesex.

MA')

I say that I feel
sorry far the thousands of
Abba tuna that could not
see one of

-

their performthey'll never

ances
know what they missed

Roger Harper, Birmingham.

True

Subnormal
blunder
THIS MORNING I was
rather annoyed to see In
RM that Seamus Potter
had written that Anna
was Benny's wife. This
upset me as you should
know that Anna Is
married to BJmm, not
Benny who Is engaged to

matter?

WITH REFERENCE to
Nigel Hoskin's letter of
February 12, he should
rule himself lucky to have
only paid 59p far hie
Tavares maxi -EP
the
actual selling price Is 70p,
so my dealer tells me. He
also states that no record
company could release an
LP for 69p, although
Warner Brae released an
LP for Just that amount
two years ago.
George Chappe' Kings
Lynn, Norfolk.

-

Chart dither
I'VE BEEN

a

great chart

fan for ninny years. But
w hatl can't urderstami U

why different music
papers print different

Rae, Berkhamstead,
Herts.

charts- It can get very
confusing.
S. Arnntrang. Carlisle,
Cumbria,

Eernes ere. I'm off to
'Confessions Of A
Swedish Wife Swapper'.

You can't believe what
you see In three other
rage, you know.

Frlda

...

And again

Dr Who dawn'tsstart
wearing a dinner Jacket
it wouldn't go with the
long acarL
halite

-

AFTER READING the
singles' reviews I wonder
why you bother as It la
extremely
even

+++

rare that a
ra++++or Deep thoughts

gets in the
charts. I suggest you Just
list what's available and
let the readers buy their

RECKON that our
creator created us to
I

think and do as we Rice
without crossing other..

You might

choice
Gary Green, Manehester.

yo Tinny
DOWN: s Moody. 3
Trios. 5 Night. I Wheel. 7
JsluMeak. I5 Side. U

Hotel.

IS

Hale

.

It Main.

say

others and flghUng will
occur leading to murders,
but Is this any worse than
at present. In my theory
of freedom of thought and
action, bureauersUc lead.
ere will be wiped out
All the things we wear,

You

Will buy what we
tell you bin future, right!
Freedom of eksoiee Is
tool for you.

Poxy Roxy
rip-offs

do and think are
determined by our elders,

-

ROXY MUSIC emerged
in 1977 with originality
and ever since they've
been copied In every way.
They wore wield Dr Who
type siege gear
guess

-

what the punka are
pulling out of Roxy's

dustbin now, and lank
how many groups have
followed them by wearing
suits.

Ferry and Island

decided to revive the EP
and everyone else copied
that idea as ell If you
a Roxy Mu sIC

se

audience you'll realise
that they make punk
audiences look like a set
of sc hoolk Idol

Km Phillips, a female pin
striped suit weenie, West
Yorkshire.

Surely punks ARE
excited st oolkida? And 1

Think about this
in the
early days, people lived
as beet they could, and
their way of living has
been copied to this day,
only adapted In a moue
modern sense, We are
told that this way of living
le right. We are also told
how to think
usually
canservaUvely
tell me
WHY?
Who's to say what IA
right and wrung, Day
dreaming In my opinion la
right because It opens the
mind to why we Live in
today. I believe the

--

essence of

life

my troubles seemed so far away, kind
doesn't IC
looks ea if they're there to stay
by :be
We hope any you may have will he relieved
m.
Jude,
you've
token
three quid

Yesterday

¡'!`

-

The best and the a -on, oq

M

la

happiness and this la
gained' from freedom
total freedom of thought
and controlled action.
You probably won't
print this, but think about
my sayings
Michael Otadleon, North
H

unite rs Ice.

So what's new about'77?

breakers. and 367 days later she's there again with her
latest single' David Bowie was at Number Five with
'Station TO Station' and one year later he's at
Number Flve wI n 'Low'.
Now all us younger generation find Bing Crosby,
Frank Sinatra and all the other fogies boring, so why
exactly a year ago. waa Stun Whitman at Number One
and a year later he's there again?
Michael Gormley. Severn Beach. Bristol

we

Inevitably will cross

ON READING the lastest poll results I looked back to
last year's RECORD MIRROR to see If there were any
changes In the music scene.
The best single of '7e was by Queen as It was in '77:
Pink Floyd and Mike Oldtleld are still In the album
charts, Kiki Dee was at Number Three In the star

20

DOWN
1

It pal, 'cm my Dad
bigger than yours, see?

see

a

(Nilsson) (5)
M Seam description (5)
13
Rita never worked Out
Jeanneuea name (9')

OUTRAGED reader vents I is frustration with singles' review, on Ids nrw muomobilr.
'

Record Mirror, February 26. 1971
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BIRMLNGBAM. Astral

Cat-

eenib, IJrerprl Express

.

SeoObler And The Dom
GBH

MANCHESTER, Free Trade
Hall ((161-134 0943), Ted
Nolent / Steve Glbban.
Road

MIDDLESRROUGH, Town
Hap (245432), Samara.
NEWCASTLE., Pobteelnle,
Green Room (26761),

Stn ngiere
OXFORD, Polytechnic
(61996) Ralph NeTen

PORTSMOUTH, Guildhall
(24355)
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WATFORD,
Gary Glitter
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BATLEY, Variety Club
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B LOXMICH, Nag's Head,
Ba My legs

RRHTOL, Granary, Webb
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LONDON, Queen Mary
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Bob

College, Union Budding,
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ten. with Derek St Rages (guitar &
vocal. Rob Grimm (hew) mad

Davis ( d rams).

tilt

And be awa-'a only RIG O rases le
oar rhorm Ion minor the Mold and
bryl wnean looking remarkably hike
Gray of Mod. Hoy Orblsm breaks ma
catch the am si lmHnr ve-rds wl II read
Bippodeame (Sunday) lad Croydon
Falriled hall (Monday).

to

Ma Mee tall. end
week wills their particular bread
their bur aaure at Kean

d the

FEB.

GLASGOW.
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YES SE'S bath Follow tag Om mess
of his hooch- out debut odor. Mar rat
rummer Mr Saperaxe TED NUGENT
returns b tee UR far emerald- eekr rar
starling this wart Tee eknw geb ma aw,
road at M.erbe,Wr For Trade 1011
(Wednesday), Glasgow Apedlo (Flat
day), Newca.Ue City Nab (Satarday)
and LJwerpool Empire (M..day).
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LONDON, Nashville, North

End Road (014103 4071),
Dena E-dmrda Rorbptle

LONDON National Theatre,

South daank (01421 2252),

Cleha

Street (01.136 1011).

Damned/ .Adserla
LONDON Talk d the Town
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(270/4), Bryan Perry
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BATLEY, Variety Ckb
ACCRIN

.

Glyder.

5.00).

(Wednesday

Dick

-

Godfrey

promote a rod extraorganza through anal due
tab early hour. (stare
7.15) with 'Bedrock' on
Monday, and elves you a
chance to clod salt how the
other half gig. with a
selection d )a.xrock tapes
from C.ethoeiovekla.
And learn not all . .
Rory Gallagher Lou
Belaorrr, and Phil Mama
nerd get Interviewed
along with tonal bands

Moonlight Drive

and

Bcralhband.

Monday night

a

gel

hin

n

sun
Inter-

the rued

(9.30), And 'Beery

1

Premiere' roans. to Beam

BRICHTON, Top Rank
(2360), George Balotar

double album some
earptay (a.30).
Good of Radio Or
albs la ~al fare -

Street 031-137 6441).
IJtale tab Story
LONDON. Nabrlie. North
o,ur

End

CAROL GRIMES

Gabriel, aexy Haller
(remember the red light
dlntrirt') are organistGary
Brooker from
Procol Ilerum, and

BATLEY, Variety Club
(475220), Martha and the
V smell=

Heron

147

a

Ouse Skis week are
the legendary Peter

view spot on

LEI ESTRB De Montfort
Hall 121432), Crime Seer
LONDON. Marquee W.rd-

.1

tenlaUve whirl.

.Xsxlkwt alum

BRISTOL. Colston Hall
(201701). Perot Baru, I

llkRLMGHAM. Barbare Rr
0014x3440), Nader

excellent roehahow

Crawford

MM

'Martha And The

Ear', Radio Clyde's

'Edinburgh Rack' nlgbl
on Radio Forth when Jay

MR MINGHAM Barbarellas
(021-643 9413), Roane.
EMGHTON, Dome (007 2I),
ay Orelson

FEB
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the

Meru/ Hero
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643a101),Udab Beep
B IRMINGHAM Tma Hail
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BRISTOL, Hspodreat
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al lent (IS 224) Pat
Traces Mal, Mean Of
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V and.Oaa

SHEFFIELD, Ctty Roil

WM..pee

(43511) Cand Grimes
Bard
The Lamer

,47521111.

MMING HAM, Odeon (021-

BEADING

WIGAN. Casino Club

Vaaddls

B

Club

MANCHESTER, Palate
1001-2a 0164). Embalm
Trade I kw" Ken'.

Gary GRialer

(>D Sam

ATLEY, Variety

B

PINGS ARE loakbk up
on the local aims avers thin
week,
elda oaks a
change. If you haven
already got the message,
reader. In the Glasgow
area mutt do won. than
to give 'SUmS It In Your
1

28

B

LONDON, Rom Club, Neal

WEST RUWTOR. Panhm

(Tw111, ACJMC

he.

wld

FEB.

301.

HERB R!

CHOYOON, Fairfield Hall
(01-661 9291), Proeol

LOOCMBOROOGM, The
31413), Jerry Lee 1.wln I
Undew aty, P.O Travers
The Dart.
B.d
Deet.ra Of LONDON,
Roundhouse,
Madre
Clog Farm Road (01-267
ANCMESTER. Electric
2504) Rab
I Ilyi n(
Class, Caayust Steel
Ares , Eeilk Clrll.n
NEWCASTLE. City

28

ABERDEEN, Tee baser
sat) UTIDI). Remember

Uwerst,
awake. am (M STER. Chester Cale.
Babe as
The Reggae Gabes
G amiss
LONDON. Hale nod A.ckr.
DUDLEY. !B'. (51111),
Germ ~her Band
Upper 5Meel (a1 -35145M)
Da. diners Seri
DUNST AILS Calif oral
(va)- Mach. Ad The
LONDON. Ho.aslow
LONDON. Diegeans. Camden Lock (01-2[7 ~7),

m
LSE. lam rhino

LONDON

Mears

LEEDS. Polytechnic, Gorillas
EDINBURGH, Playhouse,

B.

ranch Mare. Susanne Oarre4l

I

Dodger./ iJrsaie
H ULL

Sound In Cmcer (BBC2

.

1

aLACKroOL L

..

with the tremendous
tnnalln Klkl Dee shaken
her stuff en 'Sight 'n'

Normal (Ratuntay).

Kraal - rode.. Cali

Thursday

IT!

SUGAR MOUNTAIN returns to the small screen on
Thursday when the ever - resourceful ITN repeats
'Rock Follies', the saga of three gals who try to make It
T.
In the world of rock dreams. Dee, a magician.
assistant, Anna, on the dole, and "Q" surviving in skin
- flicks tread the first rung on the ladder to success
(10.30).
Folk fans ran catch
THE information hoe
waste Mottle Boyce, the
we. correct at the time
Welsh answer to BUIy
it
to
but
press
of going
Connolly, along with
may be sub/act to
traditional Irlah band, the
change so we advise
Chleftlana along with Neil
you to check with the
Lewis and John Luce
when BBC 1 given Max
venal concerned behis very own show
Ioes travelling to is gig.
(10-48)
Telephone number*
And now for something
are provided where
completely different .
1l..
Susie Quatro (bass), Lao
Sayer ( lead vocals). Jahn
Mlles (lead guitar), John
Christie (keyboards) and
keep on taking too
fell downaWn
Kenny Jones (drums) get
e.ralalorn Ina.
together for a once -In-a Tiara not .11, the original LOGY
lifetime perftrmanes cm
( remember the Manna ), also going
the last In the present
down well In the land of sauerkraut and
serles of 'Multi coloured
n ehnllals Ls all net to playa me
off at
Swap Shop (Been I
thc Hlmalrioas Aylesbury Friar Vale
0
(1.30).
11a11
in direct rompelltlon (.Ise
Wells, Most coacher,
Tuesday).
thin unlikely aupergroup
Thet*'s anon., nest when the s trlc ely
through a collection of
06.00th Liverpool E eprs. make the big
Rock 'n Rot) standards.
time with their Brat major London gig,
Wot will they think of
also lean a vea,. Min the R rainbow,
next?
Roy Orbietn pops into
Would - be puhes.eat Auanle rocket*
the entrance trill of the
AC/DC ~time to live In hope that
Pebble Mill/audios for the
their current maxi - single will be
Oral time ever tr
banned from all radio tallms and
'Saturday Night At The
carry on limiting their kneel. al more
and earlier in the
M
111'
provindal hall. including cambrldge
evening the Bradford gal
Corn Exchange (Friday) end Southend
4

Kerr.

Bob

LONDON, ROehester, Stake
Newington H ugh Street (012490196), Head Over Heel,
LONDON, Rap Club, Neal

SEE

PL'MOUTB. Woods

Rood

GartOu

(01403 6071).

a Tuesday when
remoter Roger Thomas
rape with John Welton
and Paul Thanysm from
Bony Musty and dues we
new /Merman Airplane
on

ue-Iading the roatrulg
d Reg tram Pinner

aa4a
m a

Berrday ammaa
(1.1ll). And Ihere'a

sissy tie brrfoms Will
Dee a etrmleaal wkirn
brlgr, eta back b oar
magician (stage (dtr.
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up. It's going b take
some getting used lo. but

HOT
IT WAS

just occasionally

seemed worthwhile.
DAVID BROWN.

1

ROCK AND ROLL
ROAD SHOW

Leeds

TEN MINUTES Into the
show, the bar seemed a
goad place to be. But welt
what's this? Usherettes
d110 dancing in the musty
corridors dipped in a
quick Jlve while the
manager isn't looking.
"Otis this Is music"
said .a lady with the liana
Ogden look. "The Tor.
redoes are smashing."
Rod* on, I'm off for a
drink.
But thing. got freakier.

t

-

SH EER
H ELL (

in the

nicest
way

Soddenly everybody's
peering forward - the

EDDIE AND THE HOT RODS
London

Ted, are up darning In
the aisls. There's a time
warp or something.

t;v

Marty Wilde' talking
about the a. O8 S peclal a nd
when Elvis Presley and
Alan Freeman were
young. Were there really
such tines? What was In
those drinks?

Raping the senses

Overthrowing sanity
Destroying discipline
Subjugating at its strangest.
And the band weren't bad either. The revved up
Hot Rod fans turned in a great show at the Rainbow
on Saturday night. And there's LSO smashed seats to

Then all these guys In

their lovely drainpipes
and crepe shoes are

prove It
Ted tombs crumbled that night
The band was rod hot. So they only play pretty
average rhythm and blues circa 1968 at breakneck
speed liberally sprinkled with teenage hang-ups. So

clambering up
in the

having

a good time and
the old Ted is waving hin

flat cap. Sheer read nee.
And the songs 'Rubber Bull', 'Heart

Anyway Masters was in fine somersaulting formon
this their big venue debut It's all In the wrist action
Barrie', a master of that
'Show Me', 'Teenage Depression', the strobe
afflicted 'On The Run', 'Get Ou tin Denver', and the
encores 'Gloria' and 'Writing On The Wall' proved
the what goes up le the hordes of seated fans, doesn't
necessarily have to come dawn
The addition of ex-Ku rsaal Flyer Oraeme Douglas
on rhythm gave the band a little more bite if that's
possible and it looks like he's in for a long stay.
They're nearing the seat of power
providing

-

break Hater etc
are
being rescued from the
next Sing-alonga-Max
album. It's incredible,
IBM ail over again.
oar yes it's
And the
true the rumours are

-

1

right, Bert Weedan is
alive. Ire's standing up
Yes he is He's smiling
and ys unfree Ire
visual trick he's playing

someone doesn't slash it first BARRY CAIN

Barrie Masters: in ,fine farm

DANCE!" she shrieks,
her voice sounding as If
she's just applied a
hacksaw to her vocal

chords. There must be
easier ways of earning

living.

The kids at the front of
the hall obey quickly, as

they're scared
she'll shout at them
though
again.

These days.

aimed at

Mail', act is

college

audience, and judging by
the reaction she got m
Saturday, she's doing all
right. She certainly
knows bow to get through
to the male members of
the audience . . . a Id of
them were looking a bit
sceptical aben she came
onstage, but by the time
she went off again. they
were right there with her.
There's no doubt Null
herself has gel what h
tat
. but her biggest
drawback Is her band. I
started off thinking they
were efficient, if not
exactly uninspired. but
by the end of the night, I
was beginning to doubt U
even qualified as
that.
Hubby ice Turkey is
the biggest offender.
Technically, he's pagsable, but he
to
suffer Irons a definite lack
they

sirs

of

sensitivity. The aud-

ience seemed to appreciate whet he was doing,
but to me, his guitar
sounded an U It was being

tick.

The act comsat. of
Sue's old boo., like 'Can
The

his guitar. 'Apache',
'FBI' and 'Moe You Later

by the end of the evening,

-

Cm' and 'Devi Gate

Drive' plus ore members
Qum ' eggropboba'. Ati
very powerful at firm, but

Allgalar,

just me big headache.
A little subtlety could go
a long way. SHEILA
PROPHET

Bath University
1

understandable and you
ran forgive a man like
Harper a had concert or
two. Especially when it's
not his Mutt. It was just
me of those day. I

band pouring their soul
au tan stage.
Playing a selection d
goodies from their first

perpetual Illnesses strike
him down and when
appalling traffic coed
bone bring him several
hours late to his concert

FIELDING.

feverishly, while Kenny
Steward rasped above
them, and Johnny Fraser
Binnie proved to be a
gultarist to keep an eye
and ear out for, with

keyboards player on the

pared to accept almost

makes each concert
fscinating. But see him
on a day when one of his

lose him his
way, and It's not
surprising that the
and

concert

Is

lest than

perfect.

His mood on the
occasion lacked his usual
bubbling enthusiasm and
the band failed to shake
him out of his quiet
reflectiveness and without his usual lecgUhy.

suppose. HOWARD

DIRTY TRICKS
Birmingham
WHILE WE seem pre

anything the great
American publicity

s

in
machine pants at
the shape of heavy rock
bands, we seem to be in
danger M overlook big our
home grown equivalents.

Dirty Tricks are the
perfect cage In paint Not
the end in originality It's

witty sod engaging

true, but nor are
Aeroimlth and a few'

seemed equally llf kss.
F.ven w we heard some
fine guitar playing from
Henry McCulloch and
Roy Harper himself.
Harper has that ease and
grace which oaks him
appear to be slow and
related even when he's
end
playing quickly
McCulloch is the muter
of ao many styin. tha, he
can compliment each
sang In a novel way.
Sadly though the songs
themselves lacked punch
and depth of feeling and
w hen Harper was forced
b leave sir stage for a
couple of songs the music
provided by the hand
airier wa. very second

mind, but they deserve
better reception than the
one they got at Bartlereltaa tut week.
Not that there was
anything wrong with the
they've Improved
band
beyond belief since they
or
went to the Stales
that the audience them
selves didn't appreciate
them Its just that there
wag lack of people there
to stbb them ea apathy
In the CI growa (there
were 1,400 at Bryan Ferry
dow-n the reed).
To their credit the band
played on. A dozen
manflal propped op the
stage. started motionless
at the potential heroes d

introduction.

his

pongee

a

-

rah.
But much of the

disappointment ea.

Twang. twang there he
gtra. Do you remember
this con: Oh dear they
did. They remembered
them all.

OWS

ROY HARPER

ALWAYS look forward
to a Roy Harper concert
and to being entertained
by his enigmatic person
silty. Ida mere person
irrespective d the musk.,

to

People are laughing,

and

-

tuslm.s trying

jive' In a 'Love Thy
Neighbour' Tshlrt

depression.

or
MISS QUATRO
should 1 soy Mrs Tuckey
is back, and sounding
louder than ever. 'Get up
on your feet and

on stage.

And, ooh my god. tere' a
bloke of 541, the oldest pal

what
They've arrived at a crucial Ume. A Ume when 16 year- olds could only look to the past for gut heroes. A
time when music had reached a watershed and looked
to be on the throes of dissipation. A time of teenage

SUZI QUATRO
London

an

night the effort

Sunday

others

that Spring

to

-

-

a courting
ample snagged m
comer, oblivious to

tomorrow,

two and forthcoming

album, the rhythm

along

section ripped

particularly conspicuous
playing on the extended

sob on 'You Got My Soul
and the plercing rifts of
'Play Dirty'. Even the
courting couple stopped
for air on the latter.
They played well. but
what'. the point? Hardly
worth getting your stage
clothes sweep for. The
act needs thinning out a
bit but the potential is
there alright The stupid
thing Is that they've Just
made

a

goad

start

In

America, and who ran
blame them U they go
there to play. And then
saran smart Alec wee start
saying how good they are
and when are they Roma
play the IJtt. You have
been warned. DAVID
BROWN.

VAN DER GRAAF

GENERATOR
London

THE REGENERATION
(cly the
is complete
'Voice and percus.lon
same
remains the
Their avid following are
shock, that
In for

sominel) =shakesb le
format has been broken.

vie

ad

as

yet arras

Nostalgia Is in
escapable even In the
bar. STEVE CHA W.F.M.

-

they cope
without the battery at
ats provided by Dave
could

how

Jackson's sal blowing
and Hugh Banton'a array
of keyboard.?

Well, our weight of the
work now falls on the

electric violin player

Graham Smith, looking
like a peasant fiddler,
w ho has to provide not
only all M nab ~Imbue
moat

d melody

team that

too This
most of their

music bao been rstrue
lured since a different
approach is needed due to
the change of emphasis of
lead In.trureenk
On bete. Sic

Potter
under employed,
while heeded the drupe
Guy Evans proved to be
positive dynamo.
Hammli' lyrics were
mainly Mac-urea, lost to
the instruments and
cavernous Round house.
but occasion ally shore

. eenhed

through, particularly,

though not .urprtalagly,

no

their rev nunthere

A

couple of me. to look for
In

the

future are 'Time

Heals' aad

-

'lee

Shen

at best than
what their Mlles sounded
like up is the' god.
Ire lea early to Weber
-alert?
err», off or pares
rave about be premest cwt
Song'

Oxford

WITH A blend d song,
new and old, Gary
Brooker and Blends gave
a commendable and
enjoyable perigee -moos in
a mainly student sud

bore.
Title track of the new

album 'Something Magic'
was for starters followed
by 'Coagulated«' fratur
Ing excellent drumming
from Barrie Wilsm and
duelling hetwon Bros
ker's plano and Pete

Selley' keyboards

'9ka tine On Thin Ice' was
an Ideal build-up to the
show's first climax
Ye.. It had two, U not
the
three climates
legendary (in my book al
least) 'O rend Hotel'.
The esele 'Strangers In

-

-

Space' gave us more of
the talented Motley before
we Mme to the concept
(?) piece, 'The Worm &
The Tree' which takes up
the entire amend side of

the

platter. It

new

cooslsts of Brooker
talking to through an
allegorical tale of Intesta don, occupation. de.

struction and rebirth or
what you aUk
Did M really mean to

bring Il down

London

FUNNY WHAT
reviews can

raw-

do.

The queue coated.- The
Rosy, punk centre of

Great Britain, etretrbed
for riles. Well ills yards
at least There were:
babbling Yanks, tattooed
hardnule despicable po

ours, turbos studrnl.

They all wanted to see:
The Damned.

Their first Londm
appearance since the

release of album number
me 'Damned. Damned,
Damned' which hag cent
rock critic. scurrying foe
dictionaries to outdo
rivals in verbse review

dude

And
drown

they wag

no let

t

getting the punter. to
cheer and to hiss
appropriate pdnls? Unfortontly. It was a relief
when this part of the act
wan over. The rebirth
swag the band getting Inc
the rockers. 'Too Much
Wine Last Night' and
'LucliW. Great stun.
You most have guessed
by now what they finished
with. They had to The
kids had been Molting
for it right through I feel

played 'Whiter

they

Shade' with smm

talas

retie

JIM EVAorNA

AC/ DC Glasgow

University

IF EVER there
s
elude example armband
playing in the wrong
place at the wrong time
Uhls

was It.

AWDO mutt

verge

d hrsking
be Into
an

tr.
th.-

major league in Britain,

but ppearancs at
places like Ola.gow
University will not take
them any doter bit.
Not that they were bad
eight Faced

with

THE DAMNED

eo
by

pantomime level

on Saturday

vine big soli eon, which
only time (which we are
told by Peer Hanunlll
"no longer has any
meardng"), can ell if this
band of slatle rock
refugees will survive.
Before the gig three
were many question. to
fora start
he answered

25

PROWL H ARUM

ed

sparse

a

u:dntereoled student rude
bone in a ball which
Smelled more like a

Victorian schoolroom

than a rack vedue, ivy
ripped through an how'.
ascetic of poiveriaing rock

Ii'rdl .

Angus Young on k -rd

guitar was amazing.
Deemed in M standard
shirt pants schoolboy

gear he twitched, Jerked
and bounded across the
stage non . top, his head
whipping but and forth
until It looked
if it just
bed to come flying old.
God know. where he got
the energy.
They opened with 'Live

u

Wire', and thereat at their
set comprised tracks from
their 'High Voltage' and
'Duty heed. nose (beep'
albums. Centrepiece was

gel isle wag hampered an eibeded 'She's Got
by sound problems.
The Jack', thelr ode to
Hence 'Neat, neat near'
that dreaded disease
chow toe to transit But which Bob Scott la.
rethe secmd eel
trod uned with
W sow.
Fifteen magnificent min- working of 'Marla' sal
ute+ of terror rock Lead
would have made tie
singer Dave Ventura heroes of 'West Side
looting like an anaemic Story' think at least Ms
before smarms-MU ne.
Cogent Draouta about to
table Wood.
pounce. Captain Seeable
They were off alter
jostling
devoured by the
vocals of over eager tans
leaping on stags. Rat
Seabed tickle[ same off
stage.
The

Marna 'New Rom''
'Fa Club
coated. 'Fish' frost,
Memorably naeesdsg.
They'll wipe dliarr Bola
staggered.

clean off eaagew

uhg with
Mo wear
~real derwa? Bel
RY CAIN

d rely

pulld

as tone. U ' plop
sot apfiaratiy
rte loewi had

hers,.,

pollea
tslepbsd
s.ltusWith e
.bout

lag

oopedai skew
t
e

d th

ólisaurgh

eletted

tour

being

bersaefael

f

security trouble!'tt luck.
If their tl date trek will
have more than its fair
shared eveoehe dgha
ERIC WISHART
as
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flarley's club
(IOULD YOU give me
the address of the Steve
H..rley fan club'
Sue Feikaon, /Bough.
WrBe to Nikki, EMI
Hour, 20 Manchester
Square. lmd.n WI.
YOU give me
the address Of the Leo
Sayer fan club?
Ruth Gerald, Nantwlc,,
e µ rite to Angela Wall.

Biu,borough Gardens,
Shepherds Hush, Lou'
N

12.

Mickie's name
WHAT IS Mickey Most's
real name°
Doreen Prior, Neweaaae.
lie Was born Michael
Hayes,.

Davy

Jones,

born

aerloue band when
Nesmith adopted lead

in
1940,

Maneheilor in

Mickey 'Miens born 19111
In Ina Angelus, Peter
Tnrk born in W'arehing.
ton In 1945 and Mike
Neemlth burn 1947 Ir.
1lometen. In their early
days they were net
allowed to play 'their

WOULD

like some
Information on the
Monk ors
Paul filcher. Hayes,
?Ley started In i90e

and were brought

together specially for n
TV show of the same
name. The bur chosen
out of thousande of
would be hopefuls were

only about

In

two to three
inches long I feel you
may say girls do not
bother about this, but I
know it Isn't true. I am
le -years -old and very

Mindhenders

worried about

future, Please help.

CAN YOU tell me when

M alter, Grangemouth

the Mlndbendc'rs were

with 'I'm A
Believer' over here.

formed and did Eric
Stewart of lOcc ever
play with them?
Punt Clifford. Okford.
They were termed In
1905 and yes, fret did.

second Bee/lea and
whipped up similar
avene as the Bay Qty
Holleree.

The 'nuslcal super
vision for the Meinkeeee
television above ,een by
Don Kirshner who used

You're deed right

Paul and Mary?
Paul Chinn, Preston.
l'hey were the most
pop folk group of the
,sixties. The band were
1

arrow

broughj together

It,

In
1101, They wrote their

own material and den

'I

Introduced

songa to

Bob Dylan

wide

a

audience. Their beat
(mown songs are 'Puff
The Magic Dragon' en
innocent child's song
but often said to c.ntaln
drug references. and
John fleevor's 'Leaving

aA

S

entries. In
broke up.

MIT* HARLEY fan doh

20

-

what matters anyway
llke the old cliche says,
It'e what you do with It

that counts. And,

anyway, good things
can come In small
packages!
Why he seared to go out
with girls? Stop looking
at them an unapproachable see objects and
start seeing them more

friends.

your inside
edam remenl

-

leg

-

they

depend on people.

sessions?

la

they

POSTAL BARGAINS FROM: PERMAPRINTS (DEPT. RM12), PO BOX 201,

96

because the head of the

sixth form table

Can

you

keep

WITH PER MAPRI NTS '1977' RANGE OF DESIGNS

view of the teeth going
out with girls lower
down the school, espedolly ones SO young.
Also my bet mate goes
out with her sister and I
think it might annoy him

We've never
discussed It though.
Any Ideas?
Kick. Canterbury

rather.

Dependence on alcohol la a big risk
can start off with mlid social
drinking and eerah,te out of control If
your willpower Isn't strong enough.
Perhaps the simplest way to rind cut
U you're phyalely or peycholog tally
addicted Ie to ask yourself If you can
or do you need
stop after one .
another drink and then another? If
and

It'

you do tend to Just carry on
regardless, make a .nnsdoue effort ke
can.
nut down hile you

her' Oet you own

sit

motives worked out

THINK
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169 type

that

nee

her because she's made
It an obvious she Merles
you? hit doing your ego
good? That little word
'quit' makes me think
And perhaps the
se.
Idea of being something
of a Masi ~WIN, school
authority and making
your mate a hit annoyed
ploy a pert in 'seeking
you want to go out with
the girl
There's a me differ
ends between your ogees,
and the girl sounds as if
she's gota mal crush on
you. Don't you think
cruel to string her alms
if you only 'quite' henry

your

conauntpuon under control? Do you
need a drink to face the world In the
morning? Do you reach for a bottle an
soon an a problem come\ up? You
know how much you drink and how
often. But if you answer yea to the last
two questions, you could be cruising
down the nllppery slope.

ke 343 DARTMOOR

lee

don't

I

you've got a problem. H
you really liked a girl
then there's nothing
stopping you from
asking her out, whatever other people might
think er say.
The revealing phrase
in your letter in'I quite
fancy her' - think about
IL Are you attracted to

4hj\

4rMo:
No

dim

a

NEWINGTON GREEN ROAD, LONDON N1 4RR

'PUT COLOUR ON YOUR CHEST'
4,,PR/$4

Relation.

out

her

take

really

I am l9 and taking
'A' levels_ At school
there Is this girl who Is
13 and I quite fancy her.
I know she's crazy about
me because I've been
told and besides she
doesn't try to cover it
up.
However I feel I can't

ships don't depend in
the afro of your nose or

Your hangover would probably have
disappeared anyway with a little help
from sonb fruit Jules and fresh air.
Second, how !easy are your heavy

chart

1971

When you get right
down to it, your else Isn't

First off, the'hair d the dog' cure
will only make the altuaton hairier.

On A Jet Plane'.
Itetweoo, 11112 and lüt9

they had

Rebel
with a
pause

intercourse with them.

that I think I might
be an alcoholic. You see after a
particularly heavy session the other
night I was very sld., and had a
terrible hangover when I woke up.
I met some mates rf mine during the
day who told me the best way to cure a
hangover is to have another'drink. I
had a pint of lager, and my hangover
disappeared. My orate. laughed and
said I must be an alcoholic.tk
Is that tor?
Alan, Cambridge

L My problem

Stookey, Mary
Travers and Peter
who were

AIIin

by Susanne Garrett
and Tony Bradman

PROBLEMS

won't enjoy having

as

II B.i

THE COLUMN THAT
DEALS WITH YOUR

Am I an alcoholic?

successful .American

l

-

be too
worried about the size of
your penis. Hut many
hove are worried that
their penis size Is loo
small and that girls

details about Peter,

Paul

le

girls eeon'l

CAN YOU give me some

Monkees tried to rotate
HMI Mernseives as a

my

we are going to say most

PP&M

songwriter, like (larele
King, Gerry Oolln and
Nell Sedate. The

to go out

with girls because
equipment Is too
small
it Is normally

screen image behind
them and they went
their own ways.

starting

I'm scared

my

the right
direction but they
couldn't leave their
step

own apartments In the
rereading studio but for
two years they had a
eteady stream of hits

1

`

erahlp. 'Headquarters',
their third album wee n

They were belied as the

Monkees
I

SMALL?

letters individm,Uy.

a'*uLI)

'

'

1

etantpod »darrseed envelope se we cannot *newer

Leo Sayer

donµ

IS IT TOO
FEEDBACK anneers your questions, Send your
letter» to; Record Minor. Spotlight Howe,
Penwell Road, tan don. N7 75X. Please don`t send a

,=y13
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"Knowing Me, Knowing You"

1
a new single
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REAL THING'S FIDDLE
PRESENTING THE
Real Thing. live in
concert on a roof top
in London's Carnaby
Street.

.rrlffl

ON THE ROOF

Three o'clock on a
Friday afternoon and the
sound of 'Up On The Roaf
drifts gently down to the

/04
es-e7)1,

throngs below. Secretor,
!es hang out of office
blocks to catch a glimpse.
"Listen to our sound,"
says Chris Amon. "We hit
sparks off one another
naturally. That's the way
to produce a good sound.
do It spontaneously "
They do sound pretty
good
Dave Smith
hitting some low notes an
the others harmonise.
They're braving the cold
winds for the benefit of a
photographer Ray Lake
suggests a King Kong
pose by the side of the
roof, bulls quickly talked

-

`Secret' life of
Johnny Nash
FOIST THING on a Monday
morning, most musicians
would have problems Una
scrambling their brain cells
ready for action.
But not Johnny Nash (above).
a real professional. you see.

He's

Been around for years.

trade.

Known his

Al 10 am sharp, he arrived in
113 of the Monicalm Hotel.
poured himself name coffee, and
proeeedod to chat brightly about his
musical tastes.. One of hi., current
have raven, Unseen, in Patti Smith.
"She's genial," he Raid. "I haven't
seen her sing, but I love watching
inters leas with her. She's been on a
couple of American chat shows, and
whales er she feels, she just comes
right out and says It."
Which Ls mom than you can way for
Mr Nash himself. As I said, he's a
professional which meant. he's on
expert at Interviews. Ile answers all
the questions politely and seemingly
quite openly. And yet when you
emerge W ndnlace later, you're left
w nth the strange feeling that you still
don't know the man al all tle's told
you everything ...and nothing.
Johnny's last vinit to Britain wan
over a year ago. Since then, he's
been moving back home to Ha,stran
In Tesas.
Room

"I've lived all over

eaplaind. "I

the place," he
Used in Sweden for a

while, then I spent a year in England
, bull always wanted to go home

again."

And nos, he has. He's bought a
snrall Wren ("not a mach") on the
outskirts of Won, and is currently
raising horses and cattle.
But he hsosn't spent his whole year
living off the bind. As well an hie
farming activities, he's also found
time to make his latest album, 'What
A Wonderful World', form a new
band, and make plans for furthering
his career an a film start
The album consists of II tracks,
mont of which are already

established classics. flow did
Johnny choose them?

"It's difficult

answered.

"I

to

explain,"

he

was looking for tune'.

out of

that just felt right. I try to take
emsideratfon of what's Iaappebing
generally In musle, and make nubile
changes in my own style.
"I had four songs In mind

won't .sell as well ass the
early stuff, but at least
we're livening up the

the reed, although it's very
exhausting. I don't know hots some
groups menage at stay on the road
Continually. Six weeks is tauntgl for

As well tin seeing him In the flesh,
nny's European fans may also be
able to vies. him in celluloid, as there
are plans W n'huse hin first film.
'Love In Not A Gane' at the same
time as the tour.

.1011

"I enjoyed

acting

-

making the film. like
I'd like loge, mare into that
1

"

In the fu tare,

Won't

that

canse

a

conflict

between two nape nit.' caress?
The predictable answer: "No, I
to get into musts The only
problem le time, but "hen you
consider It taken sla or eight weeks W
do a tour, mike an album or act In a
film, there's really time to do

still love

everything."

Any definite plans fora new film?
"Well I have talked about doing
another me," he said. "It kook% as if
It's gong in be a
It might happen
cowboy

film"

So are you

a

-

goodie or huddle.

"Well that's difficult to say," he
answered. "I don't know if you've
ever seen those Clint East,. cod films
Ilke' A Fintfu l Of Dollars', where you
have to make up your mind about the
a sort of
hero. That's what re be
bad goodie, or a good baddlet"
SHEILA PROPHET

-

=

bit "
tier years

scene a

-

be doing a European tour in
Alarch or April," he sold. "I'm
looking forward to IL I missed'
touring last year. I enjoy being on

L ,,

I.

,

,yti_

IL

s,

111

-

ed?

Paradlse', 'Rose Garden' and
another ballad! rant remember the

"We'll

..-_.

It

-

ovor herd

l

Right, fun'. over, let's
gel down to the serious
stuff How does it feel to
know that British soul is
at Iasi becoming respect

'Dream Lover', 'Halfway To

name of
tied then found other
songs that fitted the mend, "
Ile describes the band as it ''self
rontained tank". It's made up of
mnslcluns from Atlanta and LA. all
well-known session men In the
States. but wbone names, aeconling
W ,lenhnny, wouldn't mean anything

^'

A

Oats. South

"Marvellous." says
Chris. "I believe that '77
is going to be

the year

when British soul groups

dominate the charts.

Audiences are at last
beginning to find out we
can do as well as
American banes, If not
better, Britain's been
dominated by rock for too
long, you get more of a
show with soul bands
because they tend to be
more profeessionaL "

Chris believes that

many American soul antes
have become loo clinical
"The trouble la that
there's so many people

involved,"

he

get jaded."

Chris reckons Thal
Is

getting

lacking in

the Top 20.

"Groups just aren't

trying anymore,"
says. "They get

he
a

successful formula and
they're too scared to

experiment It leads to a
collecUon of very sterile
sounds.

'You'll Never Know

is

What You' reMissing'
ballad type lumber. I
hope people listen to the
single and say, 'Is tat
really the Real Thing."
The record probably

makes you appreciate
the problems of both
world./ You can walk
down a street and people

may

make rude corn

mente but as soon as they
know you've got money,

you become
able "

reapect.

-

home

accents

"They used to freak
nays Chris, "they
hadn't heard anything

nut"

"It's not

look

a

nice plane lo

at but the atmus

x.pertt" ears
be a
reflection of the good, bad
phere is

Chris.
and

"It'll

growingup times.

It's probably

the Drat
soul band

time a British
has attempted anything
as serious Don't get the
wrong impression though
you'll still be able to

dance!"
Has

there

Ray Lake

`-

"Because I've made

money

I

can live in an

exclusive white area,"
adds Ray Lake
Chris believes that

everybody Is to the music
business far money,
"Anybody who says
they're not lea llar. Afteg
all stars don't give their
money away to charity
that often If they reach
the top they live Ina nice
house with a foal car
"I believe that money a

Bddh«Amoo

been

any

prejudice towards British
black artists?
"Well you do get a bit,
but we've all got white
parentage," says Chris.

realise that a backing
group can really help
make an act We used to
work really hard for
David and he gave us a lot
of encouragement We're
hoping to do erne mole
shows with him "
In New York with
David, people couldn't

believe their strange

-

says.

Somebody arranges the
volees, somebody works
the arrangements and
somebody just churns out
predictable sanga. The
Real Thing handle mast of
that themselves, we don't

lnspiraUois

of

nowhere It's suddenly all
happening to the band
"ft's simple," says
Chris. "You set out to hit
the bull no matter how
long It Lakes. But we've
also kept a careful watch
on our affairs. We're all
from Liverpool and you
tend to stick together U
you come from there
even In London Liver
pudlans seem to find one
another,
"You don't get by easily
you often
In Liverpool
have to fight for things,
It's softer down south "
A future project is a
concept a Ibum about their

"it

power-

It

talks-

like It since the Bea ties.
They kept on anklne us to
repeat phrases over and
over again and It nude us
feel a bit alien.
"We played al the
we
Bottom Line
thought It was rusty but
the audience whipped up
a storm. "
After a whirlwind of
hits, heavy touring and
recording schedules how
long can the Real Thing

last'

people

respect you. You can't be
knocked for making a lot
of breed. Christ, U you

struggle for years on
nothing you expect

something at the end of IL
A star's life can be short
anyway you need some
thing to fall back on."
Have Real Thing got
away from the tag of

being David Essex's
barking group?

"We have now," says
Eddie Amon, "but in the
early days, the press

seemed to look down on us
when we went our own
way They didn't seem to

Chris Amour
"We have

a

saying,"

says Eddie. "What's the
point of climbing half the
mountain U you can make
it to the top' We're doing
all right now but ll'egcang
to be a long Ume before
we get there

"Real Thing works

because it's a family
atmosphere between us
and cut backing must
clan& " ROBIN smut.

sensational hit single=

FE AlfilER

_s<l

EPC 4391

AMERICA HAD

rock 'n' roll, we had
big ballads, they had
rhythm and blues,
we had to survive on

skittle.

Rrlain

had to rely on

importing and copying
the American heroes of
the day. but Invariably
something was lost in the
translation, as in Lamle
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THE STORY SO FAR: Intrepid reporter
Dave Brown is trappr d in a room with
two mad aserwest who lurch at him out
of
The Sha

and Bo Dlddley, plus
while rockers such as
Ruddy Holly
Naturally enough some
of them got Into playing
their music, adapting it to
fit their own styles and
with the passage of time

slight change of
emphasis began to get a
of
thing their own going.
One of the hottest young
rockers on these shores
,,as one Harry Webb,
better known as Cliff
Richard, who made quite
and a

Impression with a
better called 'Move It',
using a backing group
railed The Drifters.
an

Drifters
The 1959 lineup of these

Drifters was Flank Marvin, Bruce Welch, Ian

Samwell

Terry

and

Smart. They made some
singles on their own at the
beginning of '59 bringing
in replacement
and drummer Jet
and Tony Meehan.

bassist
Harris

"Tony was only

-

15

at

the time
he still Is,"
says Han k."In those days
we were aiming at a vocal

The first ones

sound

were pretty bad."
An American visit was
in

line for Cliff and band.

and to avoid a Clash with
the HS Drifters, they had

change their name.
"The group bjected to
u' using t
name,"
flank explal a. "Jet
Harris sugges d The
Shadows" and
a liked
II "
by the
"The first r
Shadows would be 'Saturto

day Dance' where we
were aiming to sound like
an American =vocal

group," Hank continues.
"We were doing one
'lighters and one me of
them made friends with
Jerry Lord an. At the Urns
we were talking' about
anotherl single and not
sure wh'ether to go for an
instrumental or a vocal "Jerry laid 'Here. what
do you think of tills!' and
played this tune en his
ukelele. It struck as being
something medal
as

-

he

forcing oven. Into our

-

hands to recdrd itt
and
we recorded It and it was
our first Number One in
the summer(of 1960.

was' Apache'. "
That record

quite

a

That

caused

stir, and

a

generation whose Limits
stretched as tar only as
Ken Odiyer's skittle group
were knocked back by

~son

.

-

.

in stereo
fa

pimply youths

sitting round their Dan selles getting turned on to
the sounds of the blues via
artists like Little Walter

The hea

Hank & Bruce

Donegan's rendition of
teadbelly's 'Rock Island
Line'.
But still, there were
enough

Iww-

this

sound. "He was
In those

Mutes then there was an

pretty heavy

Interval and then we were
backing Cliff. "

really," Bruce

days

points at Hank. "Wore a
duffle mat and played a
banjo Ina skims group
"We based our music on
the American guitar
sound," Hank confesses.
"But because our background was so different to
theirs, our music al one
stage Just went off at a
tangent.'

'If we go on the road
again we'll be able to
manage about 36 minutes,"the Joker adds.
"We used to Ile on our
backs during the old rock
numbers like 'Willie And
The Hand Jive' and kick
about," Hank goes on.
"Then there was the front
line
the audience loved
that Our walk and stage
antics were built up from
there. And the foot
movements became our

-

"The difference be
tween the Kmer can

recordings and ours at the
time was mainly d to to
the technical advances on
the nth r side of the

trademark.

Atlantic.
"When we started we
didn't know anything
about recording", says
Bruce. "You cou do
overdub or anythin like
that In those days
"We used to hear Neil

Dancing

we

a cornflakes packet."
"That was a cornflakes
packet" Bruce.

-

"We were working in a
and were
offered a week's work In
Newcastle and as we were
still at school had to get

Aline group
permission

the house system
where we were playing.
The only light show was
when the,man turned the
house lights an or Off. "
But the Shads had
another way of Livening
up their act. "We couldn't
used

accidentally touched the
strings of the Sutter
against the mike which
was on. There was a bang
and a (lash and the shock

sheared through three
strings and they( had
welded together In a
I thought to
metal blob

-

would consist of several
acts and the top df the bW
would probably only do
about 25 minutes. "
"If we did any longer

myself 'le tide what

happens when you break
a string on me bf these

we'd have had to

chips
do

a

comedian on for 10, 15
minutes and the band's
equipment would be set
up behind Non. We did a0

the

"I didn't know a id
about electronics at the
time, and one day

-

hour," Hank continues
There would be

from

headmaster.

just stand there for half
that was the
an hour
longest spilt you were
then."
to
play
likely
explains Hank. "A show

Cliff would

.7 `

of

equipment:
"W had three Vox
AQO amps and a drum
kit," Bruce remembers.
"We didn't have a PA, we

'62

J,n

Someone had sold me one
of those cheap pickups
you screw On.
"I had an amp the sire

Incorporating French
horns M its overall sound.
If the recording facilities
seem u Little basic Just
listen to the rage

"In

-a rock'n'roll love song.

-

Hank smiles
"The first time we used
overdub was 'Wonderful
Land'. 'I The latter among
their many masterpieces
using Norris Paramor's
effective string arrangements, 'Wonderful Lund'

the whole of the second
half of the show, about an

15904

that the South Africans
were dancing abet way In
the dubs.
"In fact we picked up a
couple of steps from them
they'd developed a
double version of the
crossover step?" Hank
recalls his early experiences with electric
guitars: "I remember the
first one very well Indeed.
It was a Haffner Congress
16 guinea job Dad bought
It for my 16th birthday.

we played a bum
note somewhere, we had
to do It all over again,"

in.

CL

nine records In the Top
10"), they used the walk
and on their return found

"If

rehearse," Bruce

BOB SEGER'S
`NIGHT MOVES'

When they visited South
Africa In 'SI ("Between
Cliff and us we had about

Sedaka and wonder how
he managed to sing along
alth himself. The druth
was that they had four

track machines while
only had mono."

If you're only going to buy
one single this year;
make sure it's

'

things'.
It's a good job I was
holding the wooden part
of the guitar That could
have been th end of my
career. I've been very
careful ever sit ce. "
If they tour Britain
later this year wül they be
using three tiny vox amps
and a drumklt? "Yeah,

F

and that's Just Bruce,"
Hank has the last laugh

Beautiful Loser

N ight Moves

ALBIrl EST11378

ALBUM EA-ST11557
CASSETTE TC/EA-STT1557

Live Bullet
ALBUr't E-STSP16
CASSETTE TCJ/E-STSP16

`Night Moves' is the killer cut
that will finally convert you to Bob Seger.

HANK and BRUCE' happy ptnctrrrs

C
Cpa

29

30
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-DAVE JANSEN. - Tel:
(24 hours).

LYRICS INVITED. Can.
posing / recording /
promotion. Submit to

eN BAYS

with Roger Squire's

- 807 9149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
- 9149.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
(SAE) 29 Bangalore - 607
Street, Putney SW16.
SOUNDS

h

name, jingles, specials
created to order and now
brand new JOCK ID'S,
jingle your way bitumen;

horns, 5280,

807

cuTtFE.oAY5-

lor - made jingles,
featuring your disco

BOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

-8079149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

writers: make most of
your words
Details

write or call le

b honing

34897.
BEYOND A

- 807 9149.

ATTENTION LYRIC

r

OASIS DISCO with
lights.
Tel. Dave

807 9149.

(RM), Limerick Ireland.

Willing

- 01.5730590.

occasions.

807 9149.

-

tor. well ha.'. another one.
The Dose Shop will,
difference
en king ore we
on near and meondhnd
guipma.tl loo good le

LIVE WIRE disco for all

-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

wrlters Association

REMEMBER...

Thee ad you were MI

W(] V 6XX.

SONGWRITER MAGAZINE explains copyright,
publishing, songwriting
competitions.
Free
from International Sang-

NORWICtt

-

59609.

- Orpington-

48

snack.

-

today on 642 - 6900.
J. C. MUSIC,
Staines

THE BRISTOL DISCO CENTRE

jingles from the ROGER
SQUIRE'S STUDIO, Tai-

.41a1
.

..
..

.

IO
..

4

-

OPTIKINETICS + PULSAR
.... 1110
Suet* Macau. e...
O

CV--

o
Pena. Macro tt
- Rafter
Leoa
GI
all
o ii Supo.
m
co
11
MAIL ORDER CREDIT - ACCESSIIARCLAYCAR
GENEROUS PART EXCH.
e 10% Up to 3 veer. to
.

aubOrelmsnook.
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.
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IN THE past few

months I've been

and Keith Wilder

chased round the

bath by Jaws

_

soaked to the skin
In a Car Wash and
now It's the turn of

7.

King Kong to

_

I

1-

.t r

I

'

ior-e'

r7

attack what's left
of my body.
And If you're

In the

discos what's next
you may ask? Well,

-

I'll
person I

tell you. Just about

every ether
meet U called Formic
Bear and everyves elle
hops over and says "HI
Robbie, I'm Kermit".
You know, that well
known Moppet front.
man.
Just watch your shops
Fomle hear soap,
socks, bobble hats, and
how about fur
lined

Forcle Bear punk

sacks? Ingradlents are
one

plastic bluer liner

lined with fur.
The current thing on
my Saturday radio show
is ally name^. In New
fork the search for an
Identity travels up and
down the subway La

bright colours. It's
graffiti US style and lea
you know that the

Manhattan mowers and
the Lang Island losers
have a personal autograph.

of

But In the South East
England we have

'verbal graffiti'. It

started when groups
would turn up at sane of
may regular gigs like the
Golden

Um

In Hyden-

ham, South East Landon.

MISTER Robbie Vincent will
already be well known to
all south-eastern radio listeners
for
chat end soul shows. A guy with a his Radio London
lot of commitments,
he is also e personality DJ
around the pubs, clubs and
discos and transmits, via London,
with New York's WMCA where a fortnightly hook-up
"Londoners and New
Yorkers can talk head to head. "
Ladles and Gentlemen

INTRODUCING TO YOU

A

ROBBIE VINCENT !

crowd from Bexley

become the Bexley

Slummera; from

Plumpstead came the
Quakers and now
spread to the Southgate
Slough Searchers -

It'

regular from
Royally

the
Ballroom In

Southgate; The New
Ib'nxbourne
Thunderbird Funk (?ew from
Hertfordshire; The

Rainham Runaways
and the Hornchurch
Rocket». Some of the
Individual names for

members of these
groups

are lust too
much, and often enprin
table.
If you feel your dingo

Its fair share of
outstanding names let
me know. It helps
brighten up the week
how

..

Robbie Vincent's Up
fa the top in 1677:
Reatwsuve have at hut
made it chartwi.e. teat
May ene of the hand reds
of records that drop
through my postbox
each month was called

'Met

-

The

No

Half Steppin'

first single from

Heatwave and It started
my old ears aTlapping.
lone then the group
have got better and

better.

Fur Brothers Johnnie

[ran

America, Mark, Mantear from Spain, drum.
mer Bubo from Czechoslovakia, Eric Jahn. also hum the States
and Rod Temperton
from Cleethorpes it's
been an overnight
success after 10 hard
years of slog. Their drat
album, 'Too Hot To
Handle' most good jock.
will already have. How
many of you noticed It
was produced by Barry
Blue? Remember his
string of poplins?

-

Both Johnnie and Rod
are confident they can
follow this album with
some more goodies.
Things can ably improve because they are
all able to accept
mltcism after all an
many years In the
business. U they are In
your area, check 'em out
they really give value
for money. And If you
want to be first to hear
their new single keep
tuned every Saturday
lunchtime.

-

Back to the disco

scene. Every two weeks
or so on Sunday nights I
work at the King's Arms

In Hertford Road,
Enfield with my favour.
Ile comedian Jimmy
Jones. It's mtrpriaing
that disco music can
blend so nicely with a
~ease. Jimmy Is the
funniest man in the land
and the greet thing Is
the mixture of ages,
sines and task, which

turn up.

I know It's

difficult

to

i-

try and drag your mum

or dad out to,be blasted
by "all that noisy pop
music" and most of us
wouldn't went to anyway. But It's a useful

public relations exercise
from time to Urn.. After
all, you've got to live
with them and you
might as well keep them

happy

.

license. It's
bore to
keep saying "cool the
dancing" and even
harder deliberately put

on a record to
discourage It. Consumers don't always

!

understand. Most jock'.
In non -dancing gigs can
do without verbal abuse
from punters because
It's not allowed. What
say you?

Saw a preview of the

film 'All This and World

War II: a montage of old
war footage It's clever
idea using Beatles sags
by Rod Stewart, Brian
Ferry, The Four Seasons and others
Including Leo Sayer
Wolfing 'The Long and
Winding Snail' which Is
outstanding. I just hope
anyone paying to see the
flim chooses a cinema
with good speakers.
Some I've heard won't

-

help the soundtrack

much...

One or two sounds worth

checking outt I plead
guilty to being a Donald
Byrd freak and his long
awaited LP follow-up to
'Places and Spaces' Is
now available. '(lexica
tures' on Moe Note has

seven) tasty tracks
including my favourite,
'Wild Life'.
Also how about
'Talking About Love'

from another good
British act like FBI.
Their album's called
'FBI'

If you've a few bob in
your pocket and fanny

of the Wed End
discos try Oulllver's In

one

Mayfair. Regular

Jock

Eat Man, known to his
friends as Graham,
plays some of the best
disco music rye ever
heard. He's lucky to

have a regular gig
where he can are if the
music is working.
Either they dance grope
or all down. If the latter
happens things

re

But pity the thousands

of Jocks who work pubs
that dent have a dance

Earth
records. It's not a
dancer, but a listener.
On Import still Is the Bo
Kirkland and Ruth
Davis album 'Bo and
Kirk' (Claridge). Itli
cane out in this country
later In the year with a
seven minute track
called 'You're Gonna
Get Ned To Me'. It's a
Killer. 'Body Englla'
by King Floyd, a single
m Cmtempo, Is etlll
going well and U you're
In a black club try the B
side.
en

Good

A good lainch Is the 10
per newt group Double
Exposure with 'My Lave
1s

Free'.

Bootsy's

Rubber Bend are back

with a newle on Warner
Bros slang with George

Benson. These two
you'll either love Of
hate.

parting thoughts
until I sec you en the

Scone

road

mine on Radio Landon?
Will QPR have can
pleted their fixture tint
by the start of the
I977/7A season? Will
Steve Jones at Radio
Clyde please send me
and
his autograph

-

thank you Thelma

Houslm for my jingles.
1
always said your
version war. best. By the
way she sends everyone

her love and says
Thant. See you nest
man th.

tecitos W I A

1

ES

/I``

el

is
PS: More thanks to
those jock. who voted
for me In the recent

RECORD MIRROR M..
co Poll. I'm not lust

flattered, but humbled,
Thanks.

"Lets have a party'
EMI Records Mentors 20. Mancty.te. 50oao

RECORD

chart be 00 percent disco
or soul orientated by the
end of the year? Will
anymore MP'e complain about weekly
phone In shows like

p_N

single from Ike Ckplin Band.
The exc
exciting newsi
It's taken the discos of Europe by storm
and is nowavailable in the U.K.

in

same liseaes with you.
Will our natrnul BBC

***

*QND

or

MIRROR next month.
Will Hughle Green be
Number One with his
40? U you play It take
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FOR AUGUST DISCOS
AND SOUND SYSTEMS
6 PROJECT EFFECTS LIGHTING

*
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182-184 CHESTERFIELD ROAD NORTH
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ADD-ON-PIEZO HORN #

WITH'
P.I.C.
£64.80 per pair inc. VAT

t.

Built -In Presence Level Control for Perfect

fn

Rrn.dw.v

N.n,..,

John and Uncle Eml.

Diluidt and

Ce9trred

Ile. Open

tube
days

6

le
a

LIES EIIS
E239 L149

30 WATT AMPLIFIER
COMPACT DISCO (ONCE% NO AMPLIFIER
2
PLUS HORN 100 WATT COLUMNS (PAIR)
I
13 + 4 HORN DISCO COLUMNS (PAIR)
2.12 DISCO CANS (EACH)
TRITONS 4
12 SPEAKER CARS (EACH)
T.S.1_ 100 SLAVE UNIT
I e 12 4- HORN COLUMNS 60 WATT (PAIR)

C199 L123
E179 L105
L279 L140
L390 L125
C105 L63
£119 C110
L12o L79
LIbS L95

MR.

E.

SOUND TO LIGHT UV
FUZZ LIGHTS

BOOTH

advent.

E.B.A. SPEAKERS
WORKS

phone

VULCON
LAYTON ROAD. LEICESTER
Telephone: 0533 760993

WINDSOR
DISCO

WINDSOR
BERKSHIRE Ste 110

WE WANTED YOU
TO HAVE THE BEST

Tel. WINDSOR 66900
OPENING SOON
OUR RRAND NEW RETAIL

WE WANTED YOU TO HAVE

ALL ABOVE EQUIPMENT NEW, CARRYING

THE FINEST DISCOTHEQUE

DEPARTMENT

CATALOGUE EVER
COMPILED.
ONLY YOU CAN DECIDE
IF WE HAVE SUCCEEDED
Our super new catalogue Contains hundreds 01 eeclung products. Everything you've
ever dreamed of but much much more,
THIS IS NO ORDINARY CATALOGUE
It oven contains a valuable Inuit Ilnding guide

pc

Enllnq
week

168 Chiltern

GUILDFORD

Dllrt Benybnds SurMlon Surrey England 01390 0051
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THE DISCO SUPERSTORE OF
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DISCO EQUIPMENT

NEW RATES FOR
RECORD MIRROR
ADVERTISERS

SUPER SALES!

378/380 VALE ROAD. ALDERSHOT, HANTS

INeat Door to Ashvale Station)

Ourlocauon iscentral to thesel our townsand within
ton minutes drive from M3 junction 4.
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Everything you ever wanted. Even full independent
dimming, cross fade, etc., etc., etc.
Cut out this ad and send to us for details

PULSAR LIGHT OF CAMBRIDGE
STANLEY ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

-

Tel: 022347911- Telex: $1697
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We are open hotween 10 am -6 pm
Monday to Saturday. Closed on Tuesdays

WE STOCK ALL THE BEST IN

Dellounsil

cobs,

yet..

GOLDEN ORDER FORM which entnles me to
DISCOUNT OFF ANY GOODS. I enclose a
cheque/P 0 for 99p.
SEND NOW to
SOUND ELECTRONICS INewcastlol LTD.,
43 Heaton Grovo, Newcastle Upon Tyne. NE6 SNP.
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REASONABLE PRICES
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PLEASE

CONTROL UNITS
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CENTRE

MANUFACTURERS' 12 MONTHS WARRANTY
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Booking by

plum,
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16 GROVE ROAD
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READING

SMALL PA SYSTEMS
FROM L7.36
PROJECTORS - STROBES
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SYSTEM

Treble Balance
All New Designs with Built -In Pianos
1812.2.12. FH Bins. MmlBIns.
Send lOp for Catalogue
AR year
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auebeend Ace..
colteu
sun vrvlc. DomDave
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DISCO CONSOL WITH BUILT-IN 100 WATT AMPLIFIER
DISCO CONSOL NO AMPLIFIER
DISCO COMPACT 30 CONSOL WITH BUILT-IN
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UGNTS ROM L3.14

etc.

106231 26976
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH
UNBELIEVABLE CLEAROUT PRICES ON
SIMMS.WATTS (SW) DISCO EQUIPMENT
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FOR HIRE
DISCO

disco's will be given the
products at trade prices for advertising
purposes. Please apply:
These

Tel.

1-5 THE GROVE
EALING
C
LONDON ws
TEL 01 560 0520
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ARE YOU GETTING YOUR SHARE
OF THE HORN?

**

it

WANTED!

mobile disco's located throughout the
country to use our PA equipment bins
15

BIGGEST DISCO CENTRE IN THE MIDLANDS

{#1

u
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MANSFIELD. NOTTINGHAM

*

*

CARLSBRO DISCO DEN
MANSFIELD
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Soil!PJ%lji'ro,

by ROBIN

Bobby sox it to va

"HELLO LONDON,

member of the band who
was tipping out and the
rent of the guys wanted to
know how long this thing
was gonna go on."
a

Speaking of cover

versions, I asked Womack what were favor.,
Ite cover versions of his
own songs? "George
Benson 'e 'Breezln' hit me
for six. I dug Candy

what the magnetism was

down there!
ft's Bobby Womack like
with Jimmy
on the line. " Hello down
son and Roger

I sal
John-

Hawkins
Bobby, you friendly for five seconds and
I was
soul. How good to home again. We Just

hear your voice

again.

Bobby,

I

say,

I

Staton'e

struck It off immediately.
"Let me
something tell you

"I

I haven't

submit the longest song tine
they could find.
Three lucky lades are the
.srnrart Each win 'Canals', The
Four Tope, 'Row Of Cimereon',
Poco end 'Cado Belle' by Cado
Belle, all courtesy of Anchor

Record.

They ere Sue
Of Plymouth, Carols
Brown of Cheshire arid Lynn
Budge wets r at Cleveland.
Mathew.

'No Englrsh', Compotlton wan
cried to lie song etee of Ionian
origin sung by artiste who ere of
English speaking origin. Three
Deceit albums, Al Green'. 'Hale
A
Good Time', Joe Cocker's

LA'

So'. We cut all this stuff in
one day. And my father
was hollering that he

didn't want his sons

singing no rock and mil
junk. I was amazed, I

and

HinchcWb Barrow in Furness,
C. L. Wood, Gottingen and

go to Donald Gmpory ú f
Merseyside. Five runners
p
acts receNe a copy of Al
Green'. 'Have A Good Time'
Steve Mstehem of Heywood.
A Nepanee of Somerset Ian
Us'

Robert

Chapman of Stlrlingshire,
Meunen of Fulham end Desk'

Ones of two RCA enures for the

ben el mural Ile of contents

Carr of Merseyside

goce

h which com(tenuous

Wheeler.

Cambndpe, E. Berry, Blackpool,
5. Prnmen, London
J.
Duddy, Surrey, M.
key.,
Lordon,Ron.ld Methuen, D.
Gregory, Merseyside. J. R
Barrefey, Reading.

song

chancre/. or reel people. Our
three wtnren each per three hot
soul

to Brien

Somerset Nine rumen up inch
win en RCA album They en J.
Wnght, Leicester, Jenny Neel

petitors were asked to find the
perfect match lot lour song title
using

Nnothh., Bedford

'Tool Ben In which competitors
were shed to her tan song than
which would compile the
contents of a tool boa. Fret

-

heroines.

-

BOBBY WOMACK' stop talking. your time es up.

Joan
Armetreding'. 'Whatever's Fat

'Matchmaker,

write with

°ENE CHANDLER of

albums from Polydor
They ere C. J.

Records.

-

hardly recognised my
own voice. Nothing like
those old eight tracks."
Some of the songs on
'Home Is Where The

Heart Is' deal with
attitudes towards love

that are a IItUe more
fragile than the usual
confidence dloplayed by
Womack.
But his style of doing a
talking intro to his songs
never sounded better.
"It's Important for the
listener to know where my
mind Is at. It really

rounds off a song when

you say why you've done
it or where you recorded

It.
"I did make one goof. I
did Ace's 'How Long' and
did a whole rap about a
woman who's been two
timing. It was only after I
cut the track that I found
out that the song Is about

listening to it.
"t might be doing ea ne
stuff with Isaac Hayes
soon. I know about all thin
bankruptcy business.
He's been through a lot.
I'm also going on tour in
the States in March and
I'm taking Peggy Young
with me. She's the
vocallst on the album and
you'll be hearing more

from her. You liked my
version of Sam Cooke'. 'A
Change In Gonna tome'?
Good, I'm going to do
another One Of his songs
on the next album."
Warmth Is what Womeek Is all about. There
are few Singers who can
reach out on tenderly,
while .singing in a rough
and raunchy style.
Expect Womack and
his Brotherhood hock
here again before the
year 1s out. And of course
there are the Inevitable
parting words. "Say hl to
my Mend Rod Stewart
when you next see him."

akety

'Duke of Earl' fame
sentenced too year In tall
for selling heroin

.

Rick Mangle, husband of
Barbara McNair found
dead in Las Vegas.
Murder suspected . .
Marlon Jackson's wife
Carol gave birth to a baby

girl named Valencia

Carol Jackson. Marlon
got the news of his wtfe
going Into labour just as
he was about to go
onstage during a Calltornla show. Marion flew
home after the second
show, got a quick glance
at his wife and daughter
and flew back to San
Francisco In time to

you're singing it or perform a third

TRIVIA TIME COMPETITION WINNERS
'Live In

don't

More

cover versions In mind
and I don't strictly write
for myself either. Basically I always reach far a
lyric that deals with
reality so it will have pull
regardless of whether

on the together for
cover of your new album, was a guy years. There
recorded
'Home Is Where The us In a tinywho
one mom
Heart Is'.
Cleveland 22 years ago.
"You betcha, me and And last week
he showed
the plants. That's my up
at my place and
mama on the album handed
me this tape he
sleeve with me. You like had stashed
awayall
the album?
those years,
"Let me tell you about
"It's
incredible,
I was
the album. I went back to nine years
old and Warne
Muscle Shoals to record and my
brothers
singing
I
It. haven't been there In songs
like 'Buffalo Bill'
years I can't tell you and 'The
Bible Tells Me

'M.etush'e Mouthful' In vAsich
competitors were asked to

'One

Chance On Love'.

bet really told too
many
that people yet. My brothers
gorgeous kitchen of and I have
been singing
yours, the one

you're sitting In

Show

,

.

Tamara Dobson of 'Cleo.
patra Jones' fame to
record, with Van McOey
Olydle
.
producing
King, back up oinger
extraordinaire admitting
that the back up singers
on the Supremos 'Some
Day We'll Be Together'
were not the Supremo% at
all, but herrelf, Gloria
Jones, 1'atrioe Holloway
and Shirley Matthew..

ak
Likewise for several
Jackson Flve and Vendettas sessions . . . New
movie from Motown to be

called 'Discotheque'
about,

night In

you
a

guessed,

LA diem

l

BAND
JALN BAND

1

.
le it a reconciliation
for Diana Rose and Bob
Elller
Kevin Robson
of 'Kaiak' fame, among
those who recently attended Melba Moore's sell
out performances at the

...

Metropolitan Opera

.
,
. last but not
a wart farewell to
Labelle after nearly 17
years together as a
group. May your solo
careers glisten as your

House

leant,

mot umes

did....

Cl rrÍVÍd 'nine
Wood's Winner
From Manchester's Peter Wood comes thle relatively
redly to understand competition.
What do Gary
Glitter. Howell Boye. and lose Royce have In
common? When you figure out the answer provide me
with a Wt of singers and grape who siso have the
MUM thing In eortunon. longest list wins and don't
forget In WUalyour entry.
The lucky prizewinner will receive a cagy of the
following three albums: 'Every Nile's A Saturday
Night' The Drifters, 'GreatestNib' Show eddyweddy,
and 'Dreentbeat Annie' Head The five rimers up
will each get a copy of The Drifters album
Send your entry to Robin Kan, Wood's Winner
Spotlight House, I Renwell Road, London NT ?AIL

BAND
ATBACK BAND
TAVARES
BRASS CONSTRUC'
TION
TRAM MPS
HOT CHOCOLATE
KOOL& THE GANG

F
S

6
7
1

,1\11 a',
l

}

5

IN SPECIAL
ZCOLOUR SLEEVE

TAVARES
DRIFTERS
S=HEATW AVE
REALTHJNG
7=TIN A CHARLES
KOOL & THE GANG

4

Results of Record Mirror 1976 Disco DJs poll

i

st.10,000

JALN BAND

1e

)f

1

l

NSHINE

ET DANCE
WALK
TONXASYÉR

-COMES

a
,

the film about the life of
Bill'ItoJsnglos' Robinson

LIVE DISCO
ACT

CO

.

Ben Verson of 'Pippon'
fame to take the lead In

They're the DJ's choice

1

33

The JALN Band bring you four
of the biggest ever disco

dance tracks for the price
of a single
g !

C

907MAG
MAGNET REGORIDS
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34

Venturing where ordinary
mortals fear to tread,
[ .cord Mirror spans the
world for the stories you
want to read

New Spins

LEO

SAYER
MANHATTAN
TRANSFER

MARY

The man behind the
Rainbow Wot, no

-

pot of gold?
And the side of
DYLAN never
before reported
could this be an
exclusive?

-

You just can't afford to
miss next week's
RECORD MIRROR

TROUBLE

FREE LIFETIME

RECORDS
..GETTING
Mind r'
lowed

MEMBERSHIP

MI Record. sent POST FREE
entleh Single. 70e. Amerman
lye LP end
Sino« [t 7D
nt poet Irse Dele11
Teo
of pries for the,o Puss*

LENDING LIBRARY

r

we.

CASSETTE

ea thus. In the chorea

send

Il

.

Ae

Chapel St

of

111R*CASSITT1
PO Rot 1, %rehtm,, Donee

ChrNy, lares
Tel

OBIS

tilad

offer le for
period. Writ immediteh
for free %bbeery Ceelogue
to
This

MAICOIM1 MUSIC LAND
72012

SONS OF ROBIN STONE: 'Ord To Oct You Back'
(Atlantic K 10729). Near legendary 1974 New York
disco hit, a cool vocal group budder, recently
reissued along with other better- known old Warner

MISSED THAT NIT SOUND
WHILE IT WAS AROUND ?
GET IT FROM THE DEALER
WITH ALL THE CLASSICS

All the singles listed below are ONLY 50p each and are
a small selection from over 2,000 titles Ilsted at
incredible prices. SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST.
Me. ea
dSA
Knock en wood
UAVID BOWIE
W OLD
MARRY CHAPLIN

but

M,. Son

BRYANFERRY

Ole"n'armed

Earl.r :o the male

BRYAN FERRY
CD

wand

e

HOT CHO
TERRY JACKS
ON
J KISSOON
PYTHON

w
Seem, In
brokener m.
leerutogether
Lo,. otO k,.

III

ATE

.

The

STEVE MILLER

CZARS MOUNTAIN DAREDEVILS

Per(

TODD CANDORES
LEO SAYER
NEIL
STATUS OLIO
O
STYLISTICS

Lo, le, antrum
In Me er n
Lau
Br.Me rule.
Let

MI

men
WT,nbeng so,
Llvrg tor the dry
Sieve

TRAMMPS
WOM SEES
STEVIE WONDER

Postage

together
aminute
rh
MI

TIN CC.

b Packing 25p ex Ira, any

number of records

ALSO A B RGAIN
IT SINGLES £13
100 DIFFEREN
ve,SeJSI

(Musa'

StGeorgak,T Hord3Fk45

Street

re TF29J0
Shropsh12iford

Ifigiiiiii A

r

'

't

11

711-;

111
117

with definite hit pros
peels, now out through
Pye.

DEODATO: 'Peter
Gunn' (MCA 272).

GEORGE DIENSON:

of the old TV theme.

laid back hear

Dynamite funky update

01110 PLAYERS: tempojerking

FATBACK BAND:

'Double Dutch' (Pot

ydor 20118777). Logical
and self - confessed
follow - on from 'Bus
Stop'.
?API CENTURY STEEL
BAND: 'Dance Away'
(UA UI' 90213). Infecllous churning Mom per, their funkiest and

01110 PLAYERS: 'Fool

The Beat' (Everybody

Disco)' (LP '(old'
Mercury 9100030).

Spiky tempo - jerking
Maker, their current US
hit, sneakily included
with all their oldies.
.IAYSON

LINDII: 'Love

best yet

Machine'

GLEN CAMPBELL:
'Wllllam Tell Overture'

jazz - funks the
Miracles' oldie for

(Capitol CL 15907).

Great knees - up gallop,
much better than Mike
Oldfeld and equal to

Plltdown Men.

(.Allende K

10052). Swedish

flautist

exciting 'Fife Piper'
results

MICHAEL ZA OER: 'Do
It With Feeling' (Bang

* ELVIS COUNTRY

*

Sumo Eh ..

1p

Feel,

In

low . Jallhoue Rock

On

-

~Son Source Otrden.
J.enes Gate PnW Staple Albums ...
The

NUGENT:

TED

'Stormtroopin' (Epic
F.PC 3900).

Reissued

heavy metal raver from

NEC TV

It

'75.

.

TATh

Preen'
From ENr Peeler
In Mini . The Sun S...dn
Bouteverd E:.1. le Sack . Elvr Nos Elsie Reed On Rack
Q3ech
..
.
Single Albums/OW Soundtrack*
*GI Blues Satin Cowls.. Fun In Aopato RI, Coale
Fumble If Johnny. Rou.Mbou. - It M.ppened At Tle Wends
*Felt Lowing You Menm Hold.y ...Moo. Rea - 0e.mle
Trouble . Sewage, . Girl H.pp, - CM:1, a Holds, - DUI.
The Roca K Dew G., Ohm Clem bear .Aeorml,In
Onglnel [Rummy. Album - Wonderul Ward Of Chd.I,c..
Pun God. A Date With Eler-For L9 fens Only
. - nib
New Flamm Sleeve Single Freon Om USA.
Blue Sr,. The,. Stan Can
of Elvis Ism. Now AooSble
Mnlre
New *Comp,Moody
*HI. bend
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ib:

Elton

,

Non SNipm.nte from USA/JAo.n ISly?

r
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the meatiest from his

SHOPS

dedre

RECORD b TAPE

TMnk ing shake,

2311 ).

with great subtlety.

~pin-Mr.ron
Bohr,
lana Teem
C.r1ka.
Gse.g.

To advertise in

Ring

gaunt led T. Ratify
Yam' (11th ('oar. ry RTC

Lara

Singles/Eh/LP./T Shirts/M.,..InW Books/ RIme/Tapa.d
hotogr.phe/CAlendenISelckr" Porten

.rot

RARK7 WHITE:

ter'F.IDtabld easy mils

STEREO

London MRS 7Th

sound

obvlms get . It - a1
beagle, while the ninth

'

T~none 01 En In:

LP

(London LDU I).
'Arrested For Driving
While Blind' Is an

`.

ILICTIOMIG
Ile t.otah Tee. Rd

'Tejas'

TOP:

-aids

STEVE MILLER
BAND: Ssrenads'
(Mercury UISUUDi).
Throbbing steady Drier
with 'Rock 'n' Me'

romp from '74.
7.2

B

rock stamper.

MILK RONSON: 'Billy
Porter' (RCA 2982).
Stylish jaunty Rosy

Shan

Acbe SA
Stone

Instrumental

likely

a

smash.

John

An LPs 1016 OH end Post Free
lap Sumps Mr Fro C.ubgue

1

Aurn

building rock,

Llttatse

.

YI.

*1
*
In
*
** * * * * * * * * * * *
.homy

1590/). Evocative easy

Theerrd,1. ark ,,
Albena
F:..b.aed Mee

~lc

,Anlr,

Move. (Capitol CL

60p All Singles 60p

Proud Henn.
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lea So Ped
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0005505
Seet
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mild semi- funk era

All SMAO. b
Strew
Siie Mebane
Herstunne
Fm not in lee
.. Id CC
Rn,gnte In Who. Bears

Qmech

TM, B..r

HeJeponre

percussion make this a
laid. back beaut that's
better than 'Breezln',
with lovely alowles and

Stung,. On

an

-

Auetrellen EP..

Can't

55327). Superbly
fluid jazzy picking and

Tour Sang

mach
USA T.Sin. S/M/L . ..
Omar M.. 2 Hed end
Deign W. 1 Full Length Aloh Shot
Shoulder 7 1 Both In Full Colour ..-Never Before Atwater,
In ThiCoumry
-

BrosK

toeomoaon ..

Tel Norwich 21309

bpocrny Imported

Me

Flight' LP (Warner

SWEET: 'A [Matlack
Lark Of An,9eaV (RCA
PR sw1$). Good gritty

'Night

SEDER:

ROR

Apache/F111
SNdowe
Leyte Dena. b The Downes*

8 ST. GREGORY'S ALLEY

Norwich, Norfolk

BENSON : 7n

G EOItGF.

L

*************
**
*

Year - old claaalc
bouncy stomper, orlge
natty out on London.
0117).

blueMon
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COCKNEY REBEL
DEREK E DOMINOS
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eo

THE MEXICANO:
'Move Up Starsky'
(Baal BDN 35037).

Al-

HO

/

chance here.

*Lee

'

`

1

/ A Ua n Uc hits.
ARTHUR PRYSOCK:
"Whm love Is New'
(Polydor 20.58542),
Lovely jaunty mellow
hustler In Lou Rawls
style ,big US and achart

Strang reggae skanker

M~GREGOR

gen supply ell records
In Record

by TAMES HAMILTON

-elle Eddie
-Crr
-her Pera

y
re

OOP.

~don ere .yerra

e/
Orr
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ALBUM

A7 Hotline

HUSTLE

MASS PRODUCTION 'Welcome To
Our World' (Cotillion) explodes for
Johnny Diamond (Brighton), Joseph

ARE

YOU a DJ on
Creole's mailing list? If
xo, you'd better check out

their new 'Non

Johnstone

RONSON Rnxy

-.Sop Olsen

romp

BLUES BUSTER:

'Sweetest Thing' (Dynantic DYN 117). Barry
Biggs- pennned melodic

diva led

reggae, reo

after renewed DJ
Interest

SPIDERS W'EBB: 'I
Don't horns What's On
Your Mind' (Fantasy
FTC1S0). Bubbling fast
funky unto= chanter.

JAWBONE: 'King
Kong' (Funkey Mon
key) (Kok 240). Sur.
prisingly good bouncey
UK funker.

MARIANNE ROSEVIP' (OTO
Bright'n breezy

NRF.RO: 'A
(1T SO).

formula fodder, already
DJ Upped.

RITCHIE FAMILY:
'lady Luck' (Polydor

RepeUUve fast
Churner, puno
bier than the plugslde

2115$1197).

B-slde

JIM MoCLUSKY: 'Let's
kiss And Make Up'
(Spark SRL 1151).
Tuneful clopping bus.
Uer,

great

HOh AYERS UBIQulty: 'Moving, Grooving' (LP 'Vibrations'
Polydor 20111 - 258).
Lively burbling fast

funker

DENNIS WATERMAN:
'Hooray For Curly W air
(DJM DJS 10740).
Slinky slow pop- funker
with volcebox effects,

look out for the hot new Norman

DOUBLE

EXPOSURE 'Ten Percent'
(Salsnull adds on Steve Sell
(Chlppenham), Mark Ryymm ann (Swansea
Cinderella.), Ray Robinson (Leicester
Tiffany.) and more, while SAISOUL
ORCB '3001' (Saline» Includes Steve
Day (Enfield Bell), Clem On (Kings
Lynn)
.
Mike Stewart (Glasgow)
offers 8100 reward for recovery of his
stolen records and disco gear (Citron,,
Quad, Eliminator, Pulsar, hure, ele)
call him on (041)42.3.34T with info
Billy Ralph (Margate Saracens Stead)
and Johnny Daylight (Swindon Affal
were early on Chanson D'Amour'. now
the latter Joins me on PASADENA ROOF
OR (N 'Cheek To Cheek' I Tranaatianllc)

CRISPY A CO 'Iteazll'.
(7IEQIIERS 'thderided
lose', nt)TRLOOD 'Soul

-

%I

'Baby Ili You Wanna
Bump', BOBBY AZEFF
W

ay', I.AFASETTI:

STREET '(harlot' and
SOUL AFFAIR ORCII

it Anwor', all In a
flurry of sinning cym'

Young

Whitfield group, NITRO-every cut on
their Import LP is a scorcher

contains tracks tike

4ra

bals.

(Glasgow

Shuffles).

(March Cromwell.),
(Appleby), more

Chris

Willy

Archer
Cush

Mike Clark
(Copford Windmill), Keith Sherman

(Hounslow) and more are on MUSCLE
SHOALS MIENS 'Russ), De Rump Yo
Boodle' (Bawl).
Joany King (Bristol
Scamps) John Fuller (Norwich) rate
LEON HAYWOOD 'The Streets Will love
You To Death' 1(331 Jay Jay Sawers
(Dairy Hotel De Croft) raves over RAIl
RAND 'The Qsnek' (Goad Earth) Dave
Porter (Liverpool Oscar) Ups STEVEN
BISHOP 'Save I1 For A Raley Day'
1

...
was

1

answer

That

I

dr,enm

these: TI.

Try

TANIC 'Sultana'
(CBS) Into BILLY
PRESTON 'Billy's
(0.1511 Into
CALO SCIII FR IN
'Jaws' 1(1I). then at
Bag

bongos near the
end, into VAN )1r430Y
'Soul (ha (ha' (II AL ).
the
11

usually

Heall
each

'a

annd

veer kw

Tbne,

STAR TIP

.

Hectic-Electrics
SOUND bt.ECrltONICS Disco Equip
m,ol F.ahlhltion In Newcastle over the
ek,md was, a great sueres,s, 11111h
afterno n..aaa a large Wtendnnce,with

Sunday especially being hectically
busy far many exhibitors.
I wee glad U, be at,le to get tip there
myself, and allt give a
dui idled
report neat week.

I

DOUG FORBES rims his Bloods mobile discotheque
from Kenilworth (telephone 57230), and has
discovered o grad way to have a laugh with comedy
records while keeping people dancing 13ds same
idea can of course be used wtth several ether records
as well as comedy, but remember first to time the
records you Intend to OAP to be sure that theyll fit I
tvhal he does is play It AMILTON BOHANNON 'asen
Romp' (London ) and then start JASPER CARROT
'Magic Helm diabout (10.171 lover the top of It ,so thul
you ran hear loth at the same time. Using esatnd
effects. as I do, can cause some laughs too, an you
bring In chickens .ducks, lavatories racing cars and

other inappropriate noises'

Nat,.

Avenue' (Dena F
Exciting rocker
for Noodles fans and
13882).

more.

SECRET LOVE, Kathy Kirby (Dena)

t Wild OWE R, Karl Deaver (fleece)
3
IT'S NOW OR NEW R, Elvis Presley (RCA)
4

JEALOUSY, Billy Fury (Deeeal

S

LONELY WY, Paul Aaka (Columhis )

o

ME A MY SHADOW, MasRyg

(

/1

(rye LP)
7

IN THE MOOD, Glens Miller (RCA)

e

TUXEDO JUNCTION, ManhaUnn Transfer
(Atlantle)

O

(REEK

TO CITEEK, Pasadena Roof Orchestra

RAH BAND

(Transad antic)
to PASADENA. Temperance Seven (Psrluphoee)
B REAKERS

USDA RONSTADT:
'Crazy' (Asylum K

I

Patsy Cline's 'e1

weeple makes an ace
smoocher.

GLENN MILLER: 'TL-

tedoJ unction' /'Amer
can Patrol' (RCA PR
8031). Subdued In.
st umental original, and
fiery flip.

SUSPICION. Ella Presley ( RCA)
DON'T CRY FOR ME"ARGENTINA, Roy Castle

(rye)
3

OFI'BR)Y, RrofkerboodO( Man (Pye)

There's the secret

et a

good MoR Jock

-

iota of

*141

cony

me eotaisly founded rayons mobile disco oe
similar but even wlderrsage. Broaden ,year uaW,uk
whoa loo king for oldlrs, and you'll have B mode!
oodles!
a

3.

Ay

The disco record
everybody is
talking about

híSco ZateS
THE MOMENTS and
their superbly soulful

RONSTADT

~oche,

show. complete with the
Rimshots backing them,
are at Bournemouth's
Village on Saturday (28)
and at Norwich Qomavells on Thursday
(March 3), JALN Hand
play Rockton and Dar Iington Inn mgnito this
T urs#FTlday and Sal
tburn Filmore on Satur-

day (28). DJ gigs Include
a 'Soul Party' with

Disco

at

Nero's

on

Bogart

Edinburgh's Post House
Hotel this Thursday (24),
(Iris Gentry at Rams-

gate

Fri 'Saturday. and Chris
'Disco Dan' Ireland's
raniSat/Sunday n
dency In the recently
Man,
Blueight
tied
disco

tr

m

a

n

builds up on

track..el

-

rock easy

JOHN LODGE:

ace

did,.

Martell (Chesterfield Jingles), Steve
(Cotlingham), Roger Stanton
(Cardiff) and Just about the whole
darned world and his brother, amongst

..

Ing.

he an.
dropped as Harrogate
allowed poor disco
record sale,
and
then, when he was
contacted again, he

Tong

others

Ms on bongo

contact

EWAF 'Saturdy Night'
BSI
started by Arthur Dyke
(Exeter), Billy Fre (Kilmarnock). Steve

(ABC)

all past history now.
though, and Tony has
sent In a nice topical
segur with the empha

MoR material as sell as the usual hanky pup hale
no
this chart of the former should Interest ether morale
Jocks. It aroma you can book him on Llentwlt Major
3131. ext 3333.

better flip.

LINDA

TONY ADAMS, red
dent al Harrogate's
Ball Hal . recently
upset WEA by erotism
Inc he'd been axed
from their mailing 114
because of outspoken
reaction report., Far
from II, the reason
being that though still
considered a useful

Tech), Kid Johnson (Ellesmere Port),
Stewart Bunter (Reston) are on MAC
KLSSOON Stone walls' (State)
.
SISTER SLEDGE 'Cream Of The Crop'
(Cotillion) clicks for Colin McLean

CROL' DUKE la In the RAF at St Alban, South Wales,
whet, doesn't slop him running busy roadahew In tlr
evenings. Because of Ma mixed ego, he's on lato

Purposefully plodding
thumpers both maybe

t

MIX-MASTER

Barry (Manchester) Trevor John
(Wolverhampton), while Rob Lally
(Hereford), Dr .IoM (Telford Disco -

D,7 roe"Ce^

BAD COMPANY: 'Everything I Need' / 'Too
Bad' (Island WIP 1361).

13071),

we

must now wail and see,
while for those ssfia are
Interesdeal the album itself
really is non stop, with
every track mixing fairly
intelligently Into the nest
without eaen the tiniest
gap.
Basically lnstreonenl,d
and derldely hurdling. It

Dracut,.', RONLY

Steve

-

How long that support

remain. h,rthroming

pulls

pPEEyreL

(Edmonton l Pickett. Lock), Capuchino
(Bromley), Andy Cassidy (London
Sundown), Norman Davies (Bray
Phaenic), John D'Oro (Glasgow), more
.. posh disco
Jullana's have
been advertising
ng lfars o European
salesman of 812,000 plus
that's where
the loot lies, lads!
ALFIE KHAN
'Law Of The Land' (ADaoUel gets Jae
Taylor (Norwich Cromwell, I, Keith
Taylor (Sunderland Mayfair). 110,1
Schell (Carlisle Floppa), Terry Emm
(Dunstable), while Greg Wilson
(Birkenhead Deerstalker) Is first on
CERRONE 'Love b C Minor' (Atlantic)

even though they're
thanked for their "oaotlo
ued support".

BUFFALO: 'Midnight
Cowboy' (Good Earth
GD 8). Haunting mid -

nl

...

-

now DJ Upped.

-

1

. Tony Allen and Carl Kingston have
swapped their comedy spot at hull
Baileys for a life on the ocean wave.
going to Mediterranean pirate ship The
Voice Of Peace
THE MEXICANO
'Move Up Startler' 1 Pioneer) gets Clive

'80s -style

flip.

tempo pop
railer.

I

Creole have listed all
Minor so DJs th at were on
their books al the end of
last year but, here's the
rub, they're not sending
the album out to them

'My

Les

(Swansea Penthouse), while Bob Imes
(Chelmsford Dee -Jays) charts LP cut 'I
Like To Dance'
.
Pete Mlles
(Reddltch'Tracys) Yippee ray, that
the West Midlands new disco look Is
checked shirts, drainpipes and cowboy
b0006ts!
COCO 'Let's Get It

(CRLP 10$), us your
name Is likely to be on the

hackollt

(Worthing),

Aron
(Lancing Place), Phil Dodd (Horsham),
Paul Diamond (Canvey Goldmlne), Ian
Bay (Oeetborpes Clouds), Jeff Thomas

Chnrtbusters' album

11ICA"
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Jim Evans talks to
Double Chin and
Chapman
or

-

...

/

PAUNCH

,

ITH

1

r

/

a

.

RAUNCH
STREETWALKJN'
AND straight talkIn', it's the Chapman
/ Dowle tapes.
P
Though slightly cenBored in the Interests of decency,
you Mayy
if dear
reader you are of a
sensitive nature
be offended by some
of the language.

r

singer geezer got twisted and I'm not kidding, It
and started blagging the snowed. I played in
audience and blew It gloves. There were only
com"pletely.
about 10 people there.
I'd like W see these was
In at the deep
bands come up with end thrown
In America. I'd Just
music to suit their image played the small clubs
instead of trying to be when I did the Philthird ash venlarns of the adelphia Spectrum with
early Who. The Who had Robin Trower. It was
an Identity, not just as vast I was breaking my
people, but musically as sticks on every number.
well And the Rolling think It's because of
Stones might have caused places Ilke that that
trouble from here to American drummers are
If you want to get a full Harrogate, but musically eo loud."
flavour of the piece, they've got something.
Final topic. Audiences.
Imagine a well-known AU the singers today are Chapman:
seem to
four - letter word Inserted trying to he Mick attract a "We
pretty wild
at frequent Intervals in Jaggers, all the man. hunch wherever
we go.
the dialogue. Enough, agers are posers. I'd love And Glasgow audiences!
enough, on with the show. to see these young bands Other places, you get
The cast, Roger Chap- do something. Music halfway through a eel and
man and David Dow le today le crying out for a try to calm them down
(more on this dude you good kick." Fizz pop. bit. But at Glasgow, you
may not know later), another Guinness bites Just have W go along with
many cans of Guinness, the dust.
them."
two bottles of white wine.
"Of course the Press
Someone go out to the
The scene: a publicist's loved the punk business. off licence, we're running
(scruffy) office in central The papers tried to put dangerously low. Good
London.
'em down. I hope they can night, God bless, may
The time is three prove there's more to have a towel please''
o'clock. The pulls are them than Just safety pins
Here Endeth The
shut, but the Inblbing and torn shirts. The teddy Leaman.
continues apace In the boys and the mode had
aforementioned office
dress, lifestyle and
MUSIC."

I

I
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Chaos

Come In on this one

Plans, gentlemen.

fu-

David. (Young David,
yeti

may

or may

not

ture plans? Chapman: k now, Is the new
"After we've got this over drummer with Streetwal.
(their current British kers. Roger met David in

tour), we're thtnktng of the United States where
America. The last tour David was playing with
there wasn't exactly Brian Auger's band).
great actually It was "Punk In the States is
chaos. We played some much more musical
bad gigs. There was no There's some musical
cohesion between record thought in the music of
company, agency and Patti Smith and the like
management It was a They've got something
pain and there wasn't the punks over here
much we could do about It haven't. Something's got
being a long way from to happen here. I'll give
home. But the audience 'em some anarchy In the
liked us. "
The mind boggles. Pop,

another can of
Guinness Is opened
Depth
Flattery time. I approve
of the new album.
Well
enough on
'Vicious But Fair'. punk forthat's
the time being.
Chapman: "Yeah. Its a Your starter
for ten on
much tastier album than
musical influences.
'Red Card', it's a good your
regards
"As
Roger:
Imaginative crash.';
fizz,

It's people
Chapman exits for a pee. songwriting,
that Interest me. After
Dowle drinks 'his wine. all the sun and sea are
Chapman returns
always there. Presley,
Cochran through Ray
Charles are all strong
Will you be taking a Influences. especially his
single from the album? old"Presley
has such depth
Chapman; "We never and stuff,
Held To me he was
plan with singles in mind the first
pop
But
It must take some kind of today 1 don'tsinger.
he
Imagination to make sings what he reckon
wants
on
singles. We haven't got stage."
that kind of mentality.
bonus,
gentlemen,
Your
But hit singles, I must
admit, are one of the best on venues, toure and
festivals. Chapman:
plugs a bard can have.
London gig I
"A single promotes the "The Isonly
the Roundhouse,
like
more
of
get
You
album
you get the feel of
the media plays. Maybe there
people prefer us to be an the audience. they're with
underground group. Our you, you're with them.
"Now festivals. I
inutile is basically rock 'n'

Intelligent

roll with

a

more always try hard at

intelligent outlook '
Intelligent outlook. So
what do you think of the
punk movement? "Yeah,
I saw the Stranglers at
my local 1 didn't think a
lot of them The lead

festivals. If It's cold and
wet and the kids have
been sltttng in that mud
for two days, they deserve
a good gig

David cornee in: "I did
a festival in the States
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dressed up a. RAF reen
and Paul went thew hot, hog and had his hair

DEATH FLIGHT
to Detroit. Bad
Company shot at by
mad super.

Boa used to be r
labourer -ho dreamed
of becoming a rock

Some bands sing of
-wild night. on the road,
but they can't beat the

tale of Bed Company.

"There was

a

guy

near the runway,

shooting at planes,"
says drummer Simon
Kirke. "There must be
something about the

country that breeds
people like that there's
been a lot of It about
recently. I felta strange
mixture of terror at.
excitement I mean It
was like something from
a film.

"He was

a

real

professional using bas.
oer bullea which you
could see In the sky,"
says bass player Box
Burrell. "He managed
Whits few of the jets but
he rnlssed us, strange
really, we were in a prop
plane which wan more

vulnerable."

This side of the pond
we haven't been hearing
much from Bad Cons
parry, for the peat two
yea rs. They've been

concentrating on the
American and European market Once
again the taxman has
been largely responsible.
"You know it can be
heartbreaking w hen you

realise you're not going

be able to play in your
country for some time,"
says Simon. "Ire a pia
to

that when

band
becomes really well
known sad makes some
money the kids some
times never get to see

them."

"The taxman loses In
end," says Boa.

the

sawr.,.s..w,e

musician.

"There's two ways of
becoming a star, one Is
football and the other la
a roc* musician. I've
had tad times but I

3

carried

any thing

on

because

ea.

better

than carrying bricks

around."

Bad Company

HAD COMPANY bullets in the night

BAD MEET MAD
"When you're out of the
country they can't make
any money of you. Not
only that, but in these

troubled time. we're
doing the nation a
favour by giving 'em
some

roil,"

good

rock

n'

Despite numerous

plaanum sIborre and

memorable songs like
'Feel Llke Makin' Love'
Box and Simon corm
over as quiet and
unassuming. So what
has made the hand
successful'

Simple
"On stage we're

pretty dynamic," says
Simon. "We hive a
chemistry where we all
work together. There's
no real stare In the hand
so we each hake an
equal contribution to the
*versa sound. We're all
working together for the
common good. "
"We're not trying to
preach am, thing," ways
Bra "AU we want to for
people to get high on our

music and enjoy arm
selves. We like to keep
things simple. With
Lem ads like Yee and ELP
roc* started to get away
from Its rote. It staru-d
being too restricted and
formalised. You
couldn't have a good

blow because yeti had to
keep on following a set
pattern an the Brae. I
sympathise with punk
rock because Its got all
the basic energy and

Simon. "He w s ouch a
talented and emodonel
player. The world's a

poorer place."
The band's latest
album is called 'Burnie'

Sky' due out
February 25.

on

It was
recorded at the famed
Honky Chateau in

France.

Atmosphere
"It's housebigwithold

rawness that was

rambling

Bed Company have
often been compared
with Free, how did they
feel about that tag"
"We can't get away

says Minas,. "Re did it
in the summer whirls
mode Using. Letter, you
could walk wtside In the
country, really good for
your brains. "

lacking."

tromp" says Bs. "But

Amer -team don't seem to
to do It ea much se the
British. We cant get
away tromp the old Free

Influences but we are e
band in our own right
sod our influences area
lot broader. "
How did the death of
former Free guitarist

Paul Kossoff affect
them?
"very deeply," eon

great atmosphere,"

Paul Rodgers has
of lab,
why
been sporting en ultra

short hair cot

"He had It specially
door," says Boa. "When
we finished our lour our
roadie Chris Kimsey
decided bat we elm Id
hold
party at the War
Room in Loadomt Its a
sort of club with old

army uniforms

decorations.

an

We

are

managed by Uncle
Peter Grant d Led
Zeppelin farm and the
two bands are old

friends. Jimmy Page
has Jammed with them
onstage In the Sates.

"The two bands have
very similar peewee.
reties," says Bra. "We
reflect ea ch other's

images. Jimmy has
been to Iota of our gigs
and so we Invited him on

stage.

"After having our
share of being ripped off
Ifs been really ales to

sign with a company
like Swensonng who take
care of you awl look
after your Interest.. The
days of Tin Pan Ailey
and scheming managers are over, but

there's still many
retails young groups
on came aeron. "
Bed Company are In

the process of setting up

some outdoor summer
gigs la Britain, but
nothing has yet been
confirmed. When they
go touring abroad you'll
fled a bolle of Daddy's

sauce in Bra's baggage.
"Nothing they hove In
America ran compare
with It," he says. "fees
real twee d E ngland. '
ROBIN 91177t
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-

Rox No. 970R.
SHY, LONELY, attractive guy, 20, Oft, slim,

onlverdly student, seeks
girlfriend, 16-20 Landon
area. Photo would be
nice. Reply guaranteed.
999R.

wanted
for pen friends S. A. E.
Music Fans Club,
10
Charlton Road, Tetbury,
SAILOR

FANS

Glos

POSTAL FRIENDSHIP

Introductions ar-

Club.

ranged by pod for all
ages. Please write for
FREE colour. brochure.
Postage stamp to Miss
Chldgey Postal Friendship Club, Dept DISC, 124
Keys Avenue, Bristol
BS7OFIL

GLASGOW GUY, 24,
cheerful. seeks girlfriend

sincere friendship

for

- Box No. 9117R.
WIDOWER 40 would
17

.

like

girl 30-40, interest

to meet

EARLY DELETIONS:

UNUSUAL PEN
FRIENDSI EXCITING
DIFFERENTI Highly

Bee Gees, Elton John T Rex, Status Quo Roxy
Music and many others.
Send SAE sta tang
wants, Don, 197 Southend
Road. Wlckford, Essex.
NEW EUROPEA4 LPs
from R. King Spotnicks,
Champs, Jokers, Shadows, J. Harris, T. Mehan.
CIIf.
Write BP 28,1180

-

Box No. 962R.

QUIET NICE girl 20 61"
living in Camborne in
Cornwall seeks boyfriend
living Camborne Redruth
tree or Truro or near.

- Box No.

SHY GUY aged 32, seeks
sincere girl 25-30 East.
Lyndon or Essex area.

clubs, dancing, cinema,
Edinburgh
Box No.

-

983R

/ HUTCH:

STARSKY

An

unauthorised biography,
Alternate Title, 19
S5p
Martin Close, Whitwlek,
Leics. LEO 4DY.

FRIENDSHIP
SERVICE, for ladles
gentlemen.

and

S. A. E.

tails: Harmony.

de48

Crosby House, Bolton.
SHY. LONELY guy, 19

seeks similar girl for

genuine friendship.

- Box

Staffs area.
9648
311(7(

No.

-

comprehensive services

available. ConfldenUal

and other departments,
For brochures send
SAE (RM3) Bureau des
PO Box 64. Rugby,
Warwickshire.
DOVELINE PARTNER
catalogue Select your own
partners and pentrlends.
For free same photos,
SAE A16 PO Box 100,
Sutton. Surrey.

-

-

HOW

TO

GET GIRLFRIENDS, what to say,
how to overcome shyness,
how to dale any girl you
fancy.
SAE for FREE
details: Dept. RM, 38

-

Abbeydale, Winter

-

bourne, Bristol.
JANE SCOTT for genuine
friends, Introductions to
opposite sex, with sincerity and thoughtfulness.
Details tree, stamp to 3
North Street, Quandrant,
Brighton, Sussex, BN1

-

3GJ.
LONDON CHICKS are
dreaming about guys like

atDON DTING
SERVICESou

(RM), Ber-

keley Suite. 79 Great
Tltchfleld Street, WI.
FREE 20 PAGE catalogue of posters, badges,
sew on plus Nazi and
American gear, Ameri.
can police badges. Send
stamp for postage, Ken
Walker (RM), 37 Rose-

dale Cres, Reading,
Berks.

AQUAItlANs1 BORN
10th February 19507 So
was I. Interests astrology.

- Brian, Box 971R.

18 seeks female
penfriends. aged 1618.

Records For Sale

SHY NORTHMPTON
guy 30 seeks girl. 18-21,

CASSETTES SALE, 100s

-

Box No. 965R.

-

ship.
Box No. 986R.
OLD LADY 23, needs

letters from kind, humerous, considerate, extraordinary or just plain
ordinary guys.
Box

-

No. 0138R.
KEITH 18,

lonely would

sincere girl
for lasting relation-

like to meet
16-19

Love a photo.

ship.

34

Roper St, Merton Bank,
St. Helens, Merseyside.
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SAE.
Dave, 15
Braithwaite Crescent.

Keighley, Yorkshire.
DYLAN CASSETTES
Please send SAE for
details.
S- Duree, 53
Rhodesway, Bradford.

-

SF001 - SCIENCE
FICTION '1990 Metal
Sister" by "Grit.
Serd 50p, SF Records, 98
Lodge Road. Stratford

' -

upon Avon. Warwickshire.
OSMONDS LPs and
SAE. E.
singles.
Kellett, 50 Romney Road.
S loch on Cleveland.
BEST OF Elvis C26. Rock

-

computer Dating...

lynd

Ira'

£18
and Roll No.
(HMV). -(01)9070798.
1

RARE SOUL collectors.
Bitlsh label single..
SAE 124 Towcester Road,
Northampton.

-

SMALLS

-

FAN

es

...eafalaNDS.

CUIes

PEN

SITUATIONS VACANT,

F01IelIFh T,
ash dew peso. wwnornesa Ee
NOTICES.

PERSONAL

RECORDING

dke tn. eooueun-ee lar

a.d

Warstock Road,

WANTED SPANISH
"Power To All Our
Friends", Cliff Richard,

Weaver 01.240 0418,
COLOUR ROCK
PHOTOS. FERRY's

POTOER and

New Seekers

-

Belgium

155

-

a Godsend for DJs.
SAE Diakery, 86 / 87
Western Road, Hove,

Miss Yaeko

Sala, 3.8-6
Akabane, KltaKu, Tok

yo 115

come
LPs FROM 20p, 455 from

Japan.

SWEENEY THEME music by Harry South
Orchestra on EMI 2252.
Urgent
Tel: Bradford

-

Large SAE,
5p.
Thompson, 24 Beaufort
Avenue, Blackpool,
EX
TOP THIRTY
records (195676). From
lop. Thousands of UUes,
hundreds of stars.
sae
for free list 82 Vandyke
Street, Liverpool LS CRT.

-

410849.

ALL YOUR UNWANTED
45s and LPs bought or
part exchanged for new

-

records

(A), Kempsey, Worcester,
ROLLING STONES sinSAE details,
gles.
Stereodrive (C), Kernpsey, Worcester.
BEATLE OLDIE, singles.
SAE details,

stable Road, Luton,
Bedfordshire.

-

REACH BOYS Christmas

WANTED

album.

URGENTLY:

-

(B), Ken

-

Stella Road, Tipton,

Stalls.

-

LYRIC writers required
by recording company.
Details (SAE), 30 Sneyd
Hall Road, Bloxwlch,

-

Staffordshire
EXPERIENCED SOUL

- Send SAE to Mr
Gregory, Linden Park,

R

a

LltUehampon, Sussex
GOLDEN OLDIES, Tam
la, soul, Northern etc. DJ
has 1,000 singles for sale.
Many classics Quantity
Large SAE
descants.
C. Pemberton, 6 Sumner
Street, G resop, Derbys

-

new. II20, guaranteed.

-

NEW TOUR. Also Todd,
Roxy, Zeppelin, Queen,

Harrison, Beachboys,
Kass, Stones, Bowie, Eno,

Manznnerd, Ronstadt,
Emmylou, Blackmore,
Purple, Harley, Who,

Stewart. ELO, 10cc,
SAHB, Wings, Patti.
Dylan. Essex, and MI,
Send SAE to fast,
ere
personal service State
Interests, Dick Wallis, 159
Hamilton Road, London

-

SE27&9W

ELVIS 1977 winter speclal, 60, 1977 Calendar, 16,
34
Elvis shop.

-

Norborough Road,

Leicester.
BADGE COLLECTORS
read on: Alex Harvey,
Wings, Company, ZepeeInn,

Sabbath, Bowie,

Heap, Yes, Deep Purple,
l0cc. Pink Floyd, ELP.
Santana, Genesis, Stones,
Queen. Rosy. Wlshbale
Ash, Quo, Cockney Rebel,
Rod Stewart, Knebworth
Fair, 15p each.
SAE,
Hope to hear from you
soon.
Love Julie
Williams, 7 Candy Street.

-

Simmons,

26

Situations Wanted

WANTED TWO tickets
for David Soul London

GIRLS with exIn

singing,

-

Debbie. 11 Sendal
Road, Worthing.
98248

SINN.

&

PAUL

-

PRINTED TShirts.

fen

BE

el Men

MinallA

Y

require'

ADDITIONAL

sndenr
TELE-SALES

STAFF

EXISTING

sala

honfour weeks TEAM
annual
offered to
theeugeserful ant..ave
RING EDDIE
Dpi
M
01-437 0267 FITZGERALD
or 01.439 ON
7
12 Sutton
hopon' neePleasant

Love Gail xx

Row.tick
W1

AND YVONNE.

Congratulations on your
engagement.
Mick.
CONGRATULATIONS

-

MARC Bolan, R. M Poll
proves that you're not
dead see you on Tour.
Love Sue Hatton (Stour bridge).

-

GET YOUR

ÍOCK

-' FOLLIES
AND
T-SHIRT

` SWEATSHIRT HERE!!

STRICTLY PRE PAID

"Wu. TO.
aurta,e aNerkC ltt.e oe taP
Ins,es o.eMe
tp.
er N .a1-Nu,b e2 10,200 P&P

Man e
es TV

,

CN

Ill

W

f

1

1

Name

...we
b 26..supe
h S eNsrve

`Mte.ue.wente

PUBLICATIONS

20. 10,
S....... tapl0
20PPaP

Address

PUMen.,. .menu the oohs to enthel

22 MOOR STREET
BIRMINGHAM 4

Te
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1013
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-

Order form & advertisement rates

ALL SMALL ADS MUST

Lila

EI.I

en.,. q 10M COST d.1i.q
ende, .Are Ire

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Have your name, club or
message on a shirt. No
minimum order. Send
S. A. E for details toSue Moss, 3 Dusthouse
Lane, Tutnall, Broms
grove, Worcs.

e e

Choose Your
Own Date

-

-

,S,

,S,

Tim

N.e

-

Birthday.
Rollerluv
forever from Imelda

LAIN

see
4

Ile

details.

- Love Sue. on your
WOODY, HAPPY 20th
Woody.

11 1

waddy pen, membership
card, personality profiles,
super colour plc and
order form for lots of
special Showaddywaddy
Items send to: Showaddywaddy Fan Club Cavendish House, Croeteats,
South Shields. Tyne &
Wear.
PETER FILAMPTON
Fan Club, PO Box 104
Cambridge.
SAE
Malcolm and Wendy for

21st.

(Barnsley).

fool,lp

sal eviller

LIFE MEMBERSHIP.
You will receive regular
Newsletter. Showaddy-

(Birmingham).
For Sole

r

s

Cliff'.
JOIN THE SHOWADDYWADDY OFFICIAL FAN
CLUB send big S. A E
with 80p potent order for

-

Congratulailons

.E

'

CLIFF RICHARD admirers please write Programme Correspondence
Section, BBC London
WIA requesting 'Live
BBC 1 TV SHOWS by

BB Carvtll.
Concert
eyes, Brentford, Middx.

ROSEMARY

4,S,

Fan Clubs

SPOTLIGHT

Special Notice

require group, preferably
male, pure pop only.
Worthing 62087 Sully, or

-

Rutland

-01-572.0855

COLOUR POSTERSI

Sandon Road, Vange,
Essex.
HAPPY 20th Woody.
Love you always, JUL

London Ea 2LP.
JAMES DEAN, Monroe.
Beatles collections for
sale. Send top and SAE
for rare example photograph and list to

Court, Hove. Sussex.

perience

-

-

and Rink DJ required.
West London disco pub,
for Wednesday evenings.

TWO

l

-

-

Situations Vacant

-

-

0783270696.

Leonard Cohen and Rod
Stewart Rartetles, bootlegs, cuttings, anything.'
Send SAE, 12 Magna
Lane, Dalton, Rotherham, Yorke.
ENO CASSETTES 29

prey, Worcester.
SHIRLEY BASSEY cassette..
SAE details.
Stereodrlve (D), Kern.
psey, Worcester.
SLIM WHITMAN cas
settee.
SAE details,
Stereodrive (E), Kern.
psey, Worcester.
GLEN CAMPBELL, cas
settes
SAE details,
Stereodrive (F), Kern.
psey, Worcester.
BEACH BOYS cassettes
SAE details, Stern
eodrlve (G), Kempsey.
Worcester.
FROM 10p, brand new

PAST BIASTERNI Always 1,000s of rods, souL
pop, Tamla.
SAE. 2
South Walk, Middleton.
Sussex.
SINGLES / LPs 1966 1976, many rarities.
SAE, 126 Sherrtngham
Avenue, London N17.
AVAILABLE NOW. OUR
LATEST LIST OF POP
OLDIES, 1956 / 75.
Setd lop plus large SAE.
F. L Moore (Records)
Ltd.. 167a Dunstable
Road. Lu on Beds

Large collec

eons urgently required.
Send record of Ills
with SAE, F. L Moore
Records Ltd, 1978 Dun-

JOAN BAEZ assettee. SAE details, Stereodrive

45s.

-

Also swop Cliff photos

Brighton, Callers wel-

-

Will

Warstock, Birmingham.

CHA RTBUSTERSI Golden Oldies available, '56'76. A must for collectors,

Stereodrive
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Mary had a little record,
where will it go?
LET'S HEAR it for a little lady from the US
of A. She's hit the Number One spot on the
other side of the pond and plans to do the
same over here with her single 'Torn
Between Two lovers'. Whether Me makes It
or not renulns to be seen. But here, gentle
readers, Is the lowdown on the dear lady.
Mary McGregor was born and raised in St
Paul, Minnesota, and completed her early
musical training with to year. of classical
pleno and theory, two years of vocal
training and one year on the violin.
During high school and college she sang
and played In a 14 piece dance band and
then worked as a folk singer around the St
Paul area. Liter she sling and played
various Instrument» In various RdB bands
and folk outfits, winding up as the lead
singer In a ooumtry rock hand named

/4"

Crash, bang, wallop it's
Earth, Wind and Fire
EARTH, WIND and

Fire
were
spawned from Chitheir guiding

Semlending.

Mountain Retreat
Hang on, we haven't finished yet. You
mean there's more? Yeah. buster, keep on
reading or you'll be for It. Mary Is now

working an her own. commuting from her
hone (e commuting folk singer - how
fascinating) which Is 35 miles front
civillsation In the mountains near

-

Steamboat Springs, Colorado.
Bieldes recording regularly in Nashville
and Minneapolis, In recent yearn she has
played a leading role In the recording and
road production of a religious musical called
'The Good Lite', worked as a singer (no.
really?) with a band led by Peter Yarrow
(of Peter, Paul and Mary Mme) and sang
regularly on a Nashville radio show.
Between the out - of - gown ,dims, Mary
sings regularly for a band near her horns
and attende time writing and singing music
In her mn.nlain retreat.
Her song has already been David
Hamilton's recent of the week. Thin could
prove a problem.
Mary, Mary, quite contrary, "here will
your single go?
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recorded 'last Days Of 'Open Our Eyes' their
third album was
Time' and 'Head 'lb The
recorded at the Caribou
Sky'.
cago's backstreets
and the album
and tenements. Says Maurice, "By the Ranch
was such a success that
we completed the
Maurice White time
they returned to the
Sky'
The
To
'Head
has really been
Caribou to record their
sessions we all knew
cleat Offering 'That's
finally we were with the
The Way Of The World.
MD
rse
hand, he wanted to
creators and Of
describes the
Maurice
we feel that way now."
fuse an explosion
album as a "musical
of African drum- Their first two CBS
score In which each
albums sold a million
song is an event
beats, with soul,
The membersof
relative to an s5
jazz and just about copies.
the group believe that
perlence we have
with
anything.
they are In tune
lived." The album Is
music
their
each
other,
also
the soundtrack for
Maurice. a percusldonlet,
and the universe.
a
film of the same
vocalist and producer
pul on
they
Sometime.
The movie takes
name.
formed Earth, Wind
pretty
long robes
a
hard view of the
and Fire with his
cosmic, eh what?
music world,
brother Verdlne on base,
and percussion four "I always look at our Earth, Wind and Fire
produce o Isilque brand
music as being of the
years ago. Maurice
of cosmic lout.
sky -thunderous music,
called this period the
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